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Iran, Russia stress
implementation of joint projects
TEHRAN — Iranian Energy Minister Reza
Ardakanian and his Russian counterpart
Alexander Novak stressed accelerating the
implementation of the two countries’ joint
projects in a meeting in Moscow on Monday.
The officials, who co-chair the two
countries’ Joint Economic Committee,
also discussed the agreements reached
during the 15th Iran-Russia Joint Economic Committee meeting which was
held in Tehran and Isfahan in mid-June.

Construction of a 1,400-megawatt thermal power plant in Hormozgan Province
in southern Iran by Russian government’s
funding, and the project for electrification
of the 495-km Garmsar-Inche Boroun
railway that links the city of Garmsar, in
north of the Iranian capital Tehran, with
the Iranian city of Inche-Boroun, on the
border with Turkmenistan, were among the
joint projects that were discussed during
the meeting.
4

Railway fleet receives 213 new
domestically-made locomotives, wagons
TEHRAN — Some 213 new domestically-made locomotives and wagons were
added to the railway fleet of Iran in a
ceremony on Tuesday, IRIB reported.
During the ceremony, Saied Rasouli, the
head of Islamic Republic of Iran Railways
(known as RAI), said that the number of
domestically produced locomotives and
wagons has increased by 58 percent, adding
that according to a memorandum signed

last year with the Budget and Planning
Organization (BPO), by the end of the
next Iranian calendar year (March 2021)
another 974 locomotives will be added to
the country’s rail fleet.
According to the official, a total of
1791 locomotives and wagons worth 20
trillion rials (about $476.2 million) are
planned to be added to the county’s railway fleet.
4

I remember the cost of Iraq
war:Tulsi Gabbard
president.ir

TEHRAN — Rep. Tulsi Gabbard (D-Hawaii), a 2020 presidential candidate, on
Monday explained why she hasn’t gotten
rid of the gray area in her hair.
“I started going gray in that one spot
during and after my first deployment to
Iraq,” she said during an Instagram Live

UN slams Nigeria military for using ‘lethal force’ on Muslims

ARTICLE

Private sector’s
contribution to
development of
Shahid Rajaee Port
rising

L

ocated in Iran’s southern province
of Hormozgan, Shaid Rajaee is the
country’s largest and best-equipped
container port.
Enjoying the most modern container
terminals and port equipment, Shahid
Rajaee accounts for 85 percent of the
total loading and unloading at the Iranian ports.
Given its significant role in the country’s
import and export of products as well as
transit and transshipment via Iran, development of Shahid Rajaee Port is among
the most important development projects
in the country.
And to expedite its development,
benefitting from the potential and capabilities of private sector is seriously
pursued.
Of the major projects implemented by
the private sector to develop this port it
could be referred to designing, building,
transporting, installing and launching
15 gantry cranes which increased the
number of these cranes to 60 at Shahid
Rajae Port.
Last month, during a ceremony to put
the mentioned cranes into operation, Mohammad Rastad, the head of Iran’s Ports
and Maritime Organization (PMO), said
that the two-year project has been fully
carried out through domestic knowledge
and technical experience.
Addressing the same ceremony, Director General of Ports and Maritime
Department of Hormozgan Province
Allah-Morad Afifipour said the project
had been implemented in line with the
policies of Resistance Economy to support domestic production and combat
the sanctions.
And on Monday, the PMO’s director for
port and economic affairs announced that
the organization will sign an agreement
with the private sector within the upcoming
days for building a mechanized terminal
for minerals at Shahid Rajaee Port.
Mohammad-Ali Hasanzadeh said that
the terminal with the capacity of 50 million
tons will be built in three phases. 4

TEHRAN (Tasnim) – A United Nations rapporteur strongly condemned Abuja’s application
of deadly violence against the Islamic Movement
in Nigeria (IMN).September, 03, 2019 - 09:43
World Comments
UN Slams Nigeria Military for Using ‘Lethal
Force’ on Muslims
Agnes Callamard, the UN special rapporteur
on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions,
made the remarks in a report in the country’s
capital on Monday.

“The overall situation I have found is one of
extreme concern,” she told a news conference
in Abuja, where she presented her preliminary
findings following a 12-day visit to the country,
Reuters reported.
The official deplored the “arbitrary deprivation
of life” and the excessive use of lethal force in the
case of processions held by the IMN back in 2015.
Nigeria’s military attacked the movement’s
members that year as they were holding religious processions, with Abuja alleging that the

Muslims had blocked a convoy of the country’s
army commander. The movement has categorically rejected the allegation and said the convoy
had intentionally crossed paths with the IMN’s
members to whip up an excuse for attacking them.
The military also raided the house of Sheikh
Ibrahim al-Zakzaki, the movement’s leader, at the
time.During the escalation, the 66-year-old was
beaten and lost his left eye. His wife sustained
serious wounds, and three of his sons and more
than 300 of his followers were killed.
13

Saudis replace Aramco chair with wealth fund boss before IPO

TEHRAN — Saudi Arabia removed Energy
Minister Khalid Al-Falih from his position as
Chairman of Saudi Aramco, the second time his
role has been scaled back in less than a week, as
the government prepares to sell shares in the
state-owned oil company.
As Blommberg reported, Al-Falih said on
Twitter that he will be replaced by Yasir Al-Ru-

mayyan, head of the sovereign wealth fund. The
appointment of Al-Rumayyan, already an Aramco
board member and a key adviser to powerful
Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman, will
separate the Ministry of Energy from Aramco
and avoid conflicts of interest as the company
prepares for the upcoming initial public offering,
according to a source familiar with the thinking

behind the decision.
Selling a stake in Aramco, which could be
the world’s largest IPO, is a key part of Prince
Mohammed’s plan to wean the Saudi economy
off reliance on oil. Plans for the IPO were put
on hold last year as Aramco focused on the $69
billion acquisition of a majority stake in a state
chemical maker.
13

Yemen targets Saudi airport with ballistic missiles

TEHRAN — An image grab taken from a video
made available on July 7, 2019 by the press office of
the Yemeni Houthi Ansarullah movement shows
ballistic missiles on display during a recent exhibition of various missiles and unmanned aerial
vehicles at an undisclosed location in Yemen.
As Press TV reported,An image grab taken
from a video made available on July 7, 2019 by
the press office of the Yemeni Houthi Ansarullah
movement shows ballistic missiles on display

Tehran Times/ Zoheir Seidanloo

Mahnaz Abdi
Head of the TehranTimes
Economy Desk

video while in Iowa. “And so I keep it as
just a remembrance of those who we lost
there and the cost of war and why we fight
so hard for peace.”
“No, I’m not going to fix [it],” she added. “If you mean dye, no, I’m not going
to dye it.”
13

during a recent exhibition of various missiles
and unmanned aerial vehicles at an undisclosed
location in Yemen.
Yemeni forces have launched ballistic missiles at an airport in Saudi Arabia’s southwestern
province of Najran to retaliate military strikes
by a Saudi-led coalition.
The spokesman for Yemeni Armed Forces,
Brigadier General Yahya Saree, said in a brief
statement that the Yemeni forces fired a number

of Badr-1 ballistic missiles at military targets in
the Najran Regional Airport on Tuesday.
He added that the attack halted air traffic at
the airport.
The attacks came in response to the Saudi-led
aggression against Yemen, the spokesman said,
noting that Riyadh had carried out 52 airstrikes
over the past hours.He added that the Yemeni
forces had taken all necessary measures to avoid
civilian casualties.
13

Muslim
mourners mark
martyrdom
of Imam
Hussein (AS)
Muslim mourners travel on a street in Karbala,
Iraq on September 3, 2019 in a group representing the caravan of Imam Hussein (AS) and his
companions when they embarked on a journey
to Kufa in 680 CE.
In 680 CE on Ashura, the tenth day of the
lunar month of Muharram, Imam Hussein
(AS) and a number of his loyal companions
were martyred in battle against the oppressive
Umayyad dynasty.

ARTICLE
Hamid Bayati
Tehran Times journalist

The puzzle in the
U.S. Democratic
Party is complicated

A

lthough polls in the United States
show Joe Biden outnumbering other
Democratic candidates, Biden is still
concerned about the likelihood of rising US
senator Bernie Sanders. Joe Biden knows
very well that if Sanders and Elizabeth
Warren, another Democrat candidate, ally
and unite, Biden’s chances of winning will
be reduced.
If Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth can win
Biden in Iowa and New Hampshire, then
there is essentially no chance for Biden to
win the next presidential election.
Some US analysts believe Trump is
more afraid of Sanders (than Biden), and
will surely attract more independent supporters if Sanders reaches the final stage
of next year’s presidential race.
Bernie Sanders, the old American
senator, and one of Democratic nominees for the 2016 presidential election,
continues to oppose US President Donald
Trump. This confrontation started at the
time Trump entered the White House (by
early 2017). Sanders, in one of his most
recent positions against the White House,
called for an end to Washington’s support
for Riyadh in the Yemeni war. Sanders
also condemned Trump’s stance on the
murder of Jamal Khashoggi. At any rate,
Sanders’s recent position against Trump
has led to the US President’s concerns.
Polls recently conducted in the United
States indicate Sanders’ proper position
among Democratic voters. Accordingly,
Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders have both a
good position among Democrat supporters
and they both have a good chance to reach
the final round of the 2020 presidential
elections.
It should be remembered, however, that
even if Sanders is defeated in the presidential election in 2020, he will remain
one of Donald Trump’s main opponents
in Congress.
Bernie Sanders is now trying to forget
the bitter memories of the last presidential
election.Hillary Clinton, the Democratic candidate who was supported by her
husband, Bill Clinton, and many influential figures in the party, managed to
defeat Sanders with her secret lobbies,
and went to fight Trump as Democrats’
final candidate. 7
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P O L I T I C S
Zarif says Iran backs
Damascus-UN interaction
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – Iranian Foreign Minister Mod
e
s
k hammad Javad Zarif said on Tuesday that
Iran seriously supports interaction between the United Nations
and Damascus.
During a meeting with UN Special Envoy for Syria Geir
Pedersen, Zarif said that Iran is determined to help settle the
crisis in Syria politically.
Zarif pointed to Iran’s efforts to fight terrorism and
extremism in Syria and expressed Tehran’s support for
formation of a constitutional
committee with cooperation
of parties to the Astana talks.
Pedersen informed Zarif
about the latest efforts and
consultations with other countries in line with settling the
crisis in Syria.
In line with their security
cooperation, Iran, Turkey and
Russia launched the Astana
peace talks on the Syrian crisis.
The Astana peace talks were
launched in January 2017 with the aim of putting an end to
the Syrian conflict.
Kazakhstan has hosted multiple rounds of talks on Syria
since January 2017, backed by the three power brokers, most
of which involved delegations from the Syrian government
and opposition.
The 13th round of talks was held in Nursultan, the new name
of Kazakhstan’s capital, on August 1-2.
In this round of talks international bodies such as the UN and
the International Committee of the Red Cross were also present.

Rouhani: No intention to
hold ‘bilateral talks’ with U.S.
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – President Hassan Rouhani of
d
e
s
k Iran said on Tuesday that holding “bilateral”
talks with the United States is not on the agenda.
“We’ve said it before time and again, and we say it again
that we have no intention to hold bilateral talks with the United States,” Rouhani told the parliament as he was defending
his nominees for the post of education and tourism ministers.
The United States, under President Donald Trump, abandoned
the 2015 nuclear deal with Iran in May 2018 and imposed the
harshest ever sanctions on Tehran. However, Trump has been
repeatedly calling for dialogue with Iran.
“We never did and never will. It has been the case in the
past year and a half, and even in previous years. There have
been calls for talks, but we never responded to them,” Rouhani
added, according to the Mehr news agency.
The president said even during the nuclear talks between
Iran and the 5+1 nations which produced the JCPOA in 2015,
Iran did not hold bilateral talks with the United States.
The 5+1 nation included the five permanent members of
the United Nations Security Council (Russia, China, France,
Britain, and the U.S.) plus Germany.
Rouhani went on to say that it is still possible to hold talks
with the United States as part
of the 5+1 group if it lifts sanc“The basis of
tions on Iran.
our
talks with
“If the U.S. lifts all of its sancthe European
tions against Iran, whether it
returns to the JCPOA or not, it
side is that
does not matter to us, it is still
we want
possible for the U.S. to be part
them
to preof the 5+1.”
He stressed, “When we talk
purchase our
about negotiations, we only
oil and the
mean it under the situation in
which all sanctions have been
revenues
lifted; that is, the situation
to
be in our
we previously had under the
possession,”
JCPOA.”
Consequent to remarks by
Rouhani
Rouhani, 150 MPs signed a lettold the
ter thanking the president for
parliament.
rejecting direct talks with the
United States.
Tensions started to boil up between the U.S. and Iran after
President Trump abandoned the nuclear agreement, returned
sanctions and imposed new one.
The Trump administration has been making repeated calls
for talks, but the Islamic Republic stresses that as long as sanctions are in place and the U.S. refuses to return to the JCPOA,
negotiations will be meaningless.
“Our progress is a testament to the fact that resisting [against
pressure] works. On the other hand, an active diplomacy can
pave the way for us. We have never closed the doors of diplomacy and never will do so...we don’t believe that only one of
these two tools should be used,” Rouhani stated.
About Iran’s measures to scale down commitments to the
JCPOA, Rouhani said, “If the remaining signatories to the nuclear deal can live up to a part of their commitments, we may
reconsider reducing our commitments. But if they fail to take
any solid step, we will definitely take the third step in a few days.”
As a first step, Iran increased its enriched uranium stockpile to beyond the 300 kilograms set by the JCPOA. Next, it
announced that it had begun enriching uranium to a purity
level beyond the 3.76 percent permitted under the JCPOA.
Rouhani added, “The further we move along this path, it
may make solving the issue more difficult, but since our steps
are designed in a way that we can return to the starting point at
any given time we desire, it will not take any time, and we will
continue our talks even after taking the third step.”
“The basis of our talks with the European side is that we
want them to pre-purchase our oil and the revenues to be in our
possession. This will ease the situation for us to decide against
making more cuts to our commitments to the JCPOA,” Mehr
quoted Rouhani as saying.
“We haven’t reached a final agreement yet, but negotiations
are still underway. If we fail to reach a conclusive result by
Thursday, we will announce the third stage of our cuts to the
JCPOA commitments,” Rouhani concluded.
Some officials have noted that Iran’s measures for the third
step may include installing a new generation of centrifuges, increasing the stockpile of enriched uranium, or restoring the
Arak heavy water reactor to its previous design.
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U.S. move to form coalition in Persian
Gulf ‘not feasible’: Japanese professor

“The fact that not many states have joined the coalition suggests decline of the U.S. power in the Middle East”
By Negar Asadi
TEHRAN — Hisae Nakanishi, a professor of
International Relations of the Middle East at
Doshisha University in Japan, believes that
the United States’ move to form a maritime
coalition in the Persian Gulf is “unwise and
even not feasible”.
“The U.S. hopes to encircle Iran by the
cooperation with those states which the U.S.
considers its allies in the Middle East and by
pressuring Iran. I consider this U.S. move
unwise and even not feasible. So far, a limited
number of the states have joined the coalition
and many other states are prudent not easily
expressing their desire to join,” she tells the
Tehran Times in an exclusive interview.
Nakanishi says this decision by the U.S. is
not isolated from a series of the Washington’s
unilateral actions.
“It started from withdrawal from the JCPOA
[the official name for the 2015 nuclear deal]
in May 2018. The U.S. major objective is to
increase tension in the Persian Gulf that serves
for Trump’s gaining more votes for the 2020
Presidential Election,” she said.
Nakanishi also said that it is a wise decision by major countries who have refused
to join the coalition, noting supporting such
a coalition means supporting “illegality in
international law”.
“It is wise for the major countries to have
refrained from joining the coalition including
Japan and Germany. The current tension in
the region started from the U.S. breaching
international law by abandoning the JCPOA.
Thus, participation in the coalition has a serious ramification: it would mean to support

the illegality in international law,” she stated.
She added, “As Prime Minister Abe of Japan
clearly stated during his visit to Iran in June
and at the time of the latest G7, Japan does
not hope to see conflict in the Persian Gulf
and hopes that Iran plays a constructive role
in securing peace in the region. Moreover, the
participation of Japan’s Self Defense Army is
not legally supported in Japan’s constitution. It
goes without saying that Japan and Iran have
historically maintained a good relationship.

So, it was a natural decision for Japan not to
join the coalition.”
Commenting on participation of Israel,
the UK and Australia in the coalition, she said
what is important for those states is to express
their support for the U.S.
“As a matter of fact, it is not clear to what
extent Israel will commit itself to the coalition.
It expressed to cooperate with U.S. only for
collecting information. Yet, what is important
for those states is to express their support for

“The coalition is aimed at increasing
military tension (in the Persian Gulf).”

the U.S. policy. Israel is likely to continuously
fire into Lebanon’s Hezbollah. Yet, this does
not mean that it deploys its military in the
Persian Gulf with other coalition states. It is
not new in the case of the UK and Australia.
Both UK and Australia have already played a
crucial role in their intervention in Afghanistan
and again in Iraq by participating in the U.S.led coalition in their war against Saddam,”
she explained.
The professor added, “What matters most is
the political and military implication of the coalition formation. The U.S. has its allied states
in the Persian Gulf such as Saudi Arabia and
the United Arab Emirates. Thus, the coalition
making is for the sake of the U.S. enhancing
its leverage toward these countries. On the
other hand, the more tense the Persian Gulf
situation gets, the more weapons and fighter
jets those allied states buy from the U.S.”
“The UK is also among other weapon sale
states in the Middle East. The coalition making
actually serves such an economic interest of
the U.S. These circumstances considered, the
U.S. primary goal in the coalition making is
to increase the military tension, not really
is presuming to engage in the military act
in the region at this point. Overall, the fact
that not many states have joined the coalition suggests decline of the U.S. power in
the Middle East,” opined the professor of
Doshisha University.
The United States has called on its European and Asian allies to form a maritime force
to supposedly monitor safe shipping in the
Strait of Hormuz and Persian Gulf.
So far, only Britain, Australia and Bahrain
have agreed to join the coalition.

Iran, France hold intensive expert-level talks on JCPOA

P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – Iranian and French experts held
d
e
s
k intensive talks in Paris on Monday at expert
level and discussed preserving the 2015 nuclear deal, officially
known as the JCPOA.
The meeting which lasted over 10 hours was chaired by Iranian
Deputy Foreign Minister for Political Affairs Abbas Araghchi.
According to Iran’s Foreign Ministry, both sides reviewed
details of President Emmanuel Macron’s initiative to save JCPOA,
following phone calls with his Iranian counterpart Hassan Rouhani, Press TV reported.
Macron’s plan — which he separately discussed in detail with

U.S. President Donald Trump and Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif — reportedly included a “softening” of economic sanctions against Tehran in exchange for some liabilities.
The initiative, according to an earlier report by Bloomberg,
will allow Iran to sell certain amounts of oil in exchange for fully
implementing the JCPOA.
On May 8, exactly one year after the United States abandoned
the JCPOA and reinstated sanctions on Iran, Iran announced
it will start reducing its nuclear commitments. However, Iran
has announced if the European Union as a signatory to the deal
protects it from the sanctions effect it will reverse its decision.

According to the New York Times, the senior Iranian delegation was working out the details of a financial bailout package that French President Emmanuel Macron intends to use
to compensate Iran for oil sales lost to American sanctions. In
return for the money, the Times said, Iran would agree to return
to compliance with a 2015 nuclear accord, The New York Times
reported on Monday.
Iranian press reports and a senior American official say that
the core of the package is a $15 billion letter of credit that would
allow Iran to receive hard currency, at a time when most of the
cash it makes from selling oil is frozen in banks around the world.

Zarif describes his visit to Russia as essential, important

P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – Iranian Ford
e
s
k eign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif said late on Monday that his visit
to Russia was “important” and “essential”.
“I believe consultations and coordination
made during this visit will be beneficial to
regional peace and security,” he told reporters.
During a meeting with Russian experts on
Iranian studies, Zarif said the two countries’
ties are growing.
Elsewhere, he said that Iran, Russia and
China are powerful countries which have
stood against hegemony of the United States.
“Hegemony of the United States have
reached its end, however, the United States
lives in its own dreams,” he pointed out.
“Strategic ties between Iran and Russia
benefits the region and the international
peace and security.”
In an interview with IRNA published on
Tuesday, Zarif said Tehran and Moscow have
held regular and constant talks over the last
six years since Hassan Rouhani took the pres-

idential helm in Iran.
The chief diplomat also said the relations
between Tehran and Moscow is based on
“common interests” and “common views”
on international issues.
Such a proximity in ties is “unprecedented” both before and after the 1979 Islamic
Revolution.
The existing cooperation between Iran
and Russia either mutually, regionally or
internationally is unprecedented and “I
believes such a cooperation will benefit the
region, and international peace and security,
and definitely it is in favor of Iran.”
In an interview with the RT, Zarif called
the JCPOA a “great accomplishment” and
said “it is too early to talk about the demise
of the JCPOA.”

During the visit to Moscow, Zarif held
talks with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov.
During a joint press conference, Zarif
said that Iran will scale back its nuclear
commitments more and more if Europeans fail to shield Tehran’s economy from
sanctions reimposed by the United States
after Trump’s administration’s withdrawal
from the deal.
“It is meaningless to continue unilateral
commitments to the deal if we don’t enjoy its
benefits as promised by the deal’s European
parties,” Reuters quoted him as saying.
He also ruled out possibility of renegotiating the JCPOA.
“It is not about renegotiating JCPOA
because, as you and I know probably better

Zarif says: “Strategic ties between Iran
and Russia benefits the region and the
international peace and security.”

than anybody else because both of us were
involved in these negotiations from the very
beginning, it is impossible to open this Pandora box and close it again,” Sputnik quoted
him as saying.
Zarif also praised the partnership between
Iran, Russia, and China.
“The nature of our relations with Russia and China is different from our relations
with the ... other participants of the JCPOA
because we believe that Iran, Russia, and
China have never stopped cooperating ... So
we consider Russia and China as partners
that have ... held strong positions and who
contribute to the continued survival of the
JCPOA,” Zarif explained.
Zarif also said that Tehran welcomes a
Russian proposal for ensuring security in
the Persian Gulf.
He said that security in the Persian Gulf
is very important for Iran and Russia, and
the two countries share close views in this
respect.

Russia condemns U.S. ‘provocation’ of Iran as ‘absolutely
unacceptable’ as nations build front against Trump
(News Week) — The foreign ministers of
Russia and Iran have met in Moscow in a show
of solidarity against what Moscow termed “unacceptable” American provocation over the Iran
nuclear deal, which remains at risk of collapse.
Javad Zarif traveled to meet Russian counterpart Sergey Lavrov in Moscow on Monday,
as the two leaders sought to breathe life into the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action—otherwise
known as the Iran nuclear deal—in the face of
continued U.S. sanctions on Iran, state news
agency Tass reported.
President Donald Trump withdrew the
U.S. from the JCPOA in May 2018, arguing
the agreement was too lenient on Iran. The
agreement—which was also signed by Russia,
China, the UK, Germany, France and the European Union—lifted tough economic sanctions
on Iran in exchange for curbs on its nuclear
program.
The U.S. is now using economic sanctions
in a bid to force Iranian leaders back to the
negotiating table, where the Trump administration hopes to secure a new deal which includes
restrictions on Iran’s ballistic missile program
and regional influence.
But Iran is not budging. The dispute resulted
in months of tension in and around the Persian

Gulf, during which multiple commercial ships
were sabotaged or seized, Iran shot down a U.S.
drone and Trump claimed to have ordered a
retaliatory airstrike on Iranian positions, only
to call it off at the last minute.
On Monday, Lavrov condemned what he
called American provocation and reiterated
the Kremlin’s continued support for the deal.
“Our American partners, with support of some
of their regional allies, make blatant attempts
to provoke Iran,” he said.
Iran has partially suspended its compliance
with the JCPOA in response to the U.S. withdrawal, building its enriched uranium stocks and
increasing the level of enrichment achieved.
Washington has demanded that Tehran remain
in compliance, and Trump has threatened con-

sequences if Iran continues to flout the terms
of the JCPOA.
Lavrov dismissed this as hypocritical. “The
JCPOA is a very delicate balance of interests,
obligations and compromise,” he said. “It cannot
be pulled apart, when one part is to be adhered
to and the other one is not obligatory. This is
absolutely unacceptable.”
“We understand the steps that Iran has to
take to partially suspend its voluntary obligations under the JCPOA very well,” Lavrov
added. “These steps are a direct consequence
of the U.S.’ unacceptable actions regarding a
crucial document that was approved by the
UN Security Council.”
Such actions, the foreign minister said, are
designed to push Iran further into non-com-

“We understand the steps that Iran has
to take to partially suspend its voluntary
obligations under the JCPOA very well,”
Lavrov added. “These steps are a direct
consequence of the U.S.’ unacceptable
actions regarding a crucial document that
was approved by the UN Security Council.”

pliance and to “find a pretense to use force.”
Lavrov and Zarif used Monday’s meeting to
boast of the ever-closer relationship between
the two nations. Zarif said relations between
the two nations “are at the highest level over the
past decades,” characterized by cooperation of
“a strategic character and is especially successful in the energy and transport sectors, and in
the area of maintaining peace and security.”
Zarif also praised Russian and Chinese
efforts to keep the JCPOA alive. He also took
the opportunity to criticize the European signatories that Tehran feels are doing too little
to salvage the Obama-era deal.
“Russia’s and China’s position on the nuclear deal is closer to that of Iran [than the
position of European countries and the United
States],” he explained. “Economic relations
between our countries are developing despite
Washington’s pressure.”
Last week, it was reported that Russia offered Iran the chance to buy its modern fighter
jets to upgrade the country’s ageing air force.
International sanctions have prevented Tehran
from improving its air arm, which is largely
made up of Cold-War era Soviet aircraft and a
handful of American planes purchased before
the 1979 Iranian Revolution.
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France dangles $15 billion bailout
for Iran in effort to save nuclear deal
A senior Iranian delegation arrived in Paris
on Monday to work out the details of a financial bailout package that France’s president,
Emmanuel Macron, intends to use to compensate Iran for oil sales lost to American
sanctions. In return for the money, Iran
would agree to return to compliance with a
2015 nuclear accord, The New York Times
reported on Monday.
Iranian press reports and a senior American official say that the core of the package
is a $15 billion letter of credit that would
allow Iran to receive hard currency, at a time
when most of the cash it makes from selling
oil is frozen in banks around the world. That
would account for about half the revenue
Iran normally would expect to earn from
oil exports in a year.
Macron’s government has declined to
provide any details of its negotiations with
the Iranians, though it was the subject of
discussion between the French president and
U.S. President Donald Trump at the Group
of 7 summit last weekend.
While Macron and Trump gave no hint of
their differences in public comments, administration officials say the French effort, which
other European nations appear to support,
is undermining the administration’s effort
to exert what Trump calls “maximum pressure” on Tehran.
And it is far from clear that Trump would
go along with any bailout: His national security adviser, John R. Bolton, has made it
clear that he opposes such an agreement. So
does Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
of Israel, who opposed the 2015 deal and
pressed Trump to make good on his campaign
promises to abandon it.
“This is precisely the wrong timing to hold
talks with Iran,” Netanyahu said last week.
Without Trump administration support
for the deal, it is not clear whether European
banks would risk American sanctions by extending credit to Tehran or whether the credit
might be extended by the European Central
Bank, or France’s central bank, which would
be more difficult for Washington to sanction.
If the talks, which French and Iranian
officials began in Paris on Monday, are successful, Iran would return to the restrictions
negotiated with the Obama administration
four years ago. Trump abandoned that agreement in 2018, and the Iranians have stepped

Expert says if France pushes forward with
proposal, it’s likely to want not just a freeze
on further enrichment from Iran but full
compliance with the JCPOA, and the opening
of talks on regional issues.
up pressure on Europe by gradually discarding
the nuclear-production restrictions to which
it had agreed.
“It was pretty much a technical discussion, and it went pretty well, on the whole,” a
spokeswoman for the French Foreign Ministry
said on Monday. But she gave no details and
would not confirm that the centerpiece of the
negotiation was the $15 billion letter of credit.
Iran has said that if the talks fail, it will
escalate its nuclear activity starting Friday.
While it has not said what actions it might
take, Iranian officials have hinted they are
planning to raise their enrichment of uranium
to 20 percent purity.
The country may also install next-generation nuclear centrifuges that can produce
fuel far more quickly than the older models
that were running when Iran agreed in 2015
to sharply limit its production in return for a

lifting of international oil sanctions.
After complying with the agreement for
a year after Trump pulled out of the accord
and resumed sanctions, Iran has said it would
no longer be bound by an agreement that
Washington is no longer respecting.
The letter of credit proposed by President Macron is part of a broader effort by
the French, with help from Germany and
other European powers, to save the 2015
agreement, even after Trump renounced it
as “a disaster.” No issue has more clearly
illustrated the foreign policy chasm between
the Trump administration and its European
allies.
As the administration complains of European sanctions-busting, Macron is trying
to engineer a meeting at the United Nations
later this month between Trump and President Hassan Rouhani of Iran.

Macron, American officials say, is betting
that once Trump is engaged in a negotiation
of his own with Iran, he will sense a chance to
reach an agreement before the 2020 American elections.
A similar effort to set up a meeting between
Trump and Rouhani, at the United Nations
in 2017, collapsed.
But the dynamics now are different, and
Trump administration officials have often
said they would meet the Iranians without
preconditions.
Trump even seemed open to the idea of
a financial bridge for the Iranians when he
told reporters at the Group of 7 meeting that
Iran may need a “short-term letter of credit or
loan” that would “get them over a very rough
patch.” His aides later said the president was
envisioning such a financial package only
after a new agreement was reached.
The Iranians have said that the United
States would first have to return to compliance with the 2015 agreement before a new
accord could be negotiated.
The deal Macron is exploring would provide Iran with the $15 billion line of credit
in return for full compliance with the 2015
agreement and a return to normality in the
Persian Gulf.
Ellie Geranmayeh, an Iran expert with
the European Council on Foreign Relations,
noted in an interview that “If France indeed
pushes forward with this proposal, it’s likely
to want not just a freeze on further enrichment from Iran but full compliance with the
nuclear deal, and the opening of talks on
regional issues.”
On Friday the International Atomic Energy
Agency confirmed that Iran has been enriching uranium up to a purity of 4.35 percent,
just above the 3.67 percent allowed under
the deal, known as the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action.
That enrichment level is still well within
the ordinary limits for producing fuel for
nuclear power plants. Iran’s stockpile of fuel
now also exceeds the 300 kilograms, or 661
pounds, allowed under the accord, according
to the energy agency.
But all of those steps are easily reversible, Iranian officials say, and are intended
to demonstrate that Iran will not stay within
the agreement if the United States violates
its commitments.

Japan to send forces to Hormuz Strait if Iran gives consent: report
(MNA) – Japan is considering sending a Maritime Self-Defense Force destroyer separately from the U.S.-led coalition
to the Persian Gulf and it will perform a mission in the Strait
of Hormuz if Iran gives its consent, a Japanese newspaper
reported.
Japan will not join the United States in a security mission
to protect merchant vessels passing through key Middle
Eastern waterways and will instead consider deploying its
military independently, the Yomiuri newspaper reported
on Tuesday.
“Such a mission would be to collect information in the
area based on a provision regarding survey and research
activities under the Defense Ministry Establishment Law.
The government is expected to make a final decision on the
dispatch after the UN General Assembly meeting to be held
in New York later this month,” the newspaper said.
“According to several sources, the government’s current
plan is to perform the mission in areas around the Strait
of Hormuz, in the Bab el-Mandeb Strait off Yemen, and
elsewhere. If Iran gives its consent, the Japanese govern-
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ment plans to expand the scope of its mission to the Strait
of Hormuz itself.”
The U.S. is leading a mission in the Persian Gulf, known
as the international maritime security construct (IMSC). It
has asked its allies to join the initiative. The United Kingdom,
Bahrain and Australia are presently the only countries to
join the U.S. in the Strait of Hormuz, but the UK has appealed to European allies to join the mission to safeguard
shipping lanes.
Key Washington allies Germany and Japan have refused
to join, and France has expressed reservations about the
U.S. provocative initiative.
On August 6, the Israeli regime’s Foreign Minister Israel
Katz said that they will be part of the U.S.-led anti-Iran
coalition. Iran reacted to the announcement, warning that
Washington and Tel Aviv would be responsible for the consequences of such a decision.
Tehran has condemned U.S. efforts to form a coalition,
highlighting that regional countries can provide the region
with security.

scheduled to deliver a speech on the Tehran
Municipality in the field of innovation and
creating smart cities.
“BRIDGE for Cities” is a large-scale
annual event, which aims to advance the
implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the New Urban
Agenda,” according to BRIDGE website.
The event promotes the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development via the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), with which it shares many
similarities, in all participating countries,
to encourage municipal officials and de-

Parliament confirms two
proposed ministers
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN – On Tuesday, members of the
d
e
s
k parliament (Majlis) cast votes of confidence
for two ministers proposed by President Hassan Rouhani.
During an open session of parliament, Ali Asqar Mounesan
was made minister of cultural heritage, tourism, and handicraft.
Mohsen Haji-Mirzaee was also made minister of education.

Mounesan (left) and Haji-Mirzaee (center) expecting poll
results as they sit beside First Vice President Es’haq Jahangiri
(right)
Mounesan received 163 positive and 87 negative votes as well
as 5 abstentions. The numbers were respectively 200, 48, and
7 for Haji-Mirzaee.

Crimea invites Iran to use
its ports as a U.S. sanctions
workaround: official
Crimea has offered Iran access to its ports as a way for Tehran
to avoid U.S. sanctions on oil exports, a senior official in the
annexed region’s Kremlin-backed administration told Russian
media, according to The Moscow Times.

Iran is increasingly looking for alternative trade routes to skirt
tensions in the Persian Gulf brought on by U.S. sanctions. The
OPEC member’s crude exports have dropped largely following
U.S. sanctions on its oil industry, though they have barely affected
exports of oil products.
Georgy Muradov, the deputy prime minister of Crimea’s Russian-backed government, said Crimea is “sending signals” of
cooperation to Iran “given the anti-Iranian policy of the United
States.”
“For example, Iran could use our port facilities to transport
oil,” Muradov told the state-run TASS news agency.
“Iran can take advantage of our shipping opportunities and
river-sea canals, transporting oil over the Volga-Don canal, via
Crimea, to the Black Sea,” Muradov said in an interview published last week.
Crimean officials had first offered trade cooperation to Iranian
businesses in April, bne IntelliNews reported at the time. Muradov
told TASS last week that while some Iranian businessmen have
expressed interest in establishing a foothold on the peninsula,
Crimea “has not seen active steps being taken by the Iranian side.”
The U.S. has ramped up sanctions to pressure after pulling
out of a nuclear deal with Iran.

Borders are secure:
Army chief

Tehran mayor in Vienna to attend international conference

L TEHRAN – The mayd
e
s
k or of Tehran, heading a
delegation, visited Vienna late Monday to
participate in BRIDGE for Cities 4.0 confab
running from September 3-4.
Upon his arrival, Pirouz Hanachi was
welcomed by Iranian Ambassador to Austria
and Slovakia Ebadollah Molaei and Iranian
ambassador and permanent representative
to the Vienna-based international organizations Kazem Gharibabadi, according to
IRNA.
Hanachi has been invited by mayor and
governor of Vienna Michael Ludwig. He was
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velopment stakeholders to scale up their
engagement in inclusive and sustainable
urban-industrial development initiatives,
the website further mentions.
During his stay, Hanachi also plans to
talks with the Vienna mayor and his counterparts from other countries.
He is scheduled to visit the most important civil projects in Vienna in the field of
smart cities, waste management, rescue
systems, fire department and public transportation systems.The Tehran mayor will
then head to Germany to visit Governing
Mayor of Berlin Michael Muller.

P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN – The Iranian army chief has said
d
e
s
k full security prevails in the country’s borders
thanks to the efforts by the armed forces.
Addressing a military ceremony on Tuesday, Major General
Abdolrahim Mousavi said the security, calm and suitable conditions along the borders have been achieved through the genuine
efforts of the military.
Mousavi in the meantime maintained that certain operations
by the Army remain undisclosed for safeguarding the country’s
interests.

Call for talks with U.S. is a plot to defeat resistance, Iranian MP says
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN – An influential lawmaker has
d
e
s
k criticized calls for negotiations with the
United States, saying that such talks are a plot to defeat
the resistance approach that Iran has adopted in face of
U.S. sanctions pressure.
“Today, all acknowledge that the resistance approach
led to Iran’s victory in issues related to [the downing of
the invading U.S.] drone and release of ship [oil tanker].
Also the resistance made Trump adopt smoother stance
towards Iran,” Hamid Reza Hajibabaei, head of the Velaee
faction of the parliament, told Mehr on Tuesday.
The Iranian people have paid the cost of resistance
and arrived at this conclusion that they have to wait for
the country to pass this stage, he added.
“Exactly when the resistance has worked and we have
to take the third step in reducing our commitments to the
JCPOA, which includes increasing uranium enrichment
to 20%, the strategy of compromise and negotiation has
been raised again,” the principlist MP pointed out.

“Those who talk about negotiations are sure that resistance will attain victory at this stage and lead to America’s
retreat, but they are trying to pull the rug from under
resistance’s feet.”
He added, “We are not against negotiations,” he highlighted, saying, “We talked with America in a period and
they retreated.
Even today, if America returns to its commitments
[under the JCPOA], the Islamic Republic may come to
this conclusion to continue negotiations.”
The United States unilaterally pulled out of the Iran
nuclear deal back in May 2018, imposing sanctions on
Tehran.
Iran still remains in the deal but one year after U.S.
withdrawal, officials announced that the country would
start reducing commitments to the JCPOA in a step-by-step
approach, asking other parties to the deal to stick to their
commitments and safeguard Iran’s economic interests
in face of U.S. pressures.

“A series of recent measures taken by the Army (in this regard) have not been publicized for special security reasons and
intelligence considerations,” the commander remarked.
What is important for the Army is that it has stood against
the foes and that “the enemy is feeling the pain of our slap on
his face,” he underlined.
In remarks in July, Chief of Staff of the Iranian Armed Forces
Major General Mohammad Hossein Baqeri said Tehran will give a
crushing response to any move threatening the country’s security.
In a speech in April 2018, Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said the U.S. is aware of the crushing response
it will have to face in case it takes military action against Iran.
The “era of hit and run is now over”, and the U.S. knows that if it
gets entangled in military action against Iran, it will receive much
harsher blows, Ayatollah Khamenei underlined.
The U.S. is seeking a way to evade the costs of standing against
Iran and place them on regional countries, the Leader said, reminding certain regional countries that if they confront Iran, “they will
definitely suffer blows and defeat”.
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$1.6b allocated for modernizing
transportation fleet
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN - Iranian deputy transport minisd
e
s
k ter said National Development Fund (NDF)
of Iran has allocated $1.6 billion for renovating the country’s
transportation fleet, IRIB reported on Tuesday.
“Upon President Rouhani’s directive, National Development
Fund will soon provide nearly $1.6 billion to renovate the transportation fleet,” Shahram Adamnejad said in a gathering of the
country’s professional transport organizations.

Speaking in the meeting, Adamnejad noted that transportation
accounts for 8.5 percent of the country’s total Gross Domestic
Production (GDP) and the sector has created direct jobs for over
two million people across the country.
Back in 2018, IRIB reported that Iran is going to rejuvenate
its transport body by scrapping more than 199,000 vehicles by
the end of the Iranian calendar year of 1399 (March 20, 2021).
According to the report, the scrappage scheme would be financed by NDF and also foreign investment.
The decision was announced during a gathering of the country’s carmakers, and directors from the banking sector, NDF
and Planning and Budget Organization (PBO) which was held
in July 2018 to discuss the national plan for the modernization
of public transportation fleet.
In the past two decades, Iran’s transportation infrastructure
has gone through major transformation and every year the country
is advancing more in this area.

Railway fleet receives 213
new domestically-made
locomotives, wagons
1
“By the end of the current Iranian year [March 19, 2020],
37 passenger wagons, 30 locomotives and 217 freight wagons
will be added to the rail network,” Rasouli added.
The official noted that currently the average age of the
country’s passenger and freight wagons stands at 24 years, and
the number will decrease significantly when the new wagons
join the fleet.
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Iran, Russia stress
implementation of joint projects
1
In the meeting, Novak expressed
satisfaction with the completion of Iran’s
internal legal processes for joining the Eurasian Economic Union, saying “According
to the agreements, the free trade agreement
between Iran and Eurasia [Eurasian Economic
Union (EAEU)] is due to go operational on
October 26.”
He further called for the implementation of
the Iran-Russia-Kazakhstan trilateral agreement for the temporary transit and swap of
wheat through Iran.
Ardakanian for his part pledged that
the agreement would be followed-up by
the Iranian side.
At the end of the meeting, Reza Ardakanian invited the Russian Energy Minister to
participate in Iran’s 19th International Electricity Exhibition (ElecShow 2019) which is
due to be held during October 30-November
2 in Tehran.
Iran and Russia signed eight memorandums of understanding (MOUs) in the
15th Iran-Russia Joint Economic Committee
meeting which was wrapped up on June 17

Iranian Energy Minister Reza Ardakanian (R) and his Russian counterpart Alexander
Novak met in Moscow on Monday.

in Isfahan.
EEC chairman invites President
Rouhani to EAEU summit
In his visit to Russia, Ardakanian also met
with the Chairman of the Eurasian Economic
Council (EEC) Board Tigran Sarkisian, and
discussed Iran’s joining in the union.
In the meeting, Sarkisian invited Iran’s
President Hassan Rouhani to attend the
Eurasian summit, adding that one of the
main topics of the summit, which will be
held in Yerevan in late September, is the
issue of transit and cooperation of member
states with Iran in order to multiply their
trade with the country.
“Joining Eurasia is a very important event
that will lead to the expansion of Iran’s trade
volume with the members of the economic
union,” he said, stressing that the union
wants to multiply its trade volume with Iran.
Also in the meeting, Ardakanian invited
Sarkisian to visit Iran to further discuss the
trade deal between Iran and EAEU and the
official agreed to pay a visit to Tehran in
near future.

Private sector’s contribution to development of Shahid Rajaee Port rising
1
It will be the largest port terminal
for minerals in the Persian Gulf and the Gulf
of Oman and given the country’s unique
potential in the mineral sector the terminal
will significantly promote the mining sector
of Iran, he further highlighted.
Many mines of the country will be directly
connected via railway to this terminal, the
official said adding that its capacity will
be used both for the exports and imports.

(March 20, 2020), the PMO’s director of
engineering and infrastructure development said in mid-August.
Mohammadreza Allahyar said: “We
have implementation of the third phase
on agenda and it has already some good
progress.”
Once the third phase is fully implemented, the vessels with the capacity of 18,400
TEU can berth at the port, he added.

As previously announced by Afifipour,
the annual loading and unloading capacity of Shahid Rajaee Port stands at 100
million tons, 25 percent of which belongs
to minerals.
The port’s capacity is planned to rise
2.1 million TEUs to reach 8 million TEUs
through implementing the first stage of the
third phase of its development plan by the
end of the current Iranian calendar year

Philippines eyes barter
trade with Iran

TEDPIX gains 2,500
points in a day

E C O N O M Y TEHRAN - Philippines
d
e
s
k Ambassador to Tehran
Wilfredo Santos said his country is ready
for bartering trade with Iran, the portal of
Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries,
Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA) reported.
The official made the remarks in a
meeting with ICCIMA Deputy Head for
International Affairs Mohammad-Reza
Karbasi in Tehran on Tuesday.
In the meeting the two sides discussed
ways of expanding trade ties between the
two countries, and called for taking necessary measures for removing barriers in the
way of the two nations’ economic relations.
Speaking in the event, Karbasi mentioned Philippines’ significant role in
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) and Iran’s active presence among
Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO)
members saying that “Despite the two countries’ willingness for expanding trade, the
two sides’ trade turnover is limited to only
$200 million, and this figure could increase
drastically in near future.”
He pointed to banking problems as one
of the major obstacles to the development
of trade relations between the two countries
and said banking barriers can be overcome

E C O N O M Y TEHRAN- TEDPIX,
d
e
s
k the main index of Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE) rose 2,500 points
to 285,573 on Tuesday, IRIB reported.
Some 3.024 billion securities worth
13.459 trillion rials (about $320.4 million)
were traded through 388,209 deals at TSE.
As previously announced, TEDPIX
has risen 13,070 points, or 5.17 percent,
to 266,127 at the end of the fifth Iranian
calendar month of Mordad (August 22).
Some 64,126 billion securities worth
215.639 trillion rials (about $5.134 billion)
were traded through 6.444 million deals
at TSE during the past month, indicating
8 percent and 21 percent drop in terms
of the number and value of securities,
respectively, while 16 percent fall in the
number of trades compared to its previous month.
Meanwhile, as announced by Fariba
Akhavan, the deputy managing director
of Central Securities Depository of Iran
(CSDI), some 47,000 new trading codes
were issued in Iran’s stock market during
the fifth month.
With the new codes issued, the total
number of trading codes in the country’s
capital market reached 11.042 million,

Philippines Ambassador to Tehran
Wilfredo Santos (1st R) met ICCIMA
Deputy Head for International Affairs
Mohammad-Reza Karbasi (1st L) at the
place of ICCIMA on Tuesday.
by creating mechanisms such as bartering
of goods, so that the two countries’ exports
and imports could be balanced this way.
The official further noted that exchanging
trade delegations between the two countries could be another way to increase the
volume of trade exchange, adding that “The
presence of Philippine’s trade delegations
in Iran can help boost bilateral trade.”
Santos for his part, expressed his country’s willingness for expansion of ties with
Iran in various areas including agriculture,
engineering services, mining and tourism,
saying that “Unfortunately because of the
U.S. sanctions the volume of trade between
the two countries has decreased significantly,
however we hope to change the situation
for the better.”
“We are looking for developing infrastructures such as ports, dams, roads, airports, etc.
and we know that Iran has a lot of experience
and potential in these fields, so we are ready
to cooperate in these areas,” he added.

Akhavan said.
She also said that 92 codes have been
issued for the foreign shareholders since
the beginning of current Iranian calendar
year (March 21) and the total number of
foreign shareholders’ codes is 1,366 at the
moment.
The first trading code was issued for a
foreign shareholder in Iranian calendar
year of 1373 (1994-95) to let it commence
its activity in Iranian capital market.
Presence of new shareholders in Tehran
Stock Exchange (TSE) rose 40 percent in
the past Iranian calendar year 1396 compared to its preceding year.
Based on the already released reports
and data, Iran’s exchange markets witnessed
fruitful performances and results in the
past Iranian calendar year 1397 (ended
on March 20, 2019).
Applying new financial instruments in
Iranian capital market was another achievements of the exchange markets during the
past year, as TSE officially launched “futures” in mid-December 2018 for more risk
management and IME launched “option”
in early March 2019 in an approach to diversify financing methods for agricultural
products.

China seen heading for sub-6% economic growth as tariffs soar

RAI Head Saied Rasouli (1st R) and Transport Minister Mohammad Eslami (2nd R) visiting 213 new domestically-made
locomotives and wagons added to the national railway fleet
on Tuesday
Back in June, Rasouli had announced that 20 trillion rials
(about $476.2 million) has been allocated for renovation of
1000 passenger and freight wagons and also locomotives in
the current Iranian calendar year (began on March 21).
He said this amount has been allocated by the Planning
and Budget Organization.
In this year, which is named as the year of “Pickup in Production” by the Supreme Leader Ayatollah Seyed Ali Khamenei, all efforts of RAI are for renovating the railway fleet of
the country by relying on domestic producers, the official
further stressed.
According to Saeed Mohammadzadeh, the previous head
of RAI, development of Iranian railways requires more than
32,000 wagons and locomotives in the next four years when
the railway infrastructures are developed in the country.

Economists are downgrading their forecasts for economic
growth in China again, to below a level seen as necessary
for the Communist Party to meet its own goals in time
for its centenary in 2021.
As per bloomberg.com, Oxford Economics, Bank of
America Merrill Lynch, and Bloomberg Economics on
Tuesday all cut their forecasts for gross domestic product
growth in 2020 to below 6% as a result of increasing risks
from the tariff war with the U.S.

In addition, Bank of America’s Helen Qiao and others
are warning that the government’s current approach to
stimulus is proving insufficient.
China is refraining from cutting benchmark policy
rates or pumping large volumes of cash into the economy even as growth slows to the weakest in almost three
decades and the tariff escalation in August adds further
headwinds.
That’s endangering President Xi Jinping’s ability to
claim China has reached a “moderately prosperous society” that has doubled 2010 GDP by next year, as a rate
above 6% in 2019 and 2010 would be needed.
Demand for credit has been weak, and while the policy easing since late last year has helped moderate the
slowdown, the impact has been small, according to a
report by Louis Kuijs, chief Asia economist at Oxford
Economics in Hong Kong.
With all the issues facing China, “more policy easing
is needed to convincingly stabilize economic growth,”
Kuijs said.
China’s economic growth will likely slow to 5.7% in
the last quarter of 2019 and remain broadly at that pace
in 2020, Kuijs said.
Output growth softened to 6.2% in the second quarter from a year earlier, close to the lower bound of the
government’s full-year target of between 6% and 6.5%.
Earliest indicators compiled by Bloomberg showed the

economy slowed further in August.
Further threatened tariffs
Our lower forecasts are subject to downside risks,
given further threatened tariffs, and uncertainty over
how the blow to business confidence from the trade war
will play out.”
Bank of America’s chief Greater China economist Helen
Qiao said their 2020 forecast has been cut to 5.7% from
6.0%, and warned of the risk that policy makers are falling
behind the curve on support to the economy.
The “key reason for delayed policy response is policy
agencies are waiting for the instruction from top decision makers to shift policy stance towards easing,” Qiao
wrote in a note.
UBS Group AG sees stimulus coming in the form of
more monetary easing, but expects policy makers to refrain from boosting the property market unless there’s
a significant downturn.
Wang Tao, chief China economist, now sees growth
of 5.5% in 2020, after cutting the growth forecast on
Tuesday for the second time in less than a month, down
from 6.1% in early August.
The “risk of further escalation remains significant,
which would put additional downward pressure on China’s
growth,” Wang said, adding that she expects the People’s
Bank of China to further reduce reserve-ratios this year
but hold off from adjusting the broader benchmark rate.
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‘Iranian petchem companies eager for
using domestic catalysts’

E N E R G Y TEHRAN - Managing
d
e
s
k Director of Iran’s Petrochemical Research and Technology Company
(PRTC) said the country’s petrochemical
complexes are keen on utilizing domestic
catalysts in their operations, IRIB reported
on Monday.
According to Ali Pajouhan, significant
steps have been taken for domestic production of catalysts used in petrochemical processes in Iran, adding that the
production of three catalysts has been
commercialized by PRTC and another
one is also underway.
He said 13 petrochemical companies
had purchased the catalysts and would
use them in their operations.
As an example, the official said that
consuming Ziegler–Natta catalyst used for
the production of linear light polyethylene
would save companies some $30 million
annually.
Moreover, commercialization of the
catalyst for the production of high-density

polyethylene pipes would save petrochemical
companies $15 million annually.
PRTC cooperates with a wide range of
petrochemical companies in Iran as licensor
and research consultant, Pajouhan said.
Petrochemical is Iran’s most important
industry after oil and gas. The National
Petrochemical Company hopes to lift output
capacity to 120 million tons per annum
by 2022.
In the March 2018-19 fiscal, Iranian
companies exported $14.1 billion worth
of petrochemicals. Official data has it that
petrochemicals account for 32% of Iran’s
non-oil exports.
The petrochemical industry has played
a key role in domestic economic growth
as it creates value-added and reduces the
sale of oil and gas on which the economy
has been dependent for decades.
With abundant hydrocarbon reserves
and new private sector investments, Iran is
working hard to maintain its global status
in the key sector and broaden its scope.

Oil prices fall as market eyes trade war, awaits stocks data
Oil prices fell on Tuesday as the ongoing U.S.-China trade
war cast a pall over markets, with soft South Korean data
adding to concerns over emerging markets and a rise in
OPEC output.
As per reuters.com, U.S. crude CLc1 was down 26 cents,
or 0.5%, at $54.84 a barrel by 0644 GMT, while Brent LCOc1
was down 6 cents at $58.60 a barrel.
The United States this week imposed 15% tariffs on a
variety of Chinese goods and China began to impose new
duties on a $75 billion target list, deepening the trade war
that has rumbled on for more than a year.
U.S. President Donald Trump said both sides would still
meet for talks later this month.
South Korea’s economy turned out to have expanded less
than estimated during the second quarter as exports were
revised down in the face of the prolonged U.S.-China trade
dispute, central bank data showed on Tuesday.
A move on Sunday by Argentina to impose capital controls is also casting a spotlight on emerging market risks.
“Oil will struggle to make substantial headway topside

this week with no progress on trade talks or meetings even,
soft data from Asia and a possible cracking of OPEC’s resolve
to control production,” said Jeffrey Halley, senior market
analyst at OANDA.
Output from the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) rose in August for the first month this
year as higher supply from Iraq and Nigeria outweighed
restraint by top Saudi Arabia.
OPEC, Russia and other non-members, known as OPEC+,
agreed in December to reduce supply by 1.2 million bpd
from Jan. 1 this year.
Russian oil production C-RU-OUT in August rose to 11.294
million barrels per day (bpd), topping the rate Moscow has
pledged to cap output at under a pact with other producers
and hitting its highest since March, data showed on Monday.
Nonetheless, Russia aims to fully comply with an agreement during September to cut oil production among OPEC
and some non-OPEC producers, Russian Energy Minister
Alexander Novak said in a statement on Monday.
“What’s bad for the outlook for global growth is bad for

oil at the moment and only big draws in inventories can
delay that drift lower,” said Greg McKenna, strategist at
McKenna Macro.

Leading UK renewables investor Foresight Group acquires two AD plants

Leading UK renewables investor Foresight Group has announced its acquisition of two large-scale anaerobic digestion
(AD) plants. The acquisition forms part of the sale of Strutt

& Parker (Farms), one of the oldest and most established
diversified farming businesses in East Anglia.
As stated by bioenergy-news.com, the Euston and Bay
Farm plants are located in Thetford and Newmarket, in
Norfolk and Suffolk respectively.
Combined, the plants will produce around 95,000 MWh
of power annually, equivalent to powering 30,000 homes
in the UK.
Both plants are operational and are expected to run for
a further 17-18 years. It is believed the portfolio will offset
around 10,700 tons of CO2 compared with electricity generated from coal.
Foresight has previously invested in 35 greenfield and
operational AD plants across the UK and Europe. This
acquisition is a continuation of the firm’s interest in the
bioenergy sector.
The transaction is a continuation of the partnership
between Foresight and Material Change, and its parent
company Heathpatch.
As part of the deal, Material Change (which provides
services to 7 AD sites) has entered into long-term feedstock

supply, digestate offtake and management and maintenance
services contracts, while Heathpatch is an equity investor
in the projects.
Charlie Sheldon, director at Foresight, said: “We are delighted to have completed the acquisition of this AD portfolio
alongside our partner Material Change.
“There is increasing demand from investors for infrastructure assets of this type. We look forward to making
further acquisitions as part of our wider AD and energy
from waste strategy.”
Charles Course of Material Change and Heathpatch, said:
“We are pleased to have further expanded our relationship
with Foresight and look forward to developing and enhancing
the plants acquired.
“We hope that the combination of Foresight’s experience
and our knowledge and experience in agriculture, waste
processing, AD development and operation will make us a
first choice for anyone considering the sale, or enhancement,
of AD assets.”
Further investment in the two plants will capture all of the
CO2 which will be used in the drinks manufacturing sector.

Oil prices must drop sharply to compete with EVs
By Tsvetana Paraskova
All major stakeholders in the oil industry need
oil prices to be higher than the current $60 a
barrel Brent Crude to turn profits or balance
government budgets.
Yet, in the long term, oil prices at $60 wouldn’t
be competitive in the transportation sector because they won’t be able to compete with electric
vehicles (EVs), BNP Paribas Asset Management
said in a research note last month.
The long-term breakeven oil price needs to
be as low as $9 or $10 a barrel so that gasoline
cars can remain competitive as a means of transportation in the future, according to the research
report, authored by Mark Lewis, Global Head
of Sustainability Research at BNP Paribas Asset
Management.
Yet, there are two major obstacles for the clean
energy to overcome in order to really threaten
the internal combustion engine gasoline car: the
deeply entrenched oil industry with deep political
roots and the insufficient investment in energy
storage and energy infrastructure to enable a
sweeping mass-scale EV and renewable adoption,
BNP Paribas admits in the report.
The report introduces the concept of Energy Return on Capital Invested (EROCI) to
measure how much a given capital outlay on
oil and renewables translates into useful or
propulsive energy at the wheels: “in other
words, for a given capital outlay, how much
mobility can you buy?”
Wind and solar energy
According to BNP Paribas Asset Management’s analysis, at present, for the same capital
investment, wind and solar energy will already
produce significantly more useful energy for
EVs than oil at $60 a barrel will for cars and
other light-duty vehicles (LDVs).
Major oil producing countries dependent

on oil revenues need oil prices higher than the
current $60 a barrel level to balance budgets
and boost government income.
U.S. shale also needs at least $50-60 a barrel
of oil to profitably drill new wells.
The oil majors, despite all the cost cuts and
streamlining, also need oil at some $50 to turn
a good profit and keep or increase dividends.
But the advance of renewables and the growing
global sales of electric vehicles (EV) have started
to disrupt the energy sector.
Renewables and battery costs continue to drop,
and the share of renewables in major developed
markets such as Europe is constantly growing.
“What you have here is an energy source
that’s got a zero short run marginal cost and
the capital costs are plummeting, so now is the
time to invest in energy storage,” BNP Paribas’s
Lewis told CNBC last week, commenting on
the findings of the report.
“Ten years ago – even five years ago – putting
capital into that didn’t really make sense because
renewables themselves were still expensive
and still needed subsidies. They don’t need
subsidies anymore,” Lewis added.
Last year, energy storage deployment around
the world reached a record level, nearly doubling
from 2017, the International Energy Agency
(IEA) says.
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GEV focused on maiden
CNG supply project as it
progresses shipbuilding
contract
Global Energy Ventures (GEV) Ltd (ASX:GEV) (FRA:WS9) shareholders can expect to see the most value generated from their
investments in 3 to 4 years once the company’s first compressed
natural gas (CNG) vessel is operating, according to an equity
researcher at Beer & Co.
As per proactiveinvestors.co.uk, in an analysis released from
Beer &Co on the same day as the company’s annual report, research note author Pieter Bruinstroop highlighted the value in
GEV’s shipping intellectual property.

Beer & Co co-principal and business analyst Bruinstroop flagged
the cost advantages of the marine transport developer’s future
gas delivery option.
GEV has developed a method to transport gas that is relatively cheap, when compared with LNG, and very flexible when
compared to pipelines.
GEV are able to purchase gas, especially from offshore platforms, and transport it to cities at a modest cost.
In Beer & Co.’s view, there are many ways in which GEV is able
to generate value from its technology, though most value will be
realized in 3 to 4 years from now, when the first ship is operating.
Five possible gas regions
The research outfit flagged the company had highlighted projects for five possible gas regions and four could produce up to
945 million standard cubic feet a day.
Among these, Beer & Co highlighted three projects that could
come to fruition, calculating a possible net present value (NPV)
of between $400 million and $1 billion.
The NPV calculations translated to a risked NPV-based valuation of $1.40 a share.
GEV has developed the CNG Optimum technology to transport 200MMscf of Compressed Natural Gas using a HandyMax
size vessel.
GEV has received regulatory approvals, engaged shipyards
and is currently working to convert expressions of interest into
contracts to buy, deliver and sell gas.
The CNG Optimum technology has lower capital costs and is
more flexible than other sea transport technologies, such as LNG
and pipelines, within 2,500km.
The flexibility offered, in terms of gas sourcing, supply and delivery, is the greatest asset of the technology and driver of its value.
The CNG Optimum technology enables a HandyMax size vessel
to ship 200MMscf gas in a single voyage. The technology received
regulatory approvals in January 2019 and patent applications
were then lodged.
The technology fills the hold of a standard HandyMax size vessel
with standard gas pipe in a way that gives the ship cross-sectional
rigidity. The regulatory standards offer protection for GEV’s IP.
Offshore platform
A CNG Optimum ship can moor nearby an offshore platform,
take on gas that the producer is not able to sell, and then sail to
a nearby city and offload the gas into the grid.
GEV could acquire gas for $2/mmbtu (we use $3 in our analysis).
International delivered gas prices range from $6 to $9, while all-up
transport costs vary with the distance, ranging from $2.0 to $3.3.
This gives a margin to GEV of $2 to $3.5/mmbtu, or $ 0.4m to
$ 0.7m per voyage and one ship might do 60 up to 140 voyages in a
year, depending on the distance, so generate around $ 40 to $60m.
The greatest cost is $ 135m to $ 140m for each vessel. Operating costs expensed to the P&L are less than $1/mmbtu, so
generating a payback for each vessel from 2 to 3 years, with a life
of 20 years or more.
GEV requires bankable contracts from off-takers and evidence
of gas resources from suppliers, to secure the debt required to build
the ships.
A contract to supply 200MMscf/day, 300km from offshore platform
to a city, with one day to load and one day to unload requires 4 ships.
Assuming a gas purchase price of $3.00 and a sale price of $6.50,
which is below the cost of LNG imports, Beer & Co calculates an NPV
of $ 1,000m for this contract, if it were signed in December 2019.
The first ship will take about 30 months to be delivered and each
subsequent ship a further four months.

“Technology costs for battery storage con- and the oil majors.”
However, energy storage and energy intinue to drop quickly, largely owing to the rapid
scale-up of battery manufacturing for electric frastructure will need a lot of capital outlays
vehicles (EVs), stimulating deployment in the to become the threat that will drive oil majors
power sector,” the IEA said, but noted that energy out of profitability range.
(Source: oilprice.com)
storage continues to be strongly dependent on
supportive policies, meaning that progress varies greatly from one country or
1398.3442
First Announcement
region to another.
In the longer term, however, continuously falling battery costs and rising
N.I.S.O.C
capacity and usage of clean energy are
set to result in booming global stationary
NATIONAL IRANIAN SOUTH OILFIELDS COMPANY AHVAZ-IRAN
energy storage over the next two decTENDER NO. :01-31-9180002
ades, BloombergNEF (BNEF) said in
National Iranian South Oilfields Company(NISOC) intends to purchase the following goods
a recent report.
Items
Quantity
The energy storage instalMaterial Description
lations
P/F “NUOVO PIGNONE”GAS TURBINE MODEL: MS 5002D
184
Energy storage installations across
the world are expected to soar to
10
1,095GW, or 2,850GWh, by 2040,
compared to a modest deployment
Vendors who intend to participate in aforesaid tenders are requested to send their “ Intention to participate” letter
of just 9GW/17GWh as of 2018, acvia Fax to the following number along with their resume according to Qualitative Assessment Form no. 1, available at:
cording to BNEF’s latest forecasts.
Unsurprisingly, the key driver of
WWW.nisoc.ir , not later than 14 days after the second announcement, otherwise, their requests for participation in the
the energy storage installation boom
.tender will be disregarded
will be additionally plunging costs of
The applicants should have relevant background in supplying the required goods and capability to provide and submit
lithium-ion batteries, which will give
.a bid bond of 3,709 EURO or 484, 732,905 RIAL, in favor of NISOC
financial rationale to additional uses
of storage and surging installations
Tender documents including the materials thorough technical specifications and Qualitative Assessment Forms can be
of stationary energy storage.
accessed via: WWW.nisoc.ir-material procurement management tab
Oil majors should be worried about
ONLY ACCEPTABLE DELIVERY TERM IS D.D.P. NISOC’S WAREHOUSE, AGHA JARI, IRAN PAYMENT TERM IS C.O.D. SUBSEhow long they will have the advantage
of scale over renewables, EVs, and staQUENT TO NISOC’ S MATERIAL APPROVAL NO ADVANCE PAYMENT WILL BE PAID
tionary energy storage.
FOREIGN PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
According to BNP Paribas’s report
Bldg. No. 104, Material Procurement Management Complex
the “economics of oil for gasoline and
Kouy-e-Fadaeian Islam (New Site), Ahvaz, Iran
diesel vehicles versus wind- and soTel. No.: 061 341 23455 Fax No.: 061 3445 7437
lar-powered EVs are now in relentless
and irreversible decline, with far-reachPublic Relations www.shana.ir www.nisoc.ir
98/6/16  نوبت دوم98/6/13  نوبت اول: تهران تایمز
ing implications for both policymakers
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Jamal Wakim: Bolton faction
behind attacks on Japanese
tankers
TEHRAN (FNA) – Jamal Wakim, Professor at the Lebanese University, says the US National Security Adviser
tries to escalate the situation in Persian Gulf, against the
US President’s will who got his Japanese counterpart to
mediate.
In an exclusive interview with FNA, he commented on
the UK’s move to send warship to the Persian Gulf, saying,
“The UK has always been a very close ally of the US, it was
them (the US) who pressured the UK to declare its intentions to send a marine force to the [Persian] Gulf region.
The US is trying through this to set a seal to the escalation
by putting the British in confrontation with the Iranians.”
Jamal Wakim is a Professor of International Relations
at the Lebanese University.
Also, he has worked as a reporter and correspondent
for various Middle East media outlets, including Dubai
Television, Azzerman Kuwaiti Magazine and New Television Beirut. He has published a number of articles on
topics related to Syria and to the history of Arab-Islamic
Civilization.

Below is the full text of the interview:
The UK sends warships to Persian Gulf, and has record-high arms sales to Saudi Arabia. Is London benefiting
from the tension in this region?
A: The UK has always been a very close ally of the US,
especially after WWII.
After the Brexit referendum, London got even closer
to Washington.
So it was the officials of the latter who pressured
the British officials to capture the Iranian oil tanker
in Gibraltar, and it was them who pressured the UK
to declare its intentions to send a marine force to the
[Persian] Gulf region.
The US is trying through this to set a seal to the escalation by putting the British in confrontation with the
Iranians. This would keep any Iranian response contained, and at the same time it would spare the US from
any embarrassment from direct Iranian reprisal against
US provocative moves while still limiting expenses of
direct American military deployment.
This would achieve the major American objective of
obstructing Iran’s access to the Indian ocean, and help
implement American grand strategy of blocking all Eurasian powers, namely Russia, China and Iran from having
access to maritime trade routes.
While Japanese PM was meeting Iran’s Supreme Leader, Japanese tankers were targeted. Why do you think the
attacks were done at that particular time?
A: The move was well planned to destroy Iran’s relations
with Japan, especially that Iran maintains good relations
with that country.
So, the targeting of the Japanese tanker aimed at failing
the Japanese initiative to mediate the crisis, at destroying
Iranian- Japanese relations, and at embarrassing Iran at
the international scene by portraying it as a rogue nation
that does not respect diplomatic protocols and international laws.
I believe that most probably it was the Bolton faction
in the US which was responsible for failing the Japanese
efforts as it is the one that is trying to escalate the situation
in the [Persian] Gulf.
It is less probable that it was Trump’s faction that was
responsible for this act as it was the one that was trying
to open talks through the Japanese with the Iranian side.
It has been proved that both the US drone that
was shot down and the UK ship that was detained by
Iran had crossed into Iranian territories before they
were confronted by Tehran. Why do they continue such
offences?
A: The US and its allies are trying to test the limits
of Iran’s tolerance, this is why they tried to make provocations to see how far Iran would go in its response.
At the same time, the US wants to accuse Iran of
provocations as it is trying to install a maritime force
under its command to control the path of Hormuz, and it
is trying to get approval of the international community
by trying to accuse Iran of violating international law.
If it succeeds in convincing a wide section of the international community of this claim, then it could install
this international maritime force even without passing
through the UN security council where Iran enjoys the
backing of Russia and China that might revert to using
the right to veto.
If the US succeeds in installing this force, it could make
it save lot of expenses which would be divided by the participating countries.
At the same time, it will ensure that any future Iranian
response to future provocations, would put the international community on the opposite side.
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Profiles in absurdity:
Remembering the ‘Terror’ wars

By Maj. Danny Sjursen
ANTIWAR – It has taken me years to tell
these stories. The emotional and moral wounds
of the Afghan War have just felt too recent,
too raw. After all, I could hardly write a thing
down about my Iraq War experience for nearly
ten years, when, by accident, I churned out a
book on the subject. Now, as the American
war in Afghanistan – hopefully – winds to
something approaching a close, it’s finally
time to impart some tales of the madness.
In this new, recurring, semi-regular series,
the reader won’t find many worn out sagas of
heroism, brotherhood, and love of country.
Not that this author doesn’t have such stories, of course. But one can find those sorts
of tales in countless books and numerous
trite, platitudinal Hollywood yarns.
With that in mind, I propose to tell a number of very different sorts of stories – profiles,
so to speak, in absurdity. That’s what war is,
at root, an exercise in absurdity, and America’s hopeless post-9/11 wars are stranger
than most. My own 18-year long quest to find
some meaning in all the combat, to protect
my troops from danger, push back against
the madness, and dissent from within the
army proved Kafkaesque in the extreme.
Consider what follows just a survey of that
hopeless journey…
The man was remarkable at one specific
thing: pleasing his bosses and single-minded self-promotion. Sure he lacked anything
resembling empathy, saw his troops as little
more than tools for personal advancement, and
his overall personality disturbingly matched
the clinical definition of sociopathy. Details,
details…
Still, you (almost) had to admire his drive,
devotion, and dedication to the cause of promotion, of rising through the military ranks.
Had he managed to channel that astonishing energy, obsession even, to the pursuit of
some good, the world might markedly have
improved.
Which is, actually, a dirty little secret about
the military, especially ground combat units;
that it tends to attract (and mold) a disturbing
number of proud owners of such personality
disorders. The army then positively reinforces
such toxic behavior by promoting these sorts
of individuals – who excel at mind-melding
(brown-nosing, that is) with superiors – at
disproportionate rates. Such is life. Only there
are real consequences, real soldiers, (to say
nothing of local civilians) who suffer under
their commanders’ tyranny.
Back in 2011-12, the man served as my
commander, a lieutenant colonel in the U.S.
Army. As such, he led – and partly controlled
the destinies of – some 500 odd soldiers. Then
a lowly captain, I commanded about one-fifth
of those men and answered directly to the
colonel. I didn’t much like the guy; hardly
any of his officers did. And he didn’t trust
my aspirational intellectualism, proclivity
to ask “why,” or, well, me in general. Still, he

mostly found this author an effective middle
manager. As such, I was a means to an end
for him – that being self-advancement and
some positive measurable statistics for his
annual officer evaluation report (OER) from
his own boss. Nonetheless, it was the army
and you sure don’t choose your bosses.
So it was, early in my yearlong tour in the
scrublands of rural Kandahar province, that
the colonel treated me to one his dog-andpony-show visits.
Only this time he had some unhappy news
for me. The next day he, and the baker’s dozen tag-alongs in his ubiquitous entourage,
wanted to walk the few treacherous miles to
the most dangerous strongpoint in the entire
sub-district. It was occupied, needlessly, by
one of my platoons in perpetuity and suffered
under constant siege by the local Taliban, too
small to contest the area and too big to fly
under the radar, this – at one point the most
attacked outpost in Afghanistan – base just
provided an American flag-toting target. I’d
communicated as much to command early
on, but to no avail. Can-do US colonels with
aspirations for general officer rank hardly
ever give up territory to the enemy – even if
that’s the strategically sound course.
Walking to the platoon strongpoint was
dicey on even the best of days. The route
between our main outpost and the Alamo-like
strongpoint was flooded with Taliban insurgents and provided precious little cover or
concealment for out patrols.
On my first jaunt to the outpost, I (foolishly, it must be said) walked my unit into
an ambush and was thrown over a small
rock wall by the blast of a rocket-propelled
grenade (RPG) with my apparent name on
it. Since then, it was standard for our patrols to the strongpoint to suffer multiple
ambushes during the roundtrip rotation.
Sometimes our kids got wounded or killed;

sometimes they were lucky. Mercifully, at
least, my intelligence section – led by my
friend and rebranded artillery lieutenant –
did their homework and figured out that the
chronically lazy local Taliban didn’t like to
fight at night or wake up early, so patrols to
the strongpoint that stepped off before dawn
had a fighting chance of avoiding the worst
of ambush alley.
I hadn’t wanted to take my colonel on
a patrol to the outpost. His entourage was
needlessly large and, when added to my rotational platoon, presented an unwieldy and
inviting target for Taliban ambush. Still I
knew better than to argue the point with my
disturbingly confident and single-minded
colonel. So I hedged. Yes, sir, we can take
you along, with one caveat: we have to leave
before dawn! I proceeded to explain why,
replete with historical stats and examples, we
could only (somewhat) safely avoid ambush
if we did so.
That’s when things went south. The colonel
insisted we leave at nine, maybe even ten, in
the morning, the absolute peak window for
Taliban attack. This prima donna reminded me that he couldn’t possibly leave any
earlier. He had a “battle rhythm,” after all,
which included working out in the gym at his
large, safe, distant-from-the-roar-of-battle
base each morning.
How could I expect him to alter that predictable schedule over something as minor
as protecting the lives and limbs of his own
troopers? He had “to set an example,” he
reminded me, by letting his soldiers on the
base “see him in the gym” each and every
morning. Back then, silly me, I was actually
surprised by the colonel’s absurd refusal; so
much so that I pushed back, balked, tried to
rationally press my point. To no avail.
What the man said next has haunted me
ever since. We would leave no earlier than

nine AM, according to his preference. My
emotional pleas – begging really – was not
only for naught but insulted the colonel. Why?
Because, as he imparted to me, for my own
growth and development he thought, “Remember: lower caters to higher, Danny!” That,
he reminded me, was the way of the military
world, the key to success and advancement.
The man even thought he was being helpful,
advising me on how to achieve the success
he’d achieved. My heart sank…forever, and
never recovered.
The next day he was late. We didn’t step off
until nearly ten AM. The ambush, a massive
mix of RPG and machine gun fire, kicked off –
as predicted – within sight of the main base.
The rest was history, and certainly could’ve
been worse. On other, less lucky, days it was.
But I remember this one profound moment.
When the first rocket exploded above us,
both the colonel and I dove for limited cover
behind a mound of rocks. I was terrified and
exasperated. Just then we locked eyes and
I gazed into his proverbial soul. The man
was incapable of fear. He wasn’t scared, or
disturbed; he didn’t care a bit about what
was happening. That revelation was more
terrifying than the ongoing ambush and
would alter my view of the world irreparably.
Which brings us to some of the discomfiting morals – if such things exist – of this
story. American soldiers fight and die at the
whims of career-obsessed officers as much
they do so at the behest of king and country.
Sometimes its their own leaders – as much as
the ostensible “enemy” – that tries to get them
killed. The plentiful sociopaths running these
wars at the upper and even middle-management levels are often far less concerned with
long-term, meaningful “victory” in places like
Afghanistan, than in crafting – on the backs
of their soldiers sacrifices – the illusion of
progress, just enough measurable “success”
in their one year tour to warrant a stellar
evaluation and, thus, the next promotion.
Not all leaders are like this. I, for one, once
worked for a man for whom I – and all my
peers – would run through walls for, a (then)
colonel that loved his hundreds of soldiers
like they were his own children. But he was
the exception that proved the rule.
The madness, irrationality, and absurdity
of my colonel was nothing less than a microcosm of America’s entire hopeless adventure
in Afghanistan. The war was never rational,
winnable, or meaningful. It was from the first,
and will end as, an exercise in futility. It was,
and is, one grand patrol to my own unnecessary outpost, undertaken at the wrong time
and place. It was a collection of sociopaths
and imbeciles – both Afghan and American
– tilting at windmills and ultimately dying
for nothing at all. Yet the young men in the
proverbial trenches never flinched, never
refused. They did their absurd duty because
they were acculturated to the military system,
and because they were embarrassed not to.
After all, lower caters to higher…

U.S. decline happening in plain sight: American analyst
TEHRAN (Tasnim) – An American political analyst
highlighted the Washington government’s “failed attempt
to regain losing influence” over the world and said the
decline of the US is “happening in plain sight”.
“The notion of a once-dominant nation in decline seems
inconceivable to most Americans and its ruling authorities,
yet it’s happening in plain sight,” Chicago-based Stephen
Lendman told Tasnim in an interview.
“The US is a nation in decline — while China, Russia,
and other nations are rising world powers,” he said, adding,
“The myth of American exceptionalism, the indispensable
state, an illusory moral superiority, and military supremacy
persist despite hard evidence debunking these notions.”
Stephen Lendman is a writer, syndicated columnist,
activist, News TV personality, and radio show host. He
currently writes for MoneyNewsNow.com and VeteransToday.com and hosts, since 2007, a progressive radio
show at The Progressive Radio News Hour on The Progressive Radio Network.
The following is the full text of the interview:
Some analysts and media reports suggest that the
recent G-7 summit in Biarritz, France, ended in failure as
deep divisions between the US under Donald Trump and
its closest allies became more evident. For example, the
US-Europe dispute over Trump’s trade war with China was
not bridged even a bit in the summit. Do not you think that
these disputes indicate that the US allies are distancing
themselves from Trump and his shifting policies?
A: G7 summits are talking shops, things agreed on
arranged in advance by senior and lower-level officials.
Bilateral and multilateral relations that matter play out
away from formal gatherings.
There’s considerable disquiet among world community
leaders over hardline Trump regime actions toward China
and Iran. At a time when the global economy is softening,
heading toward a likely recession in the months ahead,
maybe a protracted stiff one, Trump trade/tariffs war
with China is making things worse. What harms the US
economy reverberates globally, especially in Europe and
emerging markets worldwide.
G7 nations Britain, France, Germany (and the EU) back
Trump’s JCPOA pullout by not fulfilling their mandated
commitments — an international agreement unanimously
affirmed by the Security Council, making it binding international law. European and other G7 nations (Britain
a likely exception) oppose possible Trump regime war
on Iran, what would devastate the Middle East far more
than already if launched. Is Trump isolated on the world

stage as the Wall Street Journal suggested? Regardless
of how Western leaders feel about him, their nations are
very much allied with the US geopolitically — despite
disagreements on some issues.
It seems that even Asian allies of the US have also
distanced themselves from the Trump administration.
For instance, Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte declared in early August that his country would never allow
the United States to deploy missile systems on its soil.
Although there exists the Mutual Defense Treaty between
the Philippines and the United States, Duterte said he
would bar the entry of foreign weapons, including nuclear
arsenal in the country since this is considered a violation
of the Philippine Constitution. What is your take on that?
How do you assess the future of US relations with its
Asian allies?
A: Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte is allied with
the US while forging closer ties to China. Last week, he
met with President Xi Jinping in Beijing, his fifth visit to
China. Its Xinhua news agency said both leaders have “a
firm faith and strong will to bridge their differences and
push aside any distractions.” Both leaders seek positive
bilateral relations. Separately, Duterte vowed he’ll “never” let the US deploy nukes in the Philippines, adding, “I
will never allow any foreign troops…I don’t want to fight
China…If you go to war and (nations) release…nuclear
missiles…this will mean the end of all of us.
” China’s Foreign Ministry warned Beijing will “take
countermeasures” against deployment of US nuclear-capable intermediate-range missiles in the Asia/Pacific region. US relations with most Indo/Pacific countries are
positive. At the same time, its hardliners irritate allies
and adversaries alike. China’s carrot v. the US stick approach increasingly gains it regional and global allies,
weakening US influence.
The Trump administration has walked away from
various international agreements, ranging from the Iran
nuclear deal to the Paris Agreement on climate change
mitigation. In early August, the US formally withdrew
from the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty
with Russia, which was signed by the former Soviet Union
and the United States back in 1987.
What is your assessment of Trump’s policy on international agreements? Are the US moves to renege on
its international promises aimed at boosting its global
hegemony, which has recently declined very fast?
A: Time and again, the US breaches and/or abandons
international treaties and agreements. That is why it can

never be trusted. Operating by its own rules exclusively
is all about advancing its hegemonic agenda, wars of aggression, color revolutions, and old-fashioned coups, its
favored strategies. What’s going on is a failed attempt to
regain losing influence.
The US is a nation in decline — while China, Russia
and other nations are rising world powers. The myth of
American exceptionalism, the indispensable state, an illusory moral superiority, and military supremacy persist
despite hard evidence debunking these notions. The US
was at the height of its power post-WW II, maintained
for some years in the post-war era, decline beginning
and continuing in recent decades, notably post-9/11. It’s
the same dynamic dooming all other empires in history
– a nation in decline because of its imperial arrogance,
hubris, waging endless wars against invented enemies,
and its unwillingness to change. America is a warrior
state, both parties pursuing the same course, operating
secretly, unaccountably, intrusively, and repressively, a
self-destructive agenda.
The long-ago founded republic no longer exists, replaced by the imperial state, military Keynesianism, and
ruinous military spending while vital homeland needs
go begging, social justice disappearing. The notion of a
once-dominant nation in decline seems inconceivable to
most Americans and its ruling authorities, yet it’s happening in plain sight.
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The puzzle in the U.S.
Democratic Party is complicated

1
Anyhow, if Sanders were to reach the
final round of the 2016 presidential competitions,
he could have defeated Trump and enter the
White House. Sanders, however, was the victim
of Democrat leaders and Hillary Clinton’s secret
lobbies. It was not without a reason that many
Sanders advocates voted for Hillary Clinton’s
rival, Donald Trump!Here is some news and
analysis on Sanders and the Democratic Party’s
latest political situation:
It’s now Biden, Warren, Sanders — and
everyone else
As Politico reported, The bottom is falling
out of the Democratic presidential primary.
And the top-tier — no longer five candidates,
but three — is becoming more insurmountable.
For more than a year, Democrats had
approached their nominating contest with a
widely-shared belief that — like Republicans
in the earliest stages of their primary four years
ago — they, too, might take turns rising and
falling in an expansive field. That expectation
sustained the campaigns of more than two dozen
contenders this year.
But in recent weeks, the leading band of
candidates has contracted unexpectedly early.
Heading into the fall, only three contenders are
polling above single digits: Joe Biden, Elizabeth
Warren and Bernie Sanders.
Kamala Harris and Pete Buttigieg remain at
the periphery, while lower-polling candidates
have largely failed to muster sustained, upward
movement in fundraising or polling.
According to interviews with about two dozen
Democratic operatives and consultants, there
is little reason to expect any of them will.
“It was legitimate to say ‘Top 5’ for a long
time, but with the exception of Kamala Harris
being at the outer perimeter of the top three
… you’d have to have a strange confluence of
events for someone outside those four to win,”
said Philippe Reines, a longtime Hillary Clinton
confidant. “It would require all four failing.
Like, you would need all four of them to be in
a plane crash or something.”
For every other candidate, Reines said, “It’s
too late in the game to keep saying it’s too early.”
By this point in the Republican primary in
2016, Jeb Bush was already cratering. Scott
Walker had risen and fallen. Donald Trump
was in first, still to fend off a surge from Ben
Carson before running away from the field.
The 2020 Democratic primary, by contrast,
has been defined by its relative stability, with
two full fundraising periods and two sets of
debates now done.
Anna Greenberg, a pollster who advised
former Colorado Gov. John Hickenlooper’s
since-aborted presidential bid, said there was
no boom-and-bust for Democrats because the
primary “started so early, before voters really
started paying attention,” and because of “the
sheer volume of candidates.”
“It’s a little bit surprising because compared
to ‘16 on the Republican side, where it seemed
like a number of people had their moment in the
sun … there hasn’t really been anybody who’s
taken a meteoric rise,” said Scott Brennan, an
Iowa Democratic National Committee member
and former state party chairman.Brennan said
he’s spoken with several campaigns recently
whose advisers “feel like they’re poised and
ready, they’re poised and they’re waiting for
their moment.”
But “for whatever reason,” he said, “they
haven’t had that.”
In a spate of campaigning over the holiday
weekend, Amy Klobuchar released a plan to
address climate change, Sanders previewed his
plan to cancel Americans’ medical debt and
Beto O’Rourke reiterated his call for stricter
gun laws, telling CNN of the nation’s recent
mass shootings, “Yes, this is f----- up.”
On Labor Day, the candidates fanned out
across the country, with Biden heading to Iowa,
Warren to New Hampshire, Cory Booker to
Nevada and Harris to California. The activity
came on the heels of several candidates dropping
out after failing to get traction — and speculation about more to follow — reinforcing the
advantage held by the frontrunners.
Last week, Kirsten Gillibrand became the
latest campaign casualty, a week after Jay Inslee abandoned his effort. With five months
before Iowa’s first-in-the-nation caucuses, six
candidates have already dropped out.
Democratic strategist Matthew Litman, a
former speechwriter for Biden who now backs
Harris, described the field as “mostly settled”
among five candidates, including Harris and
Buttigieg in that group. Unlike in 2016, when
many Republicans were wary of, if not opposed
to, Trump, Democrats are “mostly satisfied”
with the range of ideologies and experiences
represented by the top tier, he said.“The other
candidates are SOL, and it has been that way
for a couple of months,” Litman said.
For Biden, Sanders and Warren, the advancing calendar appears likely to compound
their advantage, as early fundraising success
and staff hiring allows them to begin advertising
and to intensify voter outreach.
The debates have contributed to the early
winnowing of candidates. Lower-tier candidates can barely focus on anything else besides
meeting the Democratic National Committee’s
increasingly arduous fundraising and polling
benchmarks for debates.
“In a weird way because of the format of
these debates and what it took to deal with the

debates,” said Paul Maslin, a top Democratic
pollster, “only recently has anyone started
spending any significant money in the early
states. So, there wasn’t any reason why there
would be significant [poll] movement] … until
now. And now, we’ll see.”
He said, “Really, the 1 percenters and below,
they were the ones who really suffered. No one
really told them, ‘Hey, you’re in a race where
it’s impossible for you to grow at all. There is
no room.”
After failing to make the next debate, in
Houston, Tim Ryan and John Delaney were
compelled to release statements confirming they
were still running. Michael Bennet shredded
the Democratic National Committee on stage
at its summer meeting, while Steve Bullock
defiantly released a new round of staff hires.
Campaign aides for both said they’d redouble
their efforts in Iowa.
“The rules became a proxy for success at
a moment when campaigns were just getting
started,” Bennet said in an interview with POLITICO. “The DNC is only interested in wellknown candidates running.”
Even for candidates who have made the debates, their turns on the national stage haven’t
sparked enduring swings in the campaign. As
a result, they’ve spent recent weeks spinning
their position in the polls.
“Which is more unlikely – 1) going from
being a complete unknown to 6th in the polls
or 2) going from 6th in the polls to winning
the whole thing?” tweeted Andrew Yang, the
entrepreneur who’s enjoyed improbable success
but is still running at 2 percent in the latest
Morning Consult poll.
Hickenlooper, Inslee and Gillibrand all participated in previous debates, before dropping
out. Juli?n Castro sparked interest with his
chiding of fellow Texan O’Rourke in the first
set of debates, in June. And Harris surged in
public opinion polls when she criticized Biden
for his past opposition to busing and former
associations with segregationist senators.
But for both candidates, the effect was shortlived. Harris is now back at 8 percent, according
to the latest Morning Consult survey. Castro is
stuck at 1 percent.
“It’s just that they happened so quickly,” said
Doug Herman, a Democratic strategist. “Trump has
changed the timeline. Scandal doesn’t last. Problems don’t last. Success doesn’t last. Everything’s
a little more vaporized in this timeframe.”
The progressive wing of the party already
has two viable candidates in Sanders and
Warren. For more moderate Democrats, only
a Biden implosion is likely to create room for
advancement.
“Somebody like Buttigieg or Harris, at this
moment, they can only succeed with a Biden
collapse,” Herman said. “They have an if-then
strategy. They are not in control of their destiny.”
More movement will also require candidates
to adopt a change in tone, said Tom McMahon,
a former DNC executive director.
“Everyone — both in the top-tier and among
the also-rans — have to start developing when
and how they’re going to go negative,” he said.
“Otherwise, this race is going to continue to
remain status quo.”
It is possible the dynamic will shift. Former Iowa Democratic Gov. Tom Vilsack, who
briefly ran for president in 2008, said that even
in Iowa, “most people, other than those who
are ultra-interested, and ultra-focused, most
people are not paying attention to this at all.”
“It’s still an open game here,” he said.
He added, “Having said that, the folks who
are at the bottom end of the spectrum here
have got to have their moment relatively soon,
and here’s why: Because Warren, Sanders and
Biden and Mayor Pete have a foundation of
fundraising that’s going to continue to pump
money into their campaigns.”
Of other candidates, Vilsack said, “They’ve
got to move now, but there’s still time for them
to move.”
Why black voters are backing two old white
guys
Also Politico reported that A divide among
African Americans between Joe Biden and Bernie
Sanders has major implications for the race
heading into the fall.
A generational divide among black voters is
persisting in the Democratic primary — between
the two old white men.
Joe Biden has amassed a staggering lead

er, when you think about Kamala Harris, when
you think about Elizabeth Warren and others,”
he said, “one thing I’ve learned is that when
you count people out, they usually teach you
that you don’t know how to count.”
Seawright said one explanation for Sanders’
African American support is, “one could argue,
he has never stopped running for president.”
But while Sanders “enjoyed tremendous millennial support last election cycle,” he added,
“that didn’t translate to necessarily showing
up at the polls. So support is one thing. Voting
for a candidate is another.”
Both Biden and Sanders have held rallies at
historically black Clinton College in Rock Hill,
S.C. But few students attended Biden’s town
hall there Thursday; instead it was mostly older
people who showed up. Sanders’ event in June
drew a younger crowd.
“Younger voters like what Sanders is saying
about free college and legalizing marijuana,”
said Jatoya White, a 19-year-old biology student
who attended Biden’s rally but prefers Sanders.
“With the older voters and Biden, it’s Obama.”
Biden on Thursday finished a two-day tour
of South Carolina as part of a renewed emphasis
on black voters. It included a sit-down with
African American journalists in South Carolina
and, before that, in Washington, where he said
racism is a “white man’s problem.”
Sanders, meanwhile, is betting on his favorability with young black Democrats to narrow
Biden’s lead. His failure to capture the black
vote in 2016 crippled his chances of winning the
nomination and showed, as other Democratic
hopefuls have learned before, that relying too
heavily on white liberal voters is not a winning
strategy for any candidate.
Phillip Agnew, an activist and surrogate with
the Sanders campaign, cited a recent encounter
between Sanders and students at the University
of South Carolina as emblematic of the way
some young black voters feel about him. In the
middle of move-in day at the university, when a
group of black students heard the senator was
inside a nearby Starbucks, they rushed over to
thank him for his push to erase college debt.
“These are people who are about to go
to college, who have the wherewithal to see
Bernie as somebody whose platform, should
he be elected, is going to make their lives and
that dark cloud of [student loan] debt hanging
over them not be there,” Agnew said.
Cathy Cohen, a founder of GenForward,
whose research focuses on millennial voting
behavior by race, emphasized that it’s still early
days in the primary. South Carolina, the fourth
state to vote in the Democratic race, doesn’t
hold its primary until Feb. 29.
“I would argue that it’s anyone’s game,”
Cohen said.
But Biden’s team points out his numbers
haven’t budged much in the four months since
he entered the race. In the Morning Consult
poll, black voters 65 and older back Biden over
Sanders by 56 percentage points, 63 percent
to 7 percent. Sanders, meanwhile, is beating
Biden by 12 points among African Americans
younger than 30.
Black voters who’ve already made their
choice told POLITICO that getting behind a
white male candidate over a black woman or
man is nothing personal. This time around,
black Democrats feel the stakes are too high to
be concerned about optics. They are focused on
supporting the candidate they feel will champion
the policies they care most about — and make
Trump a one-term president.
“We want to win. We just want to win,”
Nutter, the former Philadelphia mayor, said.
“Because Donald Trump is so damaging and
so frightening to many people in this country
… the primary theme is, ‘I just want to be with
someone who I believe can actually win.’ And
that’s what people care about.”
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Hezbollah can win any War
against Israel
TEHRAN (FNA) — The Zionist regime of Israel and Hezbollah
exchanged fire along the Lebanese border on Sunday and after
a week of rising tensions.

Israel’s military said it fired into Southern Lebanon on Sunday
after a number of anti-tank missiles fired by Hezbollah targeted
its army base and vehicles near the border. Hezbollah was responding to an earlier drone attack by Israel. The missiles hit
several targets in Israel’s border town of Avivim.
According to Hezbollah, the missiles launched from Lebanon
destroyed a tank, killing and wounding those inside it. The Lebanese army said Israel fired at least 40 shells towards the border
towns of Yaroun and Maroun al-Ras after the missile attack.
Once again, the Israeli failure to grasp the nature of Hezbollah
has caused a failure to grasp the predictable results in the new
clash. Not only are the Israeli troops unable to win a new war on
Hezbollah, the Resistance Front will not lose it.
Obviously, Tel Aviv has had a tough time over the past years
in dealing with the Hezbollah of Lebanon in Syria, and it is desperate to save face by doing whatever it can.In the face of such
desperation, it is crucial to assert that the new Israeli campaign
against Hezbollah will only produce further unity and resolve
among the resistance fighters in Lebanon. It will in no way force
the resistance into retreat from its lawful cause.
Lest we forget, it was Hezbollah which single-handedly managed
to drive Israeli troops out of Southern Lebanon and thrash their
invincibility myth for good. It was Hezbollah which in alliance
with Iran, Syria, and Russia managed to defeat foreign-backed
terrorist groups on many fronts in Syria.
On the diplomatic and political front, Hezbollah has equally
been the winner. The international civil society is now behind
the Resistance Front’s campaign against terrorism, just as they
did during the Hezbollah-Israeli war in 2006.
Some 13 years on, Hezbollah has been transformed. It is now a
regional military power, a cross-border strike force, with thousands
of soldiers hardened by years of fighting on Syrian battlefields.
Hezbollah troops are now using in combat some of the most
sophisticated armaments available, such as fourth-generation
Kornet guided anti-tank missiles. They pilot unmanned aircraft
and fight alongside artillery and tanks. They have taken vast lands
from terrorists with Syrian-Russian air support.
In 2006, Hezbollah fought a guerrilla war against an invading
army. Today, Hezbollah is also a conventional army. Hezbollah
is said to have fired some 4,000 short-range missiles at Israel
throughout the past years. But today, it has over 100,000 missiles,
including tens of thousands of accurate mid-range weapons and
drones with larger warheads capable of striking anywhere and
killing anyone in Israel.
As maintained by Israeli military commanders and analysts,
Hezbollah now poses a far greater threat to Israel than it did in the
past. Not only is Israel unable to win a new war, Hezbollah will not
lose it. This powerful reality keeps many Israelis awake at night.
All this plus rocket rooms, drones, weapons caches, underground
compounds, command posts, anti-tank positions, tunnels and launch
pads, as well as many other military installations along the Lebanese border should be more than enough for Tel Aviv to keep quiet.
The message is implicit: Hezbollah hasn’t lost its luster and
another war could be more devastating and humiliating for the
usurper regime. There will be a mutual exchange of bombing
and destruction too. As maintained by Hezbollah Leader Sayyed
Hassan Nasrallah, “The leaders of Israel understand that the resistance has the ability to cover the entirety of occupied Palestine
with missiles. We must keep this capability because it acts as a
deterrent for the third Lebanon war.”
In summation, Hezbollah is no longer a group or an organization. It is an army, a formidable army whose members are
fighting the US-backed Zionist troops along the Lebanese border.
Hezbollah is not afraid of Israel although it has always stressed
that it would never start war with invasion. It has no intention
to back down, just as the way it has every intention to win the
next war with Israel if it is forced by the lunatic warmongers in
Tel Aviv into such a war.

among older African Americans, commanding
nearly two-thirds support of black voters 65
and older in the most recent Morning Consult
poll. Bernie Sanders is the favorite of black
millennials, though his margin with that group
is much smaller. Among all black voters, Biden
is leading Sanders, 41 percent to 20 percent.
Biden and Sanders have maintained their
edges even as other candidates — including
two African American senators, Kamala Harris
and Cory Booker, have courted black voters
more aggressively in recent months. Though
opinions could change in the runup to voting,
the preferences of African Americans this deep
into the campaign has major implications for the
election: As black voters go, so goes the mantle
of Democratic front-runner — and likely the
presidential nominee.
The irony of two white septuagenarians
commanding majority support among African
Americans — despite running in a historically
diverse Democratic field — isn’t lost on black
elected officials, operatives and voters. Several
of them interviewed for this story said it speaks
to the belief among many black voters that Biden
is both best positioned to beat Donald Trump in
a general election and to the loyalty he earned
after eight years as Barack Obama’s No. 2.
“You go with what you know. A lot of black
voters know Joe Biden,” said Michael Nutter,
a former Philadelphia mayor and a current
Democratic National Committee member
who’s endorsed Biden. “There’s power in that
and there’s loyalty in that.”
Sanders won a following among younger
black voters during his 2016 run, when his progressive activism and criminal justice record
fired up millennials of all races.
At least in the primary, Biden’s lead among
older black Democrats is more consequential than
Sanders’ edge among younger ones, because older
voters typically vote in much greater numbers.
That’s especially true in South Carolina, the firstin-the-South primary state where about 60 percent
of the Democratic electorate is black. Polls show
Biden is doing even better with African American
voters there than he is nationally, giving him a
potential crucial edge that he hopes to parlay into a
string of victories throughout the Southeast and in
big cities, where sizable chunks of the Democratic
electorate are black.
Similar generational and ideological splits exist
among white voters. But African American voters
have coalesced to a greater degree behind Biden
and Sanders — a dynamic that stands out because
of their influence in the early stages of the primary
and because they’re not behind Harris or Booker.
Without more black support, the path to the
nomination becomes exceedingly tenuous for
the African American senators, who are polling
in the single digits overall.Nationally, Harris is
the third choice of young black voters, behind
Sanders and Biden. Among young black
voters in South Carolina, Elizabeth
1398.3438
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Apt in Jordan
115 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., good light
furn, spj, back yard, parking
$1400
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Zafaranieh
ground floor, 180 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, equipped kitchen, spj
gym, parking, $2500
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in a Garden Tower in
Niavaran
7th floor , 275 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
fully furn, spj, gym, terrace
elevator, nice lobby, good light
nice view, storage, parking
$4500
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Elahieh
2th floor, 240 sq.m with
3 Bdrs., fully furn, equipped
kitchen, nice terrace
outdoor swimming pool
without over look, parking
$3500
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Modern Apt in Fereshteh
2th floor, 200 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
fully furn , equipped kitchen
spj, parking, $5000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Zafaranieh
3th floor, 300 sq.m, 4 Bdrs.
furn, equipped kitchen
renovated, parking, $4500
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Duplex Villa in Fereshteh
500 sq.m, 6 Bdrs., unfurn outdoor
swimming pool renovated, yard,
parking
$6500
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Whole Building in Zafar
brand new, 6 floors, 6 apts
sq.m administrative office 1400
license, 400 sq.m commercial flat
elevator, 16 parking spots
$20000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Villa in Mahmoodieh
Triplex villa, 620 sq.m land
800 sq.m built up, 10 Bdrs.
unfurn, balcony, 8 bath rooms
2-side entrances, lots parking
$7000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Whole Building in Jordan
3 floors, 500 sq.m land, totally
650 sq.m built up, swimming pool
renovated, parking, $7000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Villa in Niavaran
brand new, 5 floors, 1100 sq.m
7 master bedrooms furn/unfurn,
servant quarter spj, elevator, lots
parking
Price: negotiable
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Villa in Elahieh
duplex, 4500 sq.m land, 1000 sq.m
built up, one separate suite servant
quarter, beautiful green garden
outdoor swimming pool football
field, renovated & renewed , 2-side
entrances
lots parking, $20000
Suitable for Embassies
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Holder of
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 10004:2012
ISO 10002:2014
From Oxford Cert Universal

Villa in Darband
triplex, 1800 sq.m land, 500 sq.m
built up, 5 Bdrs., unfurn outdoor
swimming, garden completely
renovated, parking
$9000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

09392750969
Mr.mohandesi

Intercity travel
service
Car&driver, residence,...
Suitable for your budget
24 hour reservation

Tell & whatt's app

0098 919 819 95 19
TEHRAN TIMES

Iran’s Leading
International Daily
Advertising Dept

Indian Restaurant

Tel:
Jahan Hotel (Exelsior) – Rahimzade Alley – Taleqani
Crossroads – Valiasr St. Tell: 6 6 4 7 6 8 5 5

Super luxury Office
in Mirdamad
administrative office license
4 offices, each office 590 sq.m
elevator, parking
Price: negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Office in Saadat Abad
administrative office license
2 units, 110 sq.m, parking
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Whole building in Jordan
administrative office license
brand new, 6 floors, 6 apts
each apt 150 sq.m, elevator
gathering room, 6 parking spots
$11000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Whole Building in Zafaranieh
brand new, 6 floors, each apt
360 sq.m with 4 Bdrs., unfurn
equipped kitchen, spj, roof top
27 parking spots, $20000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Mir damad
Masood street
three bedrooms
fur nished apt
fir st floor.

PRIVATE PARKING LOT

SEPTEMBER 4, 2019

021 - 430 51 450

Apt in Valiasr _ Park Way
2th floor, 110 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, equipped kitchen
parking, $1000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Fereshteh
5th floor, 125 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
fully furn, spj, billiard table
elevator, storage
parking spot, $1300
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Niavaran
4th floor, 100 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, balcony, elevator
storage, parking, $750
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Jordan
1th floor, 90 sq.m
1 Bdr., furn, parking, $800
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Zafar
1th floor, 95 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., furn
balcony, elevator, parking
$800
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Chizar
1th floor, 110 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
fully furn, equipped kitchen
back yard, elevato, storage
parking, $1000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Vanak
9th floor, 80 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, parking, $1100
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Modern Stadium of
Martyrs of Khuzestan
Football Club (KFC)
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SpaceX Starlink satellite nearly
collides with European satellite
The European Space Agency said Monday
that it had to fire the thrusters on its Aeolus
satellite to avoid colliding with a satellite in
the SpaceX Starlink constellation.
“Experts in our #SpaceDebris team
calculated the risk of collision between these
two active satellites, determining the safest
option for #Aeolus would be to increase its
altitude and pass over the @SpaceX satellite,”
the agency tweeted via its ESA Operations
account. “The maneuver took place about 1/2
an orbit before the potential collision. Not
long after the collision was expected, #Aeolus
called home as usual to send back its science
data – proving the maneuver was successful
and a collision was indeed avoided.”
ESA said it was the first time it has had to
move a satellite to avoid colliding with a megaconstellation, although not enough SpaceX
Starlink satellites have so far been launched
to fairly bestow the fleet with “mega” status.
Elon Musk’s company does have big plans
for the satellite swarm, which is being built to

offer global broadband internet access. But
so far just the first batch of 60 small satellites
has been launched. Those went up on a Falcon
9 rocket in May, and Musk hopes to launch
thousands more in the coming years.
SpaceX didn’t immediately respond to a
request for comment.
ESA says it performed 28 collision
avoidance maneuvers across its fleet in 2018
but noted that “It is very rare to perform
collision avoidance maneuvers with active
satellites. The vast majority of ESA avoidance
maneuvers are the result of dead satellites or
fragments from previous collisions.”
The space agency went on to warn that
as Starlink and other satellite constellations
grow to hundreds or thousands of satellites,
manually avoiding collisions “will become
impossible.”
ESA added that it’s working to automate the
process of collision avoidance using artificial
intelligence.
(Source: msn)

India’s Chandrayaan-2 spacecraft set
for historic lunar landing

India’s dream of landing on the
Moon is getting closer to reality as its
Chandrayaan-2 spacecraft split into two
on Monday, with one half set to land on
the lunar surface later this week.
First launched in July, the
Chandrayaan-2 spacecraft broke off
into two pieces as expected. “The
Vikram Lander successfully separated
from Chandrayaan-2 Orbiter at 1315
Hrs IST today,” Indian Space Research
Organization (ISRO) officials said in a
statement Monday.
The orbiter will circle the Moon’s
poles for roughly one year and the
Vikram Lander is expected to land Sept.
7. between 1:30 am to 2:30 a.m. GMT if
all goes according to plan. Following that,
a rover is expected to leave the Vikram
lander between 5:30 a.m. and 6:30 a.m.
ISRO officials added that the
Chandrayaan-2 Orbiter “continues to
orbit the Moon in its existing orbit” and
the health of both the orbiter and the
Vikram lander are being monitored by the

Mission Operations Complex (MOX) at
ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and Command
Network (ISTRAC) in Bengaluru.
“All the systems of Chandrayaan-2
Orbiter and Lander are healthy,” ISRO
continued.
The Chandrayaan-2 craft entered
lunar orbit last month after it launched
from Sriharikota in southern India on
July 22. The mission is on track even
though a technical glitch delayed the
launch for a week.
The landing zone for the Vikram
lander is on a plateau between two
craters and will be the furthest south of
any Moon landing to date. Vikram contains
equipment for three experiments: one
to study the Moon’s ionosphere, one to
study the temperature of the top 4 inches
of the lunar surface and the other to study
moonquakes.
The rover, known as Pragyan, has
instruments to help identify elements
near the landing site.
(Source: msn)

Scientists find unexplained ‘gel-like
substance’ on far side of the Moon

Scientists have found an unexplained,
shiny gel on the far side of the Moon.
The mysterious substance was spotted
by a Chinese lunar lander and it is unclear
what the unusual thing could be.
As it was driving over the Moon’s
surface, Chinese lunar rover Yutu-2
spotted a strange shining object. It has
examined the substance further but is
yet to discover where the substance
could have come from.
The Chinese space agency said that
the discovery was made while the lunar
lander was examining an impact creator,
and described the object as being “a gel
with a mysterious luster lying in the
center of the crater”. It had a shape and
color that was different from the soil
around it, researchers said.
Some researchers have suggested
that the shiny gel could be a glass that
formed when the original impact event
formed the creator. The heat of that
collision could have created the glass
that was spotted by the lander, they

suggested.
But it remains yet to be explained
and scientists will do more to find out
where it came from, according to the
Chinese space agency.
The discovery began at the end of July,
when engineers that control the Yutu-2
lander were beginning to power it down
ahead of one of its regular naps. The
lander has to shut down throughout the
day because its parts could be damaged
by the heat of the Sun when it comes
directly overhead.
As that was happening, one of the team
members spotted something strange in
one of the panoramic photographs sent
back by Yutu-2. They postponed the
rover’s nap and instead drove it to the
crater to examine it.
It was there that they found that it
was a shining substance that stood out
from the soil around it. Despite further
scans of the object, researchers were
unable to find what it might be.
(Source: The Independent)

Newly discovered giant planet slingshots around its star
Astronomers have discovered a planet three
times the mass of Jupiter that travels on
a long, egg-shaped path around its star.
If this planet were somehow placed into
our own solar system, it would swing from
within our asteroid belt to out beyond
Neptune. Other giant planets with highly
elliptical orbits have been found around
other stars, but none of those worlds were
located at the very outer reaches of their
star systems like this one.
“This planet is unlike the planets in our
solar system, but more than that, it is unlike
any other exoplanets we have discovered so
far,” says Sarah Blunt, a Caltech graduate
student and first author on the new study
publishing in The Astronomical Journal.
“Other planets detected far away from their
stars tend to have very low eccentricities,
meaning that their orbits are more circular.
The fact that this planet has such a high
eccentricity speaks to some difference in
the way that it either formed or evolved
relative to the other planets.”
The planet was discovered using the
radial velocity method, a workhorse of
exoplanet discovery that detects new
worlds by tracking how their parent stars
“wobble” in response to gravitational tugs
from those planets.
However, analyses of these data usually
require observations taken over a planet’s
entire orbital period. For planets orbiting
far from their stars, this can be difficult: a
full orbit can take tens or even hundreds
of years.
The California Planet Search, led by
Caltech Professor of Astronomy Andrew
W. Howard, is one of the few groups
that watches stars over the decades-long
timescales necessary to detect long-period

exoplanets using radial velocity.
The data needed to make the discovery
of the new planet were first provided by W.
M. Keck Observatory in Hawaii. In 1997,
the team began using the High-Resolution
Echelle Spectrometer (HIRES) on the Keck
I telescope to take measurements of the
planet’s star, called HR 5183.
“The key was persistence,” said Howard.
“Our team followed this star with Keck
Observatory for more than two decades
and only saw evidence for the planet in
the past couple years! Without that longterm effort, we never would have found
this planet.”
In addition to Keck Observatory, the
California Planet Search also used the Lick
Observatory in Northern California and
the McDonald Observatory in Texas.
The astronomers have been watching

HR 5183 since the 1990s, but do not have
data corresponding to one full orbit of the
planet, called HR 5183 b, because it circles
its star roughly every 45 to 100 years. The
team instead found the planet because of
its strange orbit.
“This planet spends most of its time
loitering in the outer part of its star’s
planetary system in this highly eccentric
orbit, then it starts to accelerate in and
does a slingshot around its star,” explains
Howard. “We detected this slingshot
motion. We saw the planet come in and
now it’s on its way out. That creates such
a distinctive signature that we can be sure
that this is a real planet, even though we
haven’t seen a complete orbit.”
The new findings show that it is possible
to use the radial velocity method to make
detections of other far-flung planets without

waiting decades. And, the researchers
suggest, looking for more planets like
this one could illuminate the role of giant
planets in shaping their solar systems.
Planets take shape out of disks of
material left over after stars form. That
means that planets should start off in flat,
circular orbits. For the newly detected
planet to be on such an eccentric orbit,
it must have gotten a gravitational kick
from some other object.
The most plausible scenario, the
researchers propose, is that the planet
once had a neighbor of similar size. When
the two planets got close enough to each
other, one pushed the other out of the
solar system, forcing HR 5183 b into a
highly eccentric orbit.
“This newfound planet basically would
have come in like a wrecking ball,” says
Howard, “knocking anything in its way
out of the system.”
This discovery demonstrates that our
understanding of planets beyond our
solar system is still evolving. Researchers
continue to find worlds that are unlike
anything in our solar system or in solar
systems we have already discovered.
“Copernicus taught us that Earth is
not the center of the solar system, and
as we expanded into discovering other
solar systems of exoplanets, we expected
them to be carbon copies of our own solar
system,” Howard explains, “But it’s just
been one surprise after another in this
field. This newfound planet is another
example of a system that is not the image
of our solar system but has remarkable
features that make our universe incredibly
rich in its diversity.”
(Source: Science Daily)
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A predicted superconductor
might work at a recordbreaking 200° Celsius
The steamiest summer day would be no sweat for this potential
superconductor.
Scientists have calculated that a hydrogen-rich compound
could conduct electricity without resistance at temperatures up
to about 200° Celsius — well above the 100° C boiling point of
water. If that prediction is confirmed experimentally, the material
would stand in stark contrast to all other known superconductors,
which must be cooled below room temperature to work.

Superconductors’ need for cool conditions makes them difficult
to use. So physicists are on a quest to find a superconductor that
can stand the heat, which could revolutionize how electricity is
transmitted and save vast amounts of energy.
The newly predicted superconductor — a compound of hydrogen,
magnesium and lithium — comes with its own complications,
however. It must be squeezed to extremely high pressure, nearly
2.5 million times the pressure of Earth’s atmosphere, physicist
Hanyu Liu and colleagues, of Jilin University in Changchun,
China, report in the Aug. 30 Physical Review Letters.
Scientists previously have used similar techniques to predict
that a pressurized compound of lanthanum and hydrogen would
be superconducting at higher temperatures than any yet known.
That prediction seems likely to be correct: In 2018, physicist
Russell Hemley and colleagues reported signs that the compound
is superconducting up to a record-breaking ?13° C.
If the new calculation is confirmed, the purported superconductor
would smash Hemley and colleagues’ temperature record. “This
is an important prediction using a level of theory that has proven
quite accurate,” says Hemley, of the University of Illinois at Chicago,
who was not involved in the research.
(Source: Sciencenews.org)

Oxygen depletion in ancient
oceans caused major mass
extinction
Late in the prehistoric Silurian Period, around 420 million years
ago, a devastating mass extinction event wiped 23 percent of all
marine animals from the face of the planet.
For years, scientists struggled to connect a mechanism to this
mass extinction, one of the 10 most dramatic ever recorded in
Earth›s history. Now, researchers from Florida State University
have confirmed that this event, referred to by scientists as the Lau/
Kozlowskii extinction, was triggered by an all-too-familiar culprit:
rapid and widespread depletion of oxygen in the global oceans.
Their study raises urgent concerns about the ruinous fate
that could befall our modern oceans if well-established trends
of deoxygenation persist and accelerate.
Unlike other famous mass extinctions that can be tidily linked
to discrete, apocalyptic calamities like meteor impacts or volcanic
eruptions, there was no known, spectacularly destructive event
responsible for the Lau/Kozlowskii extinction.
«This makes it one of the few extinction events that is comparable
to the large-scale declines in biodiversity currently happening
today, and a valuable window into future climate scenarios,»
said study co-author Seth Young, an assistant professor in the
Department of Earth, Ocean and Atmospheric Science.
Scientists have long been aware of the Lau/Kozlowskii extinction,
as well as a related disruption in Earth›s carbon cycle during
which the burial of enormous amounts of organic matter caused
significant climate and environmental changes. But the link and
timing between these two associated events -- the extinction
preceded the carbon cycle disruption by more than a hundred
thousand years -- remained stubbornly opaque.
«It›s never been clearly understood how this timing of events
could be linked to a climate perturbation, or whether there was
direct evidence linking widespread low-oxygen conditions to the
extinction,» said FSU doctoral student Chelsie Bowman, who
led the study.
To crack this difficult case, the team employed a pioneering
research strategy.
Using advanced geochemical methods including thallium isotope,
manganese concentration, and sulfur isotope measurements from
important sites in Latvia and Sweden, the FSU scientists were able
to reconstruct a timeline of ocean deoxygenation with relation
to the Lau/Kozlowskii extinction and subsequent changes to the
global carbon cycle.
The team›s new and surprising findings confirmed their original
hypothesis that the extinction record might be driven by a decline
of ocean oxygenation. Their multiproxy measurements established
a clear connection between the steady creep of deoxygenated
waters and the step-wise nature of the extinction event -- its start
in communities of deep-water organisms and eventual spread
to shallow-water organisms.
Their investigations also revealed that the extinction was likely
driven in part by the proliferation of sulfidic ocean conditions.
«For the first time, this research provides a mechanism to drive
the observed step-wise extinction event, which first coincided
with ocean deoxygenation and was followed by more severe
and toxic ocean conditions with sulfide in the water column,»
Bowman said.
With the oxygen-starved oceans of the Lau/Kozlowskii extinction
serving as an unnerving precursor to the increasingly deoxygenated
waters observed around the world today, study co-author Jeremy
Owens, an assistant professor in the Department of Earth, Ocean
and Atmospheric Science, said that there are still important lessons
to be learned from ecological crises of the distant past.
«This work provides another line of evidence that initial
deoxygenation in ancient oceans coincides with the start of
extinction events,» he said. «This is important as our observations
of the modern ocean suggest there is significant widespread
deoxygenation which may cause greater stresses on organisms
that require oxygen, and may be the initial steps towards another
marine mass extinction.»
(Source: eurekalert.org)
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Ancient city Kemune emerges
in northern Iraq before
sinking again
Archaeologists excavate palace complex on the banks of the
Tigris River estimated to be nearly 3,500 years old.
A palace thousands of years old has emerged from the
Mosul Dam in the Kurdish region of northern Iraq after
water levels dropped because of drought.
The appearance of the ruins on the banks of the Tigris
River triggered an archaeological dig, with a joint Kurdish
and German team keen on surveying the treasures of the
complex, known as Kemune.
The site of Kemune can be dated to the time of the Mittani
Empire, and is estimated to be nearly 3,500 years old.
The Mittani Empire is one of the least-researched empires
of the Ancient Near East.
It spanned from the eastern Mediterranean coast to the
east of present-day northern Iraq.
Archaeologists first discovered Kemune in 2010, when
water levels in the reservoir were low, but its recent emergence
marked the first time excavation at the site became possible.
During their survey, the Kurdish-German team found
an array of items, including large fired bricks which were
used as floor slabs and remains of wall paintings in bright
shades of red and blue.
Now, it is submerged again, with little clarity over when
the site may reappear. For the moment, at least, the past
has receded from view as the water level in the Mosul Dam
rises again.
(Source: Al Jazeera)

Disney under fire after leaving
cruise staff in Bahamas
Disney Cruise Line is defending its decision to leave crew
members on Castaway Cay, its private island in the Bahamas,
to ride out Hurricane Dorian.
All staffers are safe after spending Sunday in a speciallybuilt shelter, specifically designed to withstand a Category 5
hurricane. Dorian is a Category 5 storm with 185 mile-perhour winds that devastated the northwest Bahama islands.
Disney noted that Castaway Cay is located 45 miles south
of the most significant portion of the storm. Still, the company
came under fire after the sister of one of the employees
tweeted out her concerns.
“My sister is stuck in the middle of a Cat 5 hurricane. We
were told they would evacuate and they didn’t. Left them
behind!! Why??,” Meg Green posted on Twitter. She has since
deleted her account but not before writing in another tweet:
“Remember that time [Disney Cruises] left 97 employees
on a tiny island in a Catagory 5 hurricane? I do.”
Disney did not confirm the number, but on the Disney
Cruise Line website, it is noted that 60 employees live yearround on Castaway Cay, its 1,000-acre private resort.
Kim Prunty, vice president of communications and public
affairs for Disney Cruise Line, responded to Green.
As more inquiries and responses came forward, Disney
Cruise Line released a statement that read:
“Many of our Guests have asked questions about Castaway
Cay. Some of our crew remained on the island and their care
and safety is our highest priority. As forecasted, sustained
winds on the island did not extend beyond tropical force
strength and our crew has returned to their living quarters
after spending a few hours in our storm shelter yesterday.
Our thoughts continue to be with the people in areas of
the Bahamas that are being impacted by this storm and we
stand ready to contribute to recovery efforts.”
(Source: MSN)

ROUND THE GLOBE

Historic center of Naples
Naples, situated in southern Italy, is a major port city in the
center of the ancient Mediterranean region. Its origins go
back to its foundation as Parthenope or Palaepolis in the
9th century BC, subsequently re-established as Neapolis
(New City) in 470 BC.
It is therefore one of the most ancient cities in Europe,
whose current urban fabric preserves a selection of outstanding elements of its long and eventful history, as expressed
in its street pattern, its wealth of historic buildings and
parks, the continuation of many of its urban and social
functions, its wonderful setting on the Bay of Naples and
the continuity of its historical stratification.

Naples was among the foremost cities of Magna Graecia,
playing a key role in the transmission of Greek culture to
Roman society. It eventually became a major cultural center
in the Roman Republic, civitas foederata.
Sections of the Greek town walls excavated since World War
II and the excavated remains of a Roman theatre, cemeteries
and catacombs testify to this history. In the 6th century CE,
Naples was conquered by the Byzantine Empire, becoming
an autonomous Duchy, later associated with the Normans,
Swabians, and the Sicilian reign.
Evidence of this period includes the churches of San
Gennaro extra moenia, San Giorgio Maggiore, and San
Giovanni Maggiore with surviving elements of 4th and
5th century architecture, the chapel of Santa Restituta in
the 14th-century cathedral, and the Castel dell’Ovo, one of
the most substantial survivals from the Norman period,
although subsequently remodeled on several occasions.
(Source: UNESCO)

It’s time to rid Iran’s millennium-old
brick tower of weeds

By Afshin Majlesi

TEHRAN — It’s quite natural that weeds
spread almost everywhere in a mild and
humid climate; they grow, whether we
like it or not!
Gardeners always keep an eye on weeds
as they are competing with plants and
lawn grass for water and nutrients, and
making the garden less attractive. They
are also springing up on the facades of
buildings.
For years Iran’s UNESCO-registered
Gonbad-e Qabus millennium-old brick
tower is suffering from such a common
phenomenon though it has been treated
time to time.
The tower is of high architectural
importance as an exemplar and innovative
design of the early-Islamic-era architecture.
The UNESCO comments that it bears
testimony to the cultural exchange between
Central Asian nomads and the ancient
civilization of Iran.
Director of the World Heritage site told
IRNA in an interview released on Monday
that “Growing plants on the Qabus tower is
not a new issue, and is witnessed in all brick
buildings across the country, especially in
northern provinces, due to their climatic
conditions.”
“The tower has also been facing such
phenomenon for more than a thousand
years, though the issue has been intensified
by [heavy] rainfalls earlier this year,”
Abdolmajid Nourtaqani said.
The tower was already planned to be
sprayed by agricultural drones to get rid

of weeds and prevent them from growing,
however, it was discarded after local
authorities realized that such an approach
inflicts serious damage to the mortar and
body of the monument.
Now it’s time to rid the brick tower of
weeds for a long run at least for five to
six years.
Financing has been done for installation
of the scaffolding, Nourtaqani said, adding

the weeds are planned to be removed in two
different seasons to make sure they won’t
be appeared at least for five to six years.
The official also mentioned that a
restoration work will be followed, in which,
cracks, nooks and crannies of the outer
bricks will be plastered.
Iran witnessed weeks of extreme rainfall,
starting on March 19. It caused flooding in
28 out of 31 provinces affecting 42,269,129

inhabitants in 253 cities nationwide.
The UNESCO also credits Gonbad-e
Qabus as “an outstanding and
technologically innovative example of
Islamic architecture that influenced sacral
building in Iran, Anatolia and Central Asia.”
The long-lasting structure capped by an
eye-catching conical roof boasts intricate
geometric principles and patterns which
embellishes parts of its load-bearing
brickwork.
Narratives say the tower has influenced
various subsequent designers of tomb towers
and other cylindrical commemorative
structures both in the region and beyond.
Two encircling inscriptions in Kufic
calligraphy date the tower to 1006-7 CE
while commemorate Qabus Ibn Voshmgir,
Ziyarid ruler and literati (reigned 978–1012).
July 1 is considered a significant cultural
event for Iranians to hold the anniversary
of Gonbad-e Qabus UNESCO registration,
and the annual celebration is organized
by Gonbad Kavus municipality.
This year, people in Golestan province
celebrated the 7th registration anniversary
of Gonbad-e Qabus on UNESCO World
Heritage list.
It is inevitable that open-air stone or
brick works are facing physical decline
over time, some of which impossible to
eradicate. For instance, UNESCO-tagged
Persepolis is suffering from increasing
lichens for years.
Such issues should be well addressed by
related officials and experts to meet their
responsibility toward future generations.

“Iran, Cradle of Civilization” attracts over 100,000 visitors

H E R I T A G E TEHRAN — More than 100,000 visitors
d
e
s
k from Spain and other countries visited
“Iran, Cradle of Civilization”, an exhibition of ancient
relics, which was on loan from the National Museum of
Iran at the Archeological Museum of Alicante (MARQ)
in southeastern Spain.
The exhibition opened to the public on March 14 and
officially wrapped up on September 1, pulling in 101,108
people from Spain and other nationalities, CHTN quoted
Jebreil Nokandeh, director of the National Museum of
Iran, as saying on Tuesday.
Nina Rezaei, a top official with the National Museum of
Iran, assessed the exhibit as successful, citing appropriate
designs and installations, combined with audio-visual
performances as contributors to the success.
Specialized meetings on the Iranian history and culture were also held on the sidelines of the event, the
official added.

The exhibit featured a select of 196 valuable historical
pieces of a large span of the Iranian history, starting
from pre-historical era to the Islamic period, truing the
spotlight on the earliest developments of agriculture and
livestock farming from the very beginning to cuneiform
clay tablets, gold beakers and ornaments, bronze weapons and beautifully painted ceramics associated with
successive Iranian kingdoms.
“Iran, Cradle of Civilization” was previously on show
at Drents Museum, Assen, the Netherlands, where it was
well received by museumgoers from June to November
2018. The Dutch museum also won an audience prize
from New York’s prestigious Global Fine Art Awards on
March 12 for its contribution to host such an enormous
exhibit of the history of Persia.
On Sunday, a significant exhibition of arts and archaeological objects, which was on loan from the Drents
Museum, came to an end at the National Museum of Iran.

It pulled in some 66,000 visitors since the opening date
on October 2, 2018.

Iran’s tourism booming despite U.S. sanctions
Sauntering through the teeming traditional markets of Isfahan, the erstwhile
capital of Iran during the Safavid rule,
Daniel and his partner Julie were busy
picking up souvenirs for their friends
back home.
The newlywed couple from Germany
chose Iran as their honeymoon destination
partly due to Daniel’s longstanding love
with Iranian culture and partly due to
economical travel packages.
While it was Julie’s first visit to Iran,
Daniel had made a solo trip back in 2016.
That 10-day trip, he recalls, changed his
perception about Iran and made him fall
in love with the ‘unparalleled beauty of
the place’.
The only difference between then and
now is being the cost. In 2016, Iran’s economy was relatively stable and the country’s
currency was doing well.
But things have changed since then,
especially over the past one year, after
U.S. President Donald Trump withdrew
from the Iran nuclear deal and announced
economic sanctions against Tehran.
In last one year, Iranian currency, rial,
has witnessed a sharp tailspin, losing its
value against the U.S. dollar by almost
threefold.
For Daniel and other foreign tourists,
it came as a blessing in disguise. With the
value of foreign currency, especially U.S.
dollar and euro, shooting up, travelling to
Iran has become a low-cost affair.
“During my first trip to Iran in 2016, I
had to stay within the constraints of my
budget, but this time due to staggering
nosedive of rial the expenses were comparatively less, allowing me to shop with
free hand,” Daniel told Anadolu Agency.
Tourist boom
Foreign tourist arrivals in Iran has
grown exponentially in last one year,
according to tourism officials and travel
agents, which is good news for the tourism
industry; even though hotel rates have
dropped drastically and travelling costs
have reduced.
According to a latest study by World
Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC),
Iran’s travel and tourism sector grew
by 1.9 percent in 2018 to contribute
1,158 trillion rials ($8.83 billion) or 6.5
percent of overall GDP and 1,334 jobs
(5.4 percent of total employment) to the

People in boats visit the scenic Ali-Sadr Cave, which its entrance is situated near
Hamedan, west-central Iran.
country’s economy.
The report also stated that foreign visitors coming to Iran splurged 168,954
billion rials ($1.28 billion) in 2018 and
projected foreign arrivals to be 6.5 million in 2019.
Another report by the Cultural Heritage, Handicraft and Tourism Organization (CHTO) of Iran also showed that the
number of foreign arrivals in Iran surged
by 40.66 percent during spring this year
compared to the same period last year.
A total of 2,030,523 million foreign
nationals visited Iran this spring (three
months starting March 21), while the figure
stood at 1,443,551 in the same period last
year, it added.
“The development of tourism infrastructure, the considerable volume of
investments in the tourism sector, the
issuance of electronic visa and visa waiver
for select countries are the main reasons
behind it,” said Ali Asghar Mounesan, the
head of CHTO.
About 7.8 million tourists traveled
to Iran in the last Iranian calendar year
[ending March 20, 2019], marking a 52.5
percent growth compared to the previous
year, he informed.
Losses
The fact that the declining value of
Iranian currency has made travelling
to Iran cheaper for foreign travelers is

acknowledged by both tourism officials
and travel agents.
“It is a strange feeling to be honest,”
Hassan Hadad, a Tehran-based travel
agent, told Anadolu Agency.
“We are happy that more tourists are
coming to Iran but earnings aren’t sufficient due to sharp dip in the value of
Iranian currency.”
Hadad said travel agencies in Tehran
and other major cities like Isfahan, Shiraz
and Kashan have redesigned their packages but it still isn’t enough to mitigate
the losses.
“They are trying to make up for the
loss by increasing package costs but it
still isn’t enough. Rial has been slowly
recovering now but it will take time to
fully recover.”
While fall in the value of the national
currency is attracting more foreigners to
Iran, it has forced many Iranians reconsider their plans to travel abroad.
According to CHTO data, outbound
tourism in Iran fell by almost 6 percent
during the three-month period, with outbound passengers at 1,759,749.
“We had a family tradition of at least
one overseas trip a year, but this year we
dropped the plan due to currency issue,”
Bahar Karimi, a software engineer from
Tehran, told Anadolu Agency.
“Before traveling abroad we have to

buy dollars or euro and that is a brave
thing to do right now.”
Turkish entrepreneurs
With the country’s economy sliding
towards recession due to unprecedented
U.S. economic sanctions and shrinking
oil exports, Iranian authorities are now
increasingly focusing on the tourism
industry.
Iranian authorities have redoubled
efforts to woo more foreign travelers to
Iran by announcing last August that it
would no longer stamp passports of foreign visitors to help them bypass a U.S.
travel ban.
Most of the tourists come from Iraq,
China, Azerbaijan, India, Afghanistan,
Turkey, Pakistan, and some European
countries. Iraqi travelers, according to
government data, constitutes Iran’s main
source of tourism revenue.
Now Iranian tourism officials have set
their sights on China, a lucrative market
for tourism in the region and the country
with the world’s most outbound tourists.
The Iranian government has decided
to waive the visa requirement for Chinese
passport holders, hoping to draw around
two million Chinese tourists per year, a
significant leap from 52,000 that visited
the country last year.
Pertinently, China is one of the countries
that have openly defied the U.S. sanctions
against Iran and continue to do oil trade
with Tehran.
Turkish entrepreneurs, according to reports, have also shown interest in investing
in Iran’s booming tourism industry at a time
when many regional countries are abandoning
Iran under the U.S. pressure.
Turkish entrepreneur and hotelier Tuncay
Kilit, who owns a chain of Crystal Hotels
across Turkey, is all set to make his foray
into the Iranian hospitality sector with a
1,000-room hotel spread over 10 hectares
in Kish, a resort island off the southern coast
of Iran in the Persian Gulf.
Kilit Hospitality Group and Kish Free
Trade Zone finalized the deal last month
for the mega project. During the signing
ceremony, Kish Free Trade Zone general
manager Gholamhoseyn Mozaffari said a
large number of investors from Qatar, Oman
and Iraq have also shown interest in investing
in the island.
(Source: Anadolu Agency)
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Lifestyle, not genetics, explains
most premature heart disease
Physical inactivity, smoking, high blood
pressure, diabetes, and high cholesterol
play a greater role than genetics in many
young patients with heart disease,
according to research presented today
at ESC Congress 2019 together with
the World Congress of Cardiology. The
findings show that healthy behaviours
should be a top priority for reducing
heart disease even in those with a family
history of early onset.
“Genetics
are
an
important
contributor to premature heart disease
but should not be used as an excuse to
say it is inevitable,” said study author
Dr Joao A. Sousa of Funchal Hospital,
Portugal.
“In our clinical practice, we often hear
young patients with premature heart
disease ‘seek shelter’ and explanations
in their genetics/family history,” he
added. “However, when we look at the
data in our study, these young patients
were frequently smokers, physically
inactive, with high cholesterol levels
and high blood pressure -- all of which
can be changed.”
The study enrolled 1,075 patients
under 50, of whom 555 had coronary
artery disease (known as premature
CAD). Specific conditions included
stable angina, heart attack, and unstable
angina. The average age was 45 and

87% were men. Risk factor levels and
genetics in patients were compared to a
control group of 520 healthy volunteers
(average age 44, and 86% men). Patients
and controls were recruited from the
Genes in Madeira and Coronary Disease
(GENEMACOR) database.

Five modifiable risk factors were
assessed: physical inactivity, smoking,
high blood pressure, diabetes, and high
cholesterol. Nearly three-quarters (73%)
of patients had at least three of these risk
factors compared to 31% of controls. In
both groups, the likelihood of developing

CAD increased exponentially with each
additional risk factor. The probability
of CAD was 3, 7, and 24 times higher
with 1, 2, and 3 or more risk factors,
respectively.
All participants underwent genome
sequencing. These data were used to
develop a genetic risk score containing 33
variants thought to contribute to CAD or
risk factors such as high blood pressure.
The average score was higher in patients
than controls. The score was also an
independent predictor for premature
CAD. However, the contribution of
genetics to risk of CAD declined as
the number of modifiable factors rose.
Dr Sousa said: “The findings
demonstrate that genetics contribute
to CAD. However, in patients with two
or more modifiable cardiovascular risk
factors, genetics play a less decisive role
in the development of CAD.”
He concluded: “Our study provides
strong evidence that people with a family
history of premature heart disease
should adopt healthy lifestyles, since
their poor behaviours may be a greater
contributor to heart disease than their
genetics. That means quit smoking,
exercise regularly, eat a healthy diet,
and get blood pressure and cholesterol
levels checked.”
(Source: sciencedaily.com)

Experts say get your flu shot early: here’s why
Experts recommend getting the seasonal flu vaccination as early as possible to
provide the best protection.
That’s because if you wait until mid-season to get your flu shot, you could be risking
your health, the health of your loved ones,
and your community.
“Do it for your loved ones,” said Dr.
MeiLan King Han, professor of internal
medicine in the Division of Pulmonary and
Critical Care Medicine at the University of
Michigan Health System. Han is also the
director of the Michigan Airways Program
and spokesperson for the American Lung
Association.
“If [you] aren’t willing to get it for [yourself], get it for someone [you] love. You
need to think about that pregnant mom
and that family and young child and that
immunocompromised older individual,”
Han told Healthline.
And the sooner, the better.
Dr. Sean O’Leary, an associate professor of pediatrics at the University of
Colorado at Denver, notes that influenza
kills between 5,000 and 50,000 people in
the United States every year, depending
on the strength of the strain.
“While the vaccine is not 100 percent
effective, it decreases the risk of getting
sick with influenza significantly, and more
importantly, decreases the risk of admission
to the hospital, admission to an ICU, and
death,” O’Leary told Healthline.
The benefit of the seasonal flu vaccine
goes well beyond our own backyards.
“When we think about vaccinations on

a population basis, there’s value to having
yourself vaccinated, but there’s also value to the community and having enough
people in the community vaccinated that
it decreases the overall risk of any one
person getting the flu, which is referred
to as herd immunity,” O’Leary explained.
The importance of early vaccination
Dr. Alan Taege, an infectious disease
specialist at the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio,
explains the importance of early vaccination.
“After receiving the vaccine, it can take
2 to 4 weeks for the antibodies that protect against the influenza virus infection
to develop in the body, which is why it’s
important to get vaccinated early,” Taege
told Healthline.
Both the American Academy of Pedi-

atrics (AAP) and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) recommend
getting the flu shot by the end of October to
prepare for peak influenza season, which
is typically in February.
“You can’t predict when the flu will
start,” said Han. “That’s why the CDC
recommends getting the flu shot early
so you have time to build that immunity
and you’ll be protected for the entire flu
season.”
The CDC has this recommendation in
place for anyone above the age of 6 months.
The AAP released revised guidelines
today that include recommendations for
vaccinations for children 6 months and
older.
The organization also expressed no
preference between the flu shot and the
nasal spray vaccine.

Vaccine misperceptions
All the experts Healthline spoke with
mentioned the same pushback about getting vaccinated from individuals who have
misperceptions about the flu shot.
Han listens to patient fears stemming
from “the perception that you can get sick
from the flu shot or get the flu from the
shot,” she said.
Taege echoed the same sentiment, adding that there’s no reason to be concerned
about getting sick from the flu vaccine.
“Many people are concerned about the
myth that the flu shot can cause the flu.
However, the flu shot is killed virus and
is unable to cause disease,” he said.
“There are many common misconceptions about the influenza vaccine, such as
that the vaccine itself can give you ‘the
flu’ (it can’t), and that healthy children
are not at risk,” added O’Leary. “In most
seasons, around half the children who
die from influenza are healthy children.”
“While some patients may experience a
few days of not feeling their best, and they
may feel a little bit unwell, it’s really nothing compared to the flu itself,” Han noted.
Still, many individuals believe they
don’t need the flu shot.
“The biggest pushback I get from people
when I talk to them about the flu shot is,
‘I don’t need that. I’ve never had the flu,’
and, ‘I don’t need that. I hear people get
sick from the flu shot,’” Han said.
“I think that’s the biggest myth out
there that needs to be addressed,” she said.
(Source: healthline.com)

Exercise may help people with cardiovascular disease the most
New research comparing the benefits of
exercise for healthy people versus people
with cardiovascular disease found that the
latter may benefit the most from being
physically active.
Existing evidence shows that staying
physically active can help a person live
longer and that regular exercise can help
prevent many chronic conditions, including
cardiovascular disease.
However, no studies had looked at how
exercise really benefits individuals who
already have cardiovascular disease.
Now, for the first time, researchers —
many from Seoul National University,
in South Korea — have compared the
effects of exercise on the risk of death
in a cohort of healthy participants and a
cohort of participants with preexisting
cardiovascular disease.
The study revealed that individuals
with cardiovascular disease seemed to
benefit more from exercise than healthy
individuals — and the more they exercised,
the better.
The team, led by Dr. Sang-Woo Jeong,
published the findings in the European
Heart Journal last week and also presented
them at the European Society of Cardiology
(ESC) Congress 2019, held in Paris, France.
14% death risk reduction over
6 years
Dr. Jeong and colleagues analyzed the
data of 441,798 participants, who were part
of the Korean National Health Insurance
Services Health Screening Cohort.

Of these, 131,558 participants had
preexisting cardiovascular disease, while
310,240 were healthy. All of the participants
were aged 40 or over, with an average
age of 60. All had taken part in a health
screening program between 2009 and 2015
and had provided information about their
levels of physical activity.
In their analysis, the researchers also
had access to follow-up data for nearly 6
years, as well as information regarding
death and its cause, accessed through the
Korean National Death Index.
The participants provided information
on their levels of physical activity via
surveys that asked them to report how
often they had been physically active in the

past week. In this case, physical activity
referred mainly to instances of aerobic
exercise and did not include daily activities,
such as housework.
The researchers converted these data
into units of metabolic equivalent task
minutes per week (MET-mins/week), which
allowed them to quantify levels of activity.
Dr. Jeong and the team found that,
after the 6-year follow-up period, the
participants with cardiovascular disease
had benefitted more from physical activity
than the healthy participants.
More specifically, for every 500 METmins/week, healthy individuals saw a 7%
reduction in premature death risk, while
those with cardiovascular disease saw a

14% death risk reduction.
Among healthy individuals, those who
saw the most benefits were those who
undertook 0–499 MET-mins/week of
exercise. The benefits were less significant
for healthy people who undertook 500–
1,000 MET-mins/week, only increasing
again after the 1,000 MET-mins/week
landmark.
As for participants with cardiovascular
disease, once more, individuals who
undertook 0–499 MET-mins/week
of exercise saw the most significant
benefits. However, in this cohort’s case,
risk reduction continued to rise beyond
the 500 MET-mins/week point.
Yet, at the same time, the researchers
noted that almost 50% of all participants
exercised very little, and about 25% of
participants reported no physical activity.
“We found that approximately half
of the people in the study did not reach
the recommended level of leisure-time
physical activity, and a quarter had a totally
sedentary lifestyle,” says Dr. Jeong.
“People with cardiovascular disease had
lower levels of physical activity than those
without, but the more exercise people did,
the lower their risk of death during the 6
years of follow-up. The main new finding of
this study is that people with cardiovascular
disease benefit from a physically active
lifestyle to a greater extent than healthy
people without cardiovascular disease,”
Dr. Jeong explains.
(Source: medicalnewstoday.com)
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Even age 80 is not too late to
begin exercising
Even seniors who never exercised regularly can benefit from a workout program, researchers say.
A new study found that men in their 70s and 80s who had never followed an exercise regimen could build muscle mass as well
as “master athletes” -- those of the same age who had worked out
throughout their lives and still competed at the top levels of their
sports.

The U.K. researchers took muscle biopsies from both groups
in the 48 hours before and after a single weight-training session
on an exercise machine. The men were also given an isotope tracer
before the workout in order to track how proteins were developing
in their muscles.
It was expected that the master athletes would be better able to
build muscle during exercise, but both groups had an equal capacity
to do so, the University of Birmingham team found.
The study was published Aug. 30 in the journal Frontiers in
Physiology.
“Our study clearly shows that it doesn’t matter if you haven’t
been a regular exerciser throughout your life, you can still derive
benefit from exercise whenever you start,” lead researcher Leigh
Breen said in a university news release. He’s a senior lecturer in
exercise physiology and metabolism.
“Obviously a long-term commitment to good health and exercise is the best approach to achieve whole-body health, but even
starting later on in life will help delay age-related frailty and muscle
weakness,” Breen said.
Current public health advice about strength training for older
people tends to be “quite vague,” he noted.
“What’s needed is more specific guidance on how individuals can
improve their muscle strength, even outside of a gym-setting through
activities undertaken in their homes -- activities such as gardening,
walking up and down stairs, or lifting up a shopping bag can all help
if undertaken as part of a regular exercise regimen,” Breen said.
(Source: webmd.com)

Teen’s junk food diet caused
him to go blind, doctors say
A teen who ate nothing but fries, chips and other junk food for years
slowly went blind as a result of his poor diet, according to a new
report of the case.
The case highlights a perhaps little-known fact about poor diets:
In addition to being tied to obesity, heart disease and cancer, they
“can also permanently damage the nervous system, particularly
vision,” according to the report, published today (Sept. 2) in the
journal Annals of Internal Medicine.
The teen’s problems began
at age 14, when he went to the
doctor’s office complaining of
tiredness.
The teen was reportedly a
“fussy eater,” and blood tests
showed he had anemia and low
levels of vitamin B12, the report
said. He was treated with injections of vitamin B12 along with
advice on how to improve his diet.
However, by age 15, he developed hearing loss and vision
problems, but doctors couldn’t
seem to find the cause — results
from an MRI and eye exam were
normal.
Over the next two years, the teen’s vision got progressively worse.
When the boy was 17, an eye test showed that his vision was 20/200 in
both eyes, the threshold for being “legally blind” in the United States.
Further tests showed the teen had developed damage to his optic
nerve, the bundle of nerve fibers that connects the back of the eye
to the brain. In addition, the teen still had low levels of vitamin
B12, along with low levels of copper, selenium and vitamin D.
These deficiencies prompted doctors to ask the teen about
the foods he ate. “The patient confessed that, since elementary
school, he would not eat certain textures of food,” the authors,
from the University of Bristol in the United Kingdom, wrote in
the report. He told doctors that the only things he ate were fries,
chips — specifically, Pringles — white bread, processed ham slices
and sausage.
After ruling out other possible causes for his vision loss, the teen
was diagnosed with nutritional optic neuropathy, or damage to the
optic nerve that results from nutritional deficiencies. The condition
can be caused by drugs, malabsorption of food, poor diet or alcohol
abuse. “Purely dietary causes are rare in developed countries,” the
authors said.
It’s known that the B vitamins are essential for many cellular
reactions, and deficiencies in these vitamins can lead to the buildup
of toxic byproducts of metabolism, and eventually to the damage of
nerve cells, according to the University of Iowa.
Vision loss from nutritional optic neuropathy is potentially reversible if caught early. However, by the time the teen was diagnosed,
his vision loss was permanent. What’s more, wearing glasses would
not help the teen’s vision, because damage to the optic nerve cannot
be corrected with lenses, said study lead author Dr. Denize Atan,
a consultant senior lecturer in ophthalmology at Bristol Medical
School and Bristol Eye Hospital.
The teen was prescribed nutritional supplements, which prevented his vision loss from getting any worse.
The teen was also referred to mental health services for an eating
disorder. The researchers note that the teen’s diet was more than just
“picky eating” because it was very restrictive and caused multiple
nutritional deficiencies.
A relatively new diagnosis known as “avoidant-restrictive food
intake disorder” (previously known as “selective eating disorder”)
involves a lack of interest in food or avoidance of foods with certain textures, colors, etc., without concern to body weight or shape.
The condition usually starts in childhood, and patients often have
a normal body mass index (BMI), as was the case for this patient,
the authors said.
(Source: livescience.com)
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Wildlife selfies harming animals,
experts warn
At the International Penguin Conference in New Zealand, the
experts were worried. Among sobering discussions about the
perils of the climate crisis and habitat loss, the unlikely issue
of wildlife selfies photobombed the agenda, with increasing
concern that the celebrity-fuelled search for that perfect shot
is affecting animal behaviour.
Professor Philip Seddon, the director of Otago University’s
wildlife management programme, said: ‘We’re losing respect
for wildlife, we don’t understand the wild at all.”

Seddon told the global convention – held in Dunedin last
week – that the normalisation of wildlife selfies was “scary” and
was harming animals, including causing physical and emotional
stress, interrupting feeding and breeding habits, and even potentially lowering birth rates.
“The trouble with wildlife selfies is the images are often appearing without any context – so even if the message is promoting
conservation or an ambassador programme, that message is lost
and all people see are someone hugging a penguin, and want to
do that too,” says Seddon.
“We have an increasingly urbanised population around the
world who are alienated from the natural world and whose access to wildlife is commodified and sanitised and made safe. So
we’re seeing these very strange behaviours that seem weird to
us as biologists – such as posing your child on a wild animal.”
Seddon takes his concerns so seriously he has forbidden his
students from posting images of themselves on their social media
accounts while studying and working with local wildlife, fearful
that the photographs will be taken out on context and contribute
to the rise of wildlife selfies online.
The International Penguin Conference itself turned down a
lucrative sponsorship deal with a Dubai company recently because
of concerns about its use of wildlife selfies in promotional material.
Platforms such as Instagram host hundreds of thousands of
wildlife selfies. Researchers at World Animal Protection analysing wildlife selfies for a 2017 report discovered a 292% increase
in the number of wildlife selfies posted on Instagram between
2014 and 2017, with 40% of the images posted described as “bad
selfies” – meaning someone hugging, holding or inappropriately
interacting with a wild animal.
A “good” wildlife selfie was described as a picture where there is
no contact between an animal and a human, and the animal is not
being restrained or held in captivity to be a used as a photo prop.
Celebrities have also contributed to the popularity of wildlife
selfies, with Roger Federer and Margo Robbie posing with quokkas
in Australia, Justin Beiber with a tiger, Kim Kardashian with an
elephant and Taylor Swift with a kangaroo.
In New Zealand, tourists have been caught dancing with endangered sea lions for selfies, chasing rare yellow-eyed penguins,
and trying to hug the shy and reclusive Kiwi bird.
Philippa Agnew, science and environmental manager at the Blue
Penguin colony in Oamaru, on the east coast of New Zealand’s South
Island, says wildlife selfies have an “indisputable” impact on the
penguins and all electronic recordings by tourists are banned.
“The goal is to reduce all disturbance to the penguins. The back
light on cellphones these days and the noise and the movement and
flash of people taking selfies really stresses the animals,” she said.
Agnew said wildlife selfies could be beneficial to raise awareness
for conservation efforts, but were too often taken out of context.
Staff at the blue penguin colony frequently handle the animals
during routine health checks but there is a ban on recording
these duties, lest they become “normalised” on social media.
Outside the managed colony, Agnew said tourists visiting Oamaru
often “intercept” blue penguins moving from the sea to the shore;
chasing them or trying to pick them up. That kind of intervention
can prevent the birds from feeding their chicks, or hunting for food.
(Source: The Guardian)
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S O C I E T Y

‘Tehran experiencing
subsidence rate of 5 mm a year’

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — The capid
e
s
k tal city of Tehran sinks
about 5 millimeters annually, Masoud
Shafiei, an official with Tehran Urban
Research and Planning Center told ISNA
news agency on Tuesday.
Land subsidence, a gradual settling or
sudden sinking of the Earth›s surface due
to subsurface movement of earth materials is mainly caused by aquifer-system
compaction, drainage and decomposition
of organic soils, underground mining, oil
and gas extraction, hydro compaction, natural compaction, sinkholes, and thawing
permafrost.
Land subsidence results in significant
economic losses in the form of structural
damage and high maintenance costs. This
effects roads and transportation networks,
hydraulic infrastructure, sewage systems,
buildings and foundations. The total damage worldwide is estimated at billions of
dollars annually.
Over the past three years, Azadegan Highway sank about 13 to 14 centimeters, which
is highly dangerous, he lamented, adding,

Tehran subsides annually at a rate of 5 mm.
Referring to the areas prone to land

81% of bus drivers responsible for fatal
accidents in 2 months
S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — The numd
e
s
k ber of public transport
fleet accidents has increased significantly
over the last two months, and 81% of bus
drivers were to blame for fatal road crashes,
Traffic Police chief has announced.
Over 90 percent of the whole transfers
across the country are done by ground transport system, while air, rail and sea transportation hold a small share, Mehr quoted Seyed
Kamal Hadianfar as saying on Tuesday.
Last year, 19 million rides have been
delivered transferring over 290 million
passengers, mostly through the bus transportation fleet under the Municipalities
supervision, he stated.
He went on to say that bus drivers spend
more time driving exceeding standard hour
due to low income, which increases the risk
of road crashes.
Referring to the importance of technical
inspection for the bus fleet, he noted that all
the buses operation in the country’s transportation system must undergo inspection
and ensure the passengers’ safety, as well
as limiting the drivers to spend more time
offering service.
During the past two months, bus
drivers were responsible for some 81
percent of the whole traffic-related accidents happened in the public transport fleet, which mostly occurred due
to reckless driving, driving an unsafe

speed and running through the wrong
lane, he explained.
He concluded that management must be
based on new technologies to accomplish
the good results, using startups can lead
to sustainable management in this field.
Hadianfar in June said that road crash
casualties amounted to 3,863 in the country during the first three months of the
current year.
Some 45-55 people get killed in crashes
each day in the country, he added.
Teymour Hosseini, Tehran traffic police chief, said in August that traffic-related
accidents brought heavy economic burden
amounting to 20 trillion rials (about $480
million) for the country in the past Iranian
calendar year (ended March 20).
Nearly 1.25 million people die in road
crashes each year, on average 3,287 deaths a
day. An additional 20-50 million are injured
or disabled. More than half of all road traffic
deaths occur among people aged 15-44.

Words

to put their relationship back on track: to make their relationship better again
angry exchanges: strong disagreements
head of state: official leader of a country
third-ranking: third most important
deteriorated: got worse
point of collapse: may fail soon
curtail: stop, end
rampant: growing in an uncontrolled way
taciturn: quiet and unfriendly
doing a deal with: making an agreement with
(Source: BBC)

subsidence in the capital, he noted that
southern part of the city is exposed to the

threat including, Varamin as well as Shahriar.
“To take steps toward subsidence mitigation, we need to prepare plans on ground
water extraction,” he concluded.
Ali Beitollahi, secretary of the national
working group on natural disasters, warned
in August that landslide and land subsidence
are the two major threats in the Iranian capital
city of Tehran, which will pose threat to the
lives of at least 3 million people.
Southern Tehran sinks about 20 to 25
centimeters annually on a large scale, if it
continues over a long period of time, the
land downwards about 6 meters over a
thirty-year period, leading to cracking of
the buildings as well as gas, oil and sewer
pipes, he explained.
Reza Karami, head of Tehran Disaster
Mitigation and Management Organization,
has said that planning and utilizing the
capacity of all organizations can greatly
reduce the risks and consequences of these
hazards, but it should be noted that educating people and eliciting public participation
is also an important factor that should not
be overlooked.

Old buses to reach 15,000 within
6 months

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — There
d
e
s
k are currently 22,000
buses running in the country’s transport fleet, 15,000 of which will turn
over 10 years old by the end of this
year (March 2020), Hossein Rajab
Salahi, an official with the Ministry
of Interior has said.
Moreover, the country’s current taxi
fleet consists of 320,000 taxis, 190,000
of which will age above 10 years by the
next 6 months and considered old, he
stated, YJC reported on Tuesday.
Referring to the renovation of clunker taxis, he noted that replacing the
old taxis with newer ones is a cross
sectoral measure which must be done
by the government and car manufacturing companies.
He went on to say that due to economic sanctions, renovation of public transport fleet has faced serious
troubles.
Regretting that some 15,000 buses
will also reach ages above 10 years by the
end of this year, he said that sanctions
made it difficult to import new buses,
“However, we managed to get $142,000
subsidies for each bus running on gas
and some $67,000 subsidies for buses
running on diesel.”
Elsewhere in his remarks, Rajab Salahi said that the underground transport

system stretching to 170 kilometers in
the metropolis of Tehran is delivering
over 2.7 million rides each day.
“Once lines 6 and 7 are completed, we
can increase the metro ridership to some
seven millions a day,” he highlighted.
Construction of 299 kilometers of
subway lines is underway in metropolitan areas, which will expand the total
operational metro lines in the country
to 840 kilometers, leading the number
of annual metro trips to exceed 2.3
million, he concluded.
Clunker cars, produce great deal
of emission and cause air pollution
especially in metropolises like Tehran.
According to the Air Quality Control
Company, 24 days of unhealthy for
sensitive groups due to ozone pollution and particulate matter haunted
Tehran, in addition, air quality reached
a level which was unhealthy for all the
residents for 1 day.

Women entrepreneurs receive business
loans up to $120,000

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — Cooperatives, Labor, and
d
e
s
k Social Welfare Minister Mohammad
Shariatmadari has announced that low interest loans of
up to 5 billion rials (nearly $120,000) will be provided
to women entrepreneurs to start their own businesses.
The emergence of women-owned businesses and creation
of new jobs have influenced the economy; consequently, the
resources to support them should grow as well, he stated.
Women even surpassed men in receiving job crea-

Burmese General visits
Thailand
(September 3, 2001)
General Khin Nyunt of Burma has arrived in Thailand for a visit
which could improve the often difficult relationship between the
two countries. This report from Jonathan Head.
Clearly, both countries are determined to put their relationship
back on track after some angry exchanges of words and
gunfire earlier this year. Khin Nyunt is being treated like a head
of state, even though officially he’s only the third-ranking
general in the ruling council.
For his part, Khin Nyunt needs Thailand’s help, not just to improve
his country’s image, but also to revive Burma’s economy, which he’s
responsible for managing and which this year has deteriorated
to the point of collapse. The Thai government will want to hear
convincing evidence from Khin Nyunt that he can curtail the
rampant production of drugs in north-eastern Burma, and it
will surely want to know how well the dialogue between Khin
Nyunt and Aung Sang Suu Kyi is progressing.
It’s still far from clear just how committed this taciturn general
is to doing a deal with the opposition, and if he is, whether he
can persuade his more conservative colleagues in the regime to
support the process.
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tion loans and starting their own businesses in rural
areas, he noted.
“We must take steps toward sustainable jobs and sources
of income; therefore, we decided to grant women entrepreneurs low-interest loans amounting to 5 billion rials
(nearly $120,000).”
Iranian women’s artworks and handicrafts can be exported to foreign markets to convey both the country’s
culture and bring economic profit, he concluded.
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$2.8b government aid paid to
quake-stricken Kermanshah
The government has so far spent 120 trillion rials (about $2.8
billion) to make up for the damages caused by earthquake in
the western province of Kermanshah, Esmaeil Najjar, head
of the National Disaster Management Organization has said.
“Over 104,000 residential units have been destroyed through the
earthquake last year, 52,000 of which have been reconstructed,”
he explained.
He went on to say that some 23,000 quake-affected houses in
villages have been retrofitted and provided to the residents,
and some 4,000 houses are being reconstructed for the families
residing in rental houses.

PREFIX/SUFFIX

 هزار میلیاردی نظام به مناطق زلزلهزده کرمانشاه12 کمک
 نظــام:اســماعیل نجــار رئیــس ســازمان مدیریــت بحــران کشــور گفــت
 هــزار میلیــارد تومــان بــرای بازســازی مناطــق زلزل ـهزده کرمانشــاه۱۲
.هزینــه کــرده اســت
 هــزار واحــد مســکونی۱۰۴ ، در جریــان زلزلــه کرمانشــاه:وی گفــت
. هــزار واحــد مســکونی احــداث شــده اســت۵۲ تخریــب شــد و
 هــزار واحــد روســتایی ســاخته شــده و در۲۳ وی بــا اشــاره بــه اینکــه
 بــرای ســه تــا چهــار هــزار: افــزود،اختیــار ســاکنان قــرار گرفتــه اســت
خانــوار مســتأجر کرمانشــاهی نیــز تعییــن تکلیــف شــده و بــرای آنهــا
.ســرپناهی در حــال احــداث اســت

PHRASAL VERB

IDIOM

“-iatric, -iatry”

Hit upon something

Burn your fingers

Meaning: medicine
For example: Pediatric dentists are good for kids
without obvious problems.

Meaning: to have an idea or discover something
suddenly or unexpectedly; come up with
For example: Then we hit on the idea of asking
viewers to donate money over the Net.

Explanation: if you burn your fingers (or get your fingers
burnt), you suffer financially as a result of foolish behavior
For example: Jack got his fingers burnt playing on
the stock market.
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China says Trump’s claims about
fentanyl origin are false

TEHRAN (Tasnim) – China said Tuesday
that it is not the source of the fentanyl that is
killing Americans, contrary to US President
Donald Trump’s recent tweets blaming China
for the drug deaths.
September, 03, 2019 - 12:19 Other Media
Comments
China Says Trump&apos;s Claims about
Fentanyl Origin Are False
At a briefing for the National Narcotics Control Commission, China reiterated
that it is making extensive efforts toward
controlling the synthetic opioid and should
not be labeled the main origin of fentanyl
to the US.
The drug often comes through the mail or
across the Mexico border. It can be stronger
and more lethal than heroin and is responsible for tens of thousands of American drugs
deaths each year.
Amid the latest round of tariff increases between the two countries last month,
Trump blasted China in a Twitter thread in
which he vowed to order all postal carriers
to “SEARCH FOR & REFUSE all deliveries
of fentanyl from China (or anywhere else!).”
“President Xi said this would stop - it didn’t,”
Trump added, referring to Chinese leader Xi Jinping.

“What Trump said is completely groundless and untrue,” Liu Yuejin, the narcotics
commission’s vice commissioner, told reporters Tuesday.
In a sweeping change in May, China began regulating all fentanyl-related drugs as
a class of controlled substances with the

aim of curbing illegal drug trafficking. No
fentanyl smuggling cases have been discovered between the US and China since the
new measures were implemented, Liu said,
AP reported.
Yet law enforcement officials in Virginia
said last week that China was linked to a

seizure of enough cheap fentanyl to kill 14
million people. One of the 39 people charged
in the multi-state drug ring is accused of
ordering fentanyl from a vendor in Shanghai.
“The illicit fentanyl that’s coming in, the
vast majority is from China and a lot of it is
coming in through the mails,” G. Zachary
Terwilliger, the US attorney for the Eastern
District of Virginia, said at a news conference.
Liu noted Tuesday that US fentanyl deaths
continue to rise despite increasingly strict
controls on the Chinese side, which he said
was an indication that the drugs were not
coming from China.
Liu also accused “a few politicians” in
the US of misleading the American public
on China’s work to help the US with its opioid crisis. Chinese and US authorities are
working together to handle drug crimes, he
said, adding that cooperation on fentanyl has
no bearing on ongoing trade negotiations
between the two countries.
Trump complained about China’s alleged
inaction on fentanyl as part of a four-tweet
thread last month accusing China of stealing
US intellectual property and ordering US
companies to “immediately start looking
for an alternative to China.”

Israeli Forces at Risk in Case of Attack on Lebanon, Nasrallah Warns
TEHRAN (Tasnim) – The Lebanese Hezbollah movement’s secretary general warned Israel against any future
attacks on Lebanon saying that in case of such attack all
Israeli forces will be at risk.
Israeli Forces at Risk in Case of Attack on Lebanon,
Nasrallah Warns
Seyed Hassan Nasrallah made the remarks in a televised speech on Monday, saying that Sunday’s operation
by Hezbollah fighters in which an armored Israeli vehicle
was hit, was meant to send the message to Israel that “if
you attack, then all your border and forces will be at risk.”
Hezbollah’s Sunday attack came in response to an Israeli
air raid last week that killed two of its fighters in Syria, as
well as an Israeli drone attack on southern Beirut, which
saw the deployed aircraft crashing into the movement’s
media offices.
According to the Lebanese resistance movement, the
missiles launched from Lebanon destroyed an armored
personnel carrier in Avivim, killing or wounding those
inside it. The Israeli military, however, alleged the attack
did not lead to any casualties while adding that it had fired
100 shells into Lebanon in return.
“We thank God (for this victory),” he said, and also expressed gratitude towards the group’s fighters and commanders, who spent eight consecutive days carrying out
the operation.
Nasrallah added that the through the latest operation
against the Israeli forces, the resistance group broke the
“biggest red line” by targeting forces across the border and
inside the occupied territories.
Further explaining the difference between the Sunday

response and Hezbollah’s previous countermeasures against
Israel, Nasrallah said the movement would previously only
target Israelis inside the Shebaa Farms, which the regime
has occupied from Lebanon since 1948.
The movement resorted to the reaction as it “does
not want to squander the triumph it achieved [against
Israel] during the 33-Day War,” Nasrallah said. He was
pointing to a wholesale war the regime launched against
Lebanon in 2006, after which it was forced to withdraw
under pressure from Hezbollah’s surprising defensive
maneuverability.
“(From now on,) mark September 1, 2019 (the date of
the retaliation) as it coincides with the onset of a new stage
in (our) support for Lebanon’s borders,” Nasrallah told
Tel Aviv.
As a result of Hezbollah’s response, Israel has taken all
of its forces and military vehicles away from Lebanon’s border, and stopped patrolling near the frontier. “The Zionists
have deserted our frontlines, meaning they have beaten a
retreat,” he said, Press TV reported.
Earlier on Monday, the Arabic-language al-Manar satellite
television station affiliated with the Lebanese Hezbollah
resistance movement aired new footage of a recent attack
on Israeli positions in the occupied territories.
The footage showed Hezbollah fighters firing two missiles
at the Israeli military vehicle, sending it up in flames and
apparently fully destroying it.
Nasrallah underlined that the operation came despite
ongoing Tel Aviv threats, asserting that the warnings scare
neither the movement, nor the Lebanese authorities.
“Israelis should know this that what happened was a

result of [Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin] Netanyahu’s
folly,” Nasrallah stated.
Observers say the Israeli drone incursions into Lebanon, which coincided with the regime’s similar acts of
aggression against Iraq and Syria, were a stunt ordered
by Netanyahu to provoke retaliation from the targeted
countries, thus upping the Israeli premier’s chances of
victory in the upcoming elections by portraying Israel
in a vulnerable light.
The Hezbollah chief also repeated his earlier warning
that the group would be targeting Israeli drones potentially
transgressing into the country’s airspace.
The retaliatory strike also served to avenge Hezbollah on the death of two of its members at the
hands of Israel in Syria, where the group carries out
counterterrorism operations at Damascus’ request,
Nasrallah concluded.

U.S.,France, Britain may be complicit in Yemen war crimes, UN report says
TEHRAN — The United States, Britain and
France may be complicit in war crimes in
Yemen by arming and providing intelligence
and logistics support to a Saudi-led coalition that starves civilians as a war tactic, the
United Nations said on Tuesday.
As Reuters reported,U.N. investigators
compiled a secret list of possible international
war crimes suspects, drawn from their latest
report into violations during the four-year

conflict between a coalition of Arab states
and the Houthi movement that controls
Yemen’s capital.
The report accused the anti-Houthi coalition led by Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates of killing civilians in air strikes and
deliberately denying them food in a country
facing famine.
The prospect of famine has created what
the United Nations describes as the world’s

biggest humanitarian crisis.
The U.N. report said its independent
panel had sent a secret list to U.N. human
rights chief Michelle Bachelet, identifying
“individuals who may be responsible for
international crimes”.
“Individuals in the Government of
Yemen and the coalition, including Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates,
may have conducted airstrikes in vio-

lation of the principles of distinction,
proportionality and precaution, and
may have used starvation as a method
of warfare, acts that may amount to war
crimes,” it said.
“The legality of arms transfers by France,
the United Kingdom, the United States and
other States remains questionable, and is
the subject of various domestic court proceedings.”

Japan once again says won’t join US.-led mission

TEHRAN – Japan will not join a US-led mission to supposedly protect merchant vessels passing through the Strait
of Hormuz, the Yomiuri newspaper reported on Tuesday.
Japan Once Again Says Won&apos;t Join US-Led Mission
Citing unidentified government sources, the paper said
Japan was considering a plan to send its Maritime Self-Defense Force (SDF) on information-gathering missions in
the areas around the Strait of Hormuz and Bab al-Mandab
shipping lane between Yemen, Djibouti and Eritrea.
It would also consider including the Strait of Hormuz in
the SDF’s sphere of activity if Iran agrees, it said.
Asked about the newspaper report, Japanese Chief Cabinet Secretary Yoshihide Suga declined to mention specific
measures that the government was considering to ensure
the safety of Japanese vessels.
“As for what kind of steps would be effective to secure
the safety of navigation of Japanese ships in the Middle
East, we would like to look into the matter from various
angles including stable crude oil supply, and Japan’s ties

with the United States and Iran,” Suga told a regular news
conference.
“As we investigate the issue, we want to keep our principle
of maintaining our diplomatic effort for easing tensions and
stabilizing the situation in the Middle East.”
Iran has denounced US efforts to set up the coalition and
says only countries in the region can protect waterways and
work toward signing a non-aggression pact.The Japanese
government is set to make a final decision, including whether the plan is feasible, after the United Nations General
Assembly later this month, the Yomiuri said.
Suga said arrangements are being made for Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to meet with Iranian President Hassan
Rouhani on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly later
this month.
Britain last month became the first US ally to announce
its participation, although most European countries have
been reluctant to sign up for fear of adding to the tension
in the region.In early August, Japan turned down the

to the annual defense policy bill, a move
that they hope would effectively ground the
air campaign by banning the US provision
of spare parts that Saudi Arabia needs to
maintain its planes. The measure would also
restrict certain forms of intelligence-sharing,
according to The Washington Post.
The amendment, first presented by Democratic Rep. Ro Khanna of California, already
passed in the House’s version of the defense
authorization, and now members of both
chambers are pressing their colleagues not

I remember the cost of Iraq
war:Tulsi Gabbard
Tulsi Gabbard reveals the truth behind her grey hair,
1
saying she went grey in that spot when in Iraq and keeps it as a
“remembrance of those who we lost there, and the cost of war”
Gabbard’s hair has garnered attention in recent months since
launching her 2020 presidential campaign. Her sister, Vrindavan
Gabbard, took to Twitter in March to answer social media users’
questions about the 2020 Democrat’s hairstyle.
“Natural,” she tweeted on the Hawaii congresswoman’s account. “It happened after her deployment to Iraq. She keeps it as
a daily reminder of her experience and her purpose.”
Natural. It happened after her deployment to Iraq. She keeps
it as a daily reminder of her experience and her purpose. -V.
(Tulsi’s sister)
According to Tulsi Gabbard’s campaign, the congresswoman is
the first female combat veteran to run for president. She served in
Iraq from 2004 to 2005 and served in Kuwait from 2008 to 2009.
She did not qualify for the third Democratic debate in September, falling two approved polls short as of the Aug. 28 deadline,
but did have the required 130,000 donors.
The 2020 hopeful took two weeks off the campaign trail for
the joint training exercise mission in Indonesia.

UN slams Nigeria military
for using ‘lethal force’ on
Muslims
Callamard said a move by the government to ban the
1
group appeared to be based on what the authorities thought
the IMN could become rather than its actions. She said she
had not been presented with any evidence to suggest the group
was weaponized and posed a threat to the country.
On a general note, the official cautioned that Nigeria’s
multiple security problems had come to create a crisis that
required urgent attention and could lead to instability in other
African countries.
Callamard said the police and military had resorted to excessive use of deadly force across the West African country which,
combined with a lack of effective investigations and meaningful
prosecution, had caused a lack of accountability.
“The overall situation I have found is one of extreme concern,”
she said, and finally warned that the country had turned into a
“pressure cooker of internal conflict.”

Saudis replace Aramco
chair with wealth fund boss
before IPO
The kingdom’s de facto ruler has said he expects Ara�1
mco to be valued at over $2 trillion, but analysts see $1.5 trillion
as more realistic.
Still, the IPO process accelerated again after Aramco completed a $12 billion bond sale in April. International banks started
pitching for a role on the IPO last week, according to people
familiar told Bloomberg.
“I suspect they want to accelerate the IPO timeline,” said Helima
Croft, chief commodities strategist at RBC Capital Markets. The
Saudi authorities want to “bring a sense of urgency to the issue
as this is a big signature initiative of Crown Prince Mohammed.”
The move to split oversight of Aramco from the Energy Ministry
ends decades of tradition and further reduces Al-Falih’s portfolio
after he lost the industry and mining functions in a government
reshuffle on Friday. It also highlights the growing importance of
the Public Investment Fund, which is set to receive proceeds from
the Aramco IPO to reinvest both inside and outside the kingdom.

Yemen targets Saudi airport
with ballistic missiles
Saudi Arabia and a number of its allies launched a
1
devastating campaign against Yemen in March 2015, with the
goal of bringing a former regime back to power.
The US-based Armed Conflict Location and Event Data Project
(ACLED), a nonprofit conflict-research organization, estimates
that the war has claimed more than 91,000 over the past four
and a half years.
The war has also taken a heavy toll on the country’s infrastructure, destroying hospitals, schools, and factories. The UN
says over 24 million Yemenis are in dire need of humanitarian
aid, including 10 million suffering from extreme levels of hunger.

Russian speaker urges
concerted efforts to tackle
terrorism

US request, saying it may send warships independently
to protect Japanese ships in the world’s most important
oil artery.

U.S.,France, Britain may be complicit in Yemen war crimes, UN report says
TEHRAN (Tasnim) — A group of US
Republican and Democratic lawmakers is
making a new push to end the Saudi-led
bombing campaign in Yemen amid intensifying criticism of the air war following an
attack on a prison that killed more than 100
people Sunday.
US Lawmakers Make New Push to End
Saudi War on Yemen
The lawmakers’ goal is to prohibit US
logistical support for the Saudi-led coalition’s airstrikes through an amendment
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to remove it during conference negotiations
with the Senate.
“We strongly urge you to include the
House provision that prohibits military
support for the Saudi-led coalition’s war”
against Yemenis, the lawmakers said in a
letter that was signed by Sens. Bernie Sanders
and Elizabeth Warren, as well as Republican
Sens. Rand Paul and Mike Lee , and Reps.
Adam B. Schiff , Mark Pocan, Matt Gaetz
and dozens of others.
“Inclusion of this amendment would

ensure that our men and women in uniform are not involved in a war which has
never been authorized by Congress, and
continues to undermine rather than advance US national security interests,” the
lawmakers wrote.
More than 100 people are believed to
have been killed in the airstrike by Saudi
warplanes on the detention center in the
Yemeni city of Dhamar, according to the
International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC).

TEHRAN – Speaker of the Russian Federation Council (upper
house) Valentina Matviyenko considered it possible to tackle terrorism efficiently only in a concerted effort of the global community.
September, 03, 2019 - 11:40 Other Media Comments
Russian Speaker Urges Concerted Efforts to Tackle Terrorism
“Today the global community should become acutely aware of
the fact that it is only possible to tackle that barbaric anti-human
ideology, prevent actions aimed at destroying and scaring people,
protect humanity from the threat that has emerged, totally eliminate all terrorism spots in a concerted effort, in a constant contact
and close cooperation,” she warned in an address devoted to the
day of solidarity in the fight against terrorism commemorated on
September 3, Tass reported.
Matviyenko said that being at the forefront of the fight against
global terrorism and extremism, Russia has come across numerous
acts of terrorist aggression over the past decades, which claimed
lives and affected thousands of Russians. “Common grief and
pain bring Russians closer and strengthen the resolve to counter
any demonstration of terrorism not only inside the country, but
also beyond its borders.”
“Thanks to consolidated efforts of state bodies, religious
and public organizations, and all caring people, the terrorism
level in Russia has been slightly reduced,” the speaker was
quoted as saying by the press service of the upper house
on Tuesday.
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Herrera in the dock as Spain
match-fixing trial opens
Spain’s first major match-fixing trial began Tuesday with former Manchester United midfielder Ander Herrera among 42 defendants charged
over a ‘suspect’ 2011 match between his former club Real Zaragoza
and Levante.
The accused made no comments as they arrived at the court in the
eastern city of Valencia for the start of proceedings which are expected
to last until September 30.
Real Zaragoza’s 2-1 win on May 21, 2011, the last match of the season,
spared the club relegation from the Spanish first division.
But it triggered an investigation by Spain’s anti-corruption prosecutors’ office over suspect payments to playing staff and coaches.
Midfielder Gabi Fernandez, who currently plays in Qatar, scored
both goals in Real’s crucial victory. He is among the accused along with
Herrera, who moved to Paris Saint-Germain over the summer on a free
transfer from Old Trafford.
Real Zaragoza’s coach at the time, Mexico’s Javier Aguirre, is also
on trial. Aguirre was sacked as Japan’s coach in 2015 over his implication in the scandal.
Prosecutors suspect Real Zaragoza deposited 965,000 euros
($1,000,000) in the bank accounts of some of its players and coaching staff so that they, in turn, could bribe Levante players to deliberately
lose the game.
An investigating judge shelved the long-running probe into the
match in 2017 but the case was reopened following an appeal by state
prosecutors, the Spanish League and Deportivo La Coruna, the club
relegated as a result of Real Zaragoza’s win.
Other match-fixing scandals have erupted in Spain over the years.
As recently as In May police arrested several current and former players
as part of a probe into a match-fixing gang that allegedly operated in
the country’s first and second divisions.
(Source: AFP)

Spain coach Moreno says
would gladly step aside if Luis
Enrique wants to return
Spain coach Robert Moreno said on Tuesday he would gladly to step
aside if Luis Enrique wished to return to the post, after giving it up to
spend time with his daughter, who died last week of cancer.
The Asturian resigned in June to spend time with 9-year-old Xana,
who died of a rare form of bone cancer last Thursday.
Luis Enrique’s former assistant Moreno is preparing for his first
games in charge of Spain since being officially appointed, having managed the team on three occasions during his predecessor’s absence.
“I consider Luis a friend and ahead of everything is friendship,”
Moreno told a news conference.
“If one day he wants to return, I would be delighted to take a step
to the side and work with him.”
Spain face Romania on Thursday and then host the Faroe Islands
in Gijon on Sunday in qualifying matches for the 2020 European
Championship.
“It has been a difficult week,” added Moreno. “We will try to provide
some small joy in the middle of a very bad moment. It is the only thing
that we can do.”
Spain are top of qualifying group F with four wins from four matches.
(Source; Mirror)

Owen, Shearer in Twitter feud over
comments in new autobiography
Former England and Newcastle United strikers Michael Owen and Alan
Shearer became involved in a war of words on social media on Tuesday
over comments in Owen’s new autobiography ‘Reboot’.
In an extract from the book, which is being serialised in the Daily
Mirror, former Liverpool and Real Madrid forward Owen blamed
Shearer for their heated rivalry following Newcastle’s relegation from
the Premier League in the 2008-09 season.
Shearer was Newcastle’s interim manager for the final eight games
of their ill-fated campaign.
“He was brought in at St James’ Park as the saviour... it could have
been a great story. But he failed. Newcastle United were relegated...
rather than examine his own shortcomings, it felt easier to blame Michael Owen,” Owen wrote.
“It wasn’t until three months later, I discovered that Alan was apparently seething with me. Not only that, it transpired that he was telling
anyone who’d listen what he thought of me.”
Shearer responded with a post on Twitter that had a video of Owen
saying he couldn’t wait to retire during the last seven years of his career, adding the caption: “Yes Michael, we thought that also, whilst
on £120k a week.”
Owen responded suggesting he was not sure Shearer was “as loyal
to Newcastle” as the 49-year-old made it out to be.
“I distinctly remember you being inches away from signing for Liverpool after Sir Bobby Robson put you on the bench. You tried everything
to get out,” Owen said.
“My new book has made plenty of headlines this morning but they
need to be put into context. I’ve stayed quiet for years whilst receiving
plenty of criticism... Once you’ve read the book you’ll make your own
decision.”
(Source: Goal)

Defending US Open champion
Naomi Osaka upset by
Belinda Bencic
Naomi Osaka authored an indelible mark on the US Open when she
comforted the sport’s newest sensation, Coco Gauff, following their
highly anticipated third-round match.
It is sure to be remembered for longer than their careers, which are
only starting, really, even if Osaka said she didn’t expect the moment
to go viral.
But the 21-year-old’s quest to win back-to-back titles in New York
came to a halt Monday when she was ousted by giant killer Belinda
Bencic, 7-5, 6-4. So it is Bencic, not Osaka, who will face Donna Vekic
-- the Croatian saved a match point in downing Julia Goerges 6-7(5),
7-5, 6-3 -- in the quarterfinals.
No one on the women’s tour has beaten more top-five or top-10
players this season than the 13th seed, and she also made it three victories in a row this year over the Japanese star, who will lose her No. 1
ranking to Ashleigh Barty.
Osaka entered the US Open under an injury cloud, having retired
at her previous event in Cincinnati with a knee injury two weeks ago.
Was it a factor under the roof at Arthur Ashe stadium? Osaka could
be seen taking a tablet when visited by the trainer at 2-3 in the second set.
“I don’t want to say that that’s the reason that I lost, because I obviously had played three matches before this,” said Osaka. “Yeah, I just
needed to take a painkiller.”
(Source: CNN)
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Teams from Europe’s Big Five leagues spend
5.5 billion euros in transfer window
Spending by teams in Europe’s Big Five
leagues totalled a record 5.5 billion euros
during the close season transfer window,
financial analyst Deloitte’s Sports Business
Group said on Tuesday.
The outlay was 0.9 billion euros (£817
million) more than the previous record set
in 2018, with England’s Premier League
clubs spending 1.55 billion euros with a
net spend of 635 million euros.
Spain’s La Liga clubs spent 1.37 billion
euros — exceeding 1 billion euros for the
first time — while Italy’s Serie A (1.17 billion
euros) Germany’s Bundesliga (740 million
euros) the French Ligue 1 (670 million euros)
all set new records.
“Spending across clubs in Europe’s ‘big
five’ leagues has reached record levels in
this summer’s transfer window,” said Dan
Jones, partner in the Sports Business Group
at Deloitte.
“This unprecedented level of spend
has been driven by a number of factors,
including additional income from new
league broadcast cycles, participation in,
and subsequent distributions from, UEFA

club competitions.”
Jones said club-specific factors such as
management changes and improving playing

squads to achieve on-pitch objectives were
also contributing factors.
“The improved financial performance of

European football clubs has also reduced
the need for clubs to sell their best players,”
he added.
Spain’s Atletico Madrid signed 19-yearold striker Joao Felix from Benfica for 126
million euros while Barcelona landed France
international forward Antoine Griezmann
from Atletico Madrid for 120 million euros.
Real Madrid ended their long pursuit
of Eden Hazard by signing the Belgium
winger from Chelsea for a reported fee of
100 million euros.
Net spend in the Premier League fell
by 50 million pounds since the league’s
deadline day on Aug. 8.
“Looking to the Premier League, this
summer’s transfer expenditure fell narrowly
short of record levels, and net spend was
at its lowest level since summer 2015,”
Jones said.
“While this level of net spend as a
proportion of revenue of 11% is the lowest
since summer 2011, we still expect wages
to increase at a greater rate than revenue
in the next couple of seasons.”
(Source: Reuters)

Transfer window ends with star loans
rather than huge deals

Inspired Nadal has ‘idol’ Tiger roaring
at US Open

The transfer window shut gently across much
of Europe with a flurry of loan deals instead
of the anticipated bang of a mega-move.
Several big-name players did change clubs
on loans, including Mauro Icardi moving to
Paris Saint-Germain from Inter Milan and
Nikola Kalinic and Henrikh Mkhitaryan going
out to Roma from Atletico Madrid and Arsenal.
The biggest names among the permanent
transfer were a pair of Central American veterans: Keylor Navas and Javier Hernandez.
The closure of the window interrupted
the saga surrounding of Neymar, the world’s
most expensive player, who will stay at Paris
Saint-Germain having failed to get the move
back to Barcelona he craved for.
Real Madrid had also been linked with
Neymar as well as Manchester United World
Cup winner Paul Pogba and Tottenham’s
Christian Eriksen as part of the expensive
refurbishment of Zinedine Zidane’s squad.
Pogba excited some suspicious speculation earlier in the day when he dropped out of
France’s two upcoming Euro 2020 qualifiers
with an “ankle problem”.
Real did do one deal with PSG. It even
involved a World Cup winner, but the marquee name was the Madrid club’s backup
goalkeeper.
Navas, a 32-year-old Costa Rican who
won the Champions League three times in
Madrid, joined PSG with the younger French
international Alphonse Areola moving in the
opposite direction on loan.
PSG also pulled a late rabbit from their
sleeve late with the loan signing of Argentine
striker Icardi “with an option to buy.”
Icardi was joint top scorer in Serie A in
2017-18, but amid a series of disputes he

Rafael Nadal called Tiger Woods an “amazing inspiration” as the Spaniard had the golf
superstar roaring with approval during a
majestic US Open performance on Monday.
The 18-time Grand Slam champion advanced to the quarter-final of a major for the
40th time in his glittering career with a 6-3,
3-6, 6-1, 6-2 defeat of Croatia’s Marin Cilic.
But it was the reaction of Woods, a winner of 15 golf majors, to an assortment of
sensational Nadal winners during a crucial
section of the match that caught the eye at
Arthur Ashe Stadium.
A blistering cross-court backhand passing
winner off a Cilic overhead elicited a fired-up
fist-pump from Woods, who was equally appreciate of an outrageous round-the-netpost
forehand that brought up match point.
“It means a lot to me to have him supporting. As I said, he’s an amazing inspiration, all
the things that he accomplish in the sport,
the way that he managed to keep fighting
that hard,” Nadal said.
“Watching him on the golf course, has
been an example, a real inspiration for me.
(To) have him supporting and be able to be
in touch with him very often for me is something that I am super happy and I hope one
day we can play golf and tennis together.”
Nadal, who like Woods has endured more
than his fair share of injury nightmares, looked
healthy and hungry at Flushing Meadows,
where he is chasing a fourth US Open title
after 2010, 2013 and 2017.
“The emotions I have when I play here
are impossible to describe. I love the sport
and feel very lucky to still be playing tennis
here. Eight to 10 years ago, I didn’t think
that would happen as my body was suffering

was stripped of the Inter Milan captaincy
last season and barred from full training. He
started legal action against the club.
Barcelona were not entirely inactive. They
extended the contract of attacking midfielder
Rafinha and then loaned him to Celta Vigo,
where he also spent the 2013-2014 season.
Even without a deadline-day blockbuster,
La Liga clubs spent a record 1.3 billion euros
on players including Eden Hazard, Rodri and
Ferland Mendy to Real, Antoine Griezmann
and Frenkie de Jong to Barca and Joao Felix
to Atletico Madrid.
Manchester United sold 29-year-old Italy
full-back Matteo Darmian to Parma. The fee
was reportedly £1.4 million (1.5 million euros)
for an undisclosed fee.
Swapped strikers
Mexican striker Javier Hernandez joined
Sevilla from West Ham on a three-year deal.
The Spanish club reportedly paid £7.3 million
for the 31-year-old ‘Chicharito’.
Turkish giants Fenerbahce signed midfielder Luiz Gustavo, a 32-year-old Brazil
international and former Bayern Munich
man, from Marseille for 7 million euros.
Meanwhile, Jerome Boateng did not
want to leave.
The 30-year-old Bayern and Germany
centre back had been reportedly on the point
of moving to Juventus to replace captain Giorgio Chiellini who has suffered a serious knee
injury. Boateng decided to stay in Munich.
Other Italian clubs shuffled strikers.
AC Milan swapped players with Eintracht
Frankfurt. Croatian forward Ante Rebic moved
to Italy on a two-year loan. Portuguese Andre
Silva moved the other way.
(Source: AFP)

badly,” Nadal said.
“It’s a huge honor playing in front of all
of you and playing in front of Tiger is a very
special thing. I always say I don’t have big
idols but one idol is him and I always try to
follow him.”
‘Greats of sport’
Woods made a successful return to top
flight golf in 2018, winning the season-ending
Tour Championship after missing most of
the previous two years through a debilitating back injury.
In April, he won his 15th major after completing a memorable victory at the Masters,
his first major win since the 2008 US Open.
“It’s a big pleasure to have him here, he’s
one of the greats of sport and I want to congratulate him on one of the most amazing
comebacks in sport, winning the Masters
this year,” Nadal said, suggesting his own
golf game lagged far behind his ability with
a racquet.
“It is much better if Tiger does not see my
swing. Maybe he would lose a bit of rhythm
after that.”
Nadal could conceivably face old rival
Roger Federer in a blockbuster final, in
what would be a first-time meeting in New
York, but first the second seed must next
overcome 5ft 7in (1.70m) Argentine Diego
Schwartzman, who chopped down sixth seed
Alexander Zverev.
“He is playing amazing, nothing new,
he’s one of the players with best talent on
tour,” Nadal said of his upcoming opponent.
“It will be a big challenge. I have to play my
best. I’m happy for him. He’s a close friend
and I hope to play a great match.”
(Source: Eurosport)

US sprinter Coleman cleared as USADA withdraws case

Christian Coleman has been cleared to take part in this month’s
World Athletics Championships after the United States AntiDoping Agency (USADA) dropped charges against him on a
technicality, a statement said Monday.
US sprinter Coleman, the fastest man over 100m this year, had
been facing a two-year suspension after drug-testers were unable
to locate him on three separate occasions in a 12-month period.
However, USADA said in a statement that after receiving guidance from the World Anti-Doping Agency on how the 12-month
window should be calculated, it was withdrawing its case.
“Consistent application of the global anti-doping rules is
essential in every case,” USADA chief executive Travis Tygart
said in a statement.
“In this case we applied the rules to Mr Coleman in the manner that USADA understands should be applied to any other
international-level athlete.
“We must approach every case with the primary goal of
delivering fairness to athletes under the rules and providing
transparency and consistency in order to build their trust and
support for the anti-doping system.”
USADA said in its statement it had first recorded a “whereabouts failure” against Coleman on June 6 last year.
A doping control officer had attempted to test the sprinter
and discovered that he had failed to update his whereabouts
information to accurately reflect his location.

Two more whereabouts failures were also logged on January
16 this year and April 26.
However Coleman argued that under International Standard for Testing and Investigations (ISTI) guidelines, his first
missed case should have been backdated to the first day of that
quarter -- April 1, 2018 -- which would mean the dates of the
three offences fell outside the required 12-month time frame
for a doping offence to have occurred.
In order to avoid future confusion, the rule is being revised
with the change expected to take place in 2021.
USADA said it had consulted with WADA to receive an official interpretation of the ISTI rules last week.

‘Presumption of innocence’
“Given these facts, USADA has determined that under the
applicable rules, and in order to ensure that Coleman is treated
consistently with other athletes under the World Anti-Doping
Program, Coleman should not be considered to have three
Whereabouts Failures in a 12-month period.”
USADA said Coleman had since provided his whereabouts
information by the start of each quarter as required and had
been tested by the agency on 20 separate occasions.
The sprinter had been due to face a hearing on Thursday
which has now been scrapped, USADA said.
The agency said Coleman was free to compete with immediate effect but noted that the decision to withdraw the case could
still be appealed by the International Association of Athletics
Federations (IAAF).
“Every athlete is entitled to a presumption of innocence until
their case is concluded through the established legal process,”
Tygart said.
“This is certainly the case for Mr Coleman, who has been
found by USADA not to have committed a Whereabouts Violation and is fully eligible to compete under the rules,” he added.
Coleman is the fastest man in the world over the 100m and the
favorite in that distance heading into the 2019 World Championships in Doha, Qatar. He is also expected to run in the 4x100m
Relay and the 200m.
(Source: France 24)
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Marc Wilmots hands Team Melli
No. 10 shirt to Iran’s sports minister

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran national
d
e
s
k football team head coach Marc
Wilmots handed Team Melli No. 10 jersey to the
minister of youth affairs and sports, Masoud
Soltanifar, on Tuesday.
Team Melli coaching staff held a meeting with
Soltanifar at the headquarters of the Youth and
Sports Ministry in Tehran.
Wilmots, joined by his assistants Vahid
Hashemian, Manu Ferrera and Laurent Spinosi
in the meeting.
Football Federation Islamic Republic of Iran
(FFIRI) president Mehdi Taj also attended the
meeting.
The coaching staff voiced their concerns about
the Team Melli matches at the 2022 FIFA World
Cup and AFC Asian Cup China 2023.
Iran will face Hong Kong in their opener
on Sept. 10.
Iran have been drawn in Group C alongside
Iraq, Bahrain, Cambodia and Hong Kong.
The eight group winners and four best runners-up will advance to the AFC Asian Cup China
2023 Finals and the final round of qualifying for
the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.
The next best 24 teams from the second round
of the joint qualifiers will compete in a separate
competition for the remaining 12 slots in the 24team AFC Asian Cup China 2023.

Allahyar Sayyadmanesh
completes loan move
to Istanbulspor

Salah Mejri surprised us:
Mohammad Jamshidi

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran forward Reza Ghood
e
s
k channejhad joined Eredivisie side PEC
Zwolle on a two-year contract.
The 31-year-old was with Cypriot side APOEL Nicosia
but decided to dissolve his contract with the club, allowing
him to join PEC Zwolle on a free transfer.
The 31-year-old Iranian had switched from SC Heerenveen to APOEL in the summer of 2018.
He then left the team to join Sydney FC on loan in the
second half of the A-League season.
Gucci played 10 matches for the Australian team but

scored just one goal.
Ghoochannejhad started his football career at SC
Heerenveen in 2005 and has also played at Belgian teams
Sint-Truiden and Standard Liège.
Reza Ghoochannejhad was a member of Iran national
football team in the 2014 FIFA World Cup and scored the
only goal of Team Melli in the tournament against Bosnia
and Herzegovina.
He also was in Russia for the 2018 World Cup but remained an unused substitute in all three matches against
Morocco, Spain and Portugal.

Iran asks FIFA to move Hong Kong World Cup qualifier
amid large-scale protests

on September 3 planning to hold rallies for a second consecutive day in the
semi-autonomous city.
Despite the disturbances, neither the
Hong Kong Government nor its football
federation have announced any plans
to change the match venue.
Sport officials in China’s semi-autonomous city say Iran-Hong Kong

History will be made in Pyongyang on October 15 when
Korea Republic travel to face DPR Korea in their Asian
Qualifiers tie for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 and
AFC Asian Cup China 2023 as the neighboring rivals
meet on the pitch in a competitive fixture in the northern
nation for the first time.
The encounter – the first of two in Group H featuring the
Koreans, with the second in Seoul on June 4, 2020 – headlines
the second round of qualifying for the two tournaments that
has thrown up an array of fascinating clashes that will often
see traditional rivals go head-to-head for a berth in the next
round of the campaign for places in Qatar and China PR.
DPR Korea and Korea Republic have faced off in qualifying
for the FIFA World Cup in the past, with both nations drawn
together in both the third and fourth rounds to determine
Asia’s representatives at the Finals in South Africa in 2010.
On that occasion, both nations qualified for the Finals –
the first time the countries either side of the 38th Parallel
have done so – although DPR Korea’s home fixtures in both
phases in which they were drawn together were shifted to
Shanghai’s Hongkou Stadium.
October’s meeting promises to be fascinating both on
and off the pitch, with Paulo Bento leading a Korea Republic
side among the favorites to qualify for the next phase of the
competition and, in the longer term, to seal the country’s
10th straight appearance at the FIFA World Cup Finals.
For DPR Korea, the game will represent another step
along the road towards returning to the FIFA World Cup,
with the country harboring hopes of a third appearance
following those made in England in 1966 and in South
Africa nine years ago.
But while the Koreas will no doubt dominate the headlines in a group that also features Lebanon, Turkmenistan
and Sri Lanka, the epic clashes that await in the upcoming
phase of qualifying are plentiful.
Tim Cahill caused a stir in Kuala Lumpur in July when
the former Australia international drew Southeast Asian
rivals Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and Vietnam together
in Group G with the United Arab Emirates and the first
of those highly anticipated regional clashes comes on the
opening day of the campaign.
The majestic Gelora Bung Karno Stadium in the heart of

15

S P O R T S TEHRAN —Iranian international midfieldd
e
s
k er Allahyar Sayyadmanesh has completed
his loan move to Istanbulspor.
The 19-year-old rising star joined Turkish giant Fenerbache from Iranian club Esteghlal in July on a five-year deal.
Sayyadmanesh has penned a one-year loan deal with
Istanbulspor on Monday.
Istanbulspor are a Turkish football and sports club founded by Istanbul High School students in 1926. In 2004–05
they were relegated from the Turkish Süper Lig to TFF 1.

Reza Ghoochannejhad joins PEC Zwolle

IRNA— Iran wishes to move its September 10 soccer World Cup qualifying
match in Hong Kong to a neutral venue
given the anti-government protests there
that have sometimes paralyzed the city
and delayed flights at the airport.
Homeira Asadi, head of the international affairs department of Iran’s soccer
federation, told DPA news agency on
September 2 that world football governing body FIFA has been informed
of Tehran’s request.
“We have informed FIFA about this
and our application is under review,’
said FFI spokeswoman Homejra Assadi.
Since June, Hong Kong has at times
experienced violent protests which have
led to clashes with police and the partial
shutdown of one of the world’s busiest
airports, all of which has caused a drop
in tourism.
School and university students are

S

qualification match will be held at the
previously-set time and venue, that is
September 10, Hong Kong Stadium.
A letter guaranteeing safety for all at
the match at the 40,000-seat Hong Kong
Stadium in So Kon Po on September 10
was sent two weeks ago by the Hong
Kong government to FIFA and the AFC
and the response is understood to have
been positive.
However, Associated Press news
agency reported on Tuesday that the
Iranian Football Association (FFI) now
wants the match held at a neutral venue, citing safety fears arising from the
political unrest in Hong Kong.
Sports commissioner Yeung Tak-keung, who announced the earlier safety
guarantee, said as far as he understood
the match would go ahead at Hong Kong
Stadium.
“We have received no further updates

and the match will proceed,” said Yeung
on Monday. “We are not worrying too
much about the airport chaos and will
guarantee the safety of the visiting team
by all means.”
HKFA chief executive Paul Woodland
said the AFC replied last week that the
match can be played in Hong Kong but
added the governing body would give a
final review. The HKFA submitted an
updated assessment report about the
ongoing situation on Tuesday, delaying
the AFC review.
The HKFA has also started selling
tickets for the match at HK$180 each
with a concessionary rate of HK$600
for all four home games of the qualifiers.
Hong Kong is to kick off their campaign on Thursday against Cambodia
at the Olympic Stadium in Phnom Penh
before playing host to Iran next Tuesday.
The group also features Iraq and Bahrain.

Classics on the cards

Iran basketball guard Mohammad Jamshidi says they were
surprised by five three-pointers from Tunisia’s Salah Mejri.
Iran lost to Tunisia 79-67 in Group C of the 2019 FIBA
World Cup at the Guangzhou Gymnasium on Monday.
Mejri scored 22 points for Tunisia in the match.
“We gave up a lot of three-pointers and made turnovers.
We had good games before we came here and that gave
us hope. We thought we could qualify out of the group,”
Jamshidi told FIBA.
“We had bad luck against Puerto Rico and after that tough
loss we came here to do a better job but we faced some strange
things in this game – five three-pointers from Mejri. We
couldn’t expect that,” he added.
Iran coach Mehran Shahintab also praised the Tunisian star.
“It was unpredictable shooting from Mejri. He was like a
sixth player with his downtown shooting. In the first half we
gave up rebounding to him. The first game against Puerto
Rico affected us,” Shahintab said.
(Source: FIBA)

Moharrami signs for
Lokomotiva
TASNIM — Iran international winger Sadegh Moharrami
has joined Lokomotiva on loan from Dinamo Zagreb.
The 23-year-old winger has joined Lokomotiva until the
end of the Croatian First Football League season.
Moharrami signed a five-year contract with Croatian
champion Dinamo Zagreb in June 2018 after leaving Iran
champion Persepolis.
He replaces Toni Datkovic who left Lokomotiva to join
Spanish team Huesca.
Moharrami was discovered by Croatian coach Dragan
Skocic in 2013 in Malavan.

Iran win two silvers
at 2019 World Kurash
Championships
MNA – Iranian kurash practitioners received two silver
medals on the second day of 2019 World Senior Championships in South Korea.
Elyas Ali Akbari, world’s best kurash player of 2018,
settled for a silver on Tuesday after conceding a defeat to
an Uzbek rival in the final match of -81kg men’s category.
Ali Akbari had defeated practitioners from India, Ukraine,
and Tajikistan in his path to the final.
Another silver of men’s event for Iran was earned by
Omid Tiztak in -90kg category. He defeated rivals from the
Philippines, Vietnam, and France before suffering a defeat
against an Uzbek practitioner in the final.
Iran will have two other representatives in the event which
will wrestle with their rivals on Wednesday.
The 12th edition of World Kurash Senior Championships
kicked off in South Korea’s Chungju on Monday with 184
practitioners from 42 different countries in attendance. The
event is also part of the 2019 Martial Arts Masterships which
is underway in the South Korean city.

Ileana Rodriguez re-elected
Athlete Representative

Jakarta will be heaving at the seams when Simon McMenemy
leads his Indonesia team out to face Malaysia in front of
what is expected to be a full-house of 90,000 passionate,
vociferous fans on Thursday.
That meeting should set the tone for what promises to
be an enthralling battle across the group over the coming
10 months, with meetings between Thailand and Vietnam
sure to spark into life.
November 14, though, will be a date for any Asian football
fan to circle in their diary as some of the heavyweights of
the Continental game go head-to-head in what promises
to be an epic – and pivotal - round as the first and second
seeds in each group face off for the first time.
Tashkent will play host to one of the most enthralling
battles that day as Uzbekistan take on Saudi Arabia, with
both countries seeking to establish their dominance in Group
D. Coaches Hector Cuper and Herve Renard will provide
a fascinating subplot as the pair renew their rivalry from
their days working in Africa.
Graham Arnold will no doubt be scrolling through videos
of the Socceroos’ defeat at the AFC Asian Cup UAE 2019

to find ways to ensure Vital Borkelmans does not manage
a repeat of that surprise result when Australia travel to
Amman to take on Jordan on the same day in Group B.
Iraq will host neighbours Islamic Republic of Iran in
Group C with the added thrill of facing Team Melli on
home soil for the first time in a FIFA World Cup qualifier
since September 2001, while China will travel to take on
Syria, the surprise package of the last qualifying campaign,
in a key match-up in Group A.
Kyrgyz Republic, who made such a positive impact on
the AFC Asian Cup UAE 2019 earlier this year, will face
their biggest test since on the same day as they entertain
Hajime Moriyasu’s Japan in Group F.
Fascinating clashes abound throughout the second phase
of qualifying. The meetings between India and Bangladesh
in Group F – the first of which is on October 15 - will resonate beyond the sport and every group boasts enthralling
plots and subplots.
The countdown toward another thrilling campaign ticks
ever louder.
(Source: the-afc)

Ileana Rodriguez has been re-elected Americas Paralympic
Committee (APC) Athlete Representative following
elections held in Lima, Peru, during the Parapan
American Games.
The US Paralympian received 32.24 per cent of the votes
from the Para athletes, finishing ahead of Brazilian Simone
Camargo (27 per cent), Argentinian Giselle Muñoz (19.17),
Jamaican Shauna-Kay Tawani Hines (11.39) and Chilean
Cristian Valenzuela (10.07).
A total of 1,518 athletes voted, which represents 82.09
per cent of the total number of Lima 2019 competitors, at
the ‘Proud Paralympian’ athlete space located in the Dining
Hall of the Parapan American Village.
Rodriguez, who was first elected back in 2015, said: “I
want to thank all athletes who voted; it is an immense joy
that such a big percentage participated in the elections. This
is proof of the growing interest they all have in actively participating in debates that affect all Americas Para athletes.“I
am filled with emotion to see that so many feel represented
and value the work we started four years ago, and trust me
to take it to the next level. It is an honour and a beautiful
responsibility to be an ambassador for them all.
“I want to continue contributing to the development of the
Paralympic Movement in the Americas, with more athlete
leaders in each country at the centre of the decision-making
process. With their support, from the grassroots level to the
Paralympic Games, we will achieve any goal we set.”
The APC Athlete Representative is the voice of the Paralympic athletes of the Americas Region and a member of the
APC Executive Committee.
(Source: Paralympic)
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GUIDE TO
SPIRITUAL AWAKENING
Patience is two in kind: one against what you
dislike, and the other before what you like and
seems beautiful.
Imam Ali (AS)

Authors Simin Daneshvar,
Herta Muller to link up in
“Language of Sleep”
A
d

T TEHRAN — Iranian director Sama Musavi
k plans to stage “In Language of Sleep”,
a biography play on Iranian author Simin Daneshvar and
German-Romanian novelist Herta Muller, at Tehran Independent
Theater in late September.
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Evening: 19:47

Dawn: 5:12

(tomorrow)

Sunrise: 6:39 (tomorrow)
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IIDCYA museum launches escape
room area “Pars Heritage”

A
R
T TEHRAN
—
The
d
e
s
k Institute for Intellectual
Development of Children and Young Adults
(IIDCYA) opened an escape room area named
“Pars Heritage” at the IIDCYA History
Museum on Monday.
An escape room, also known as an “escape
game”, is a live-action team-based game where
players cooperatively discover clues, solve
puzzles, and accomplish tasks in one or more
rooms in order to progress and accomplish
a specific goal in a limited amount of time.
This escape room takes teenage players in
groups of four to ten to ancient Iran, giving
them a one-hour time period to find signs
to discover the hidden treasure of the game.
“In various stages of the game, players will
learn some facts about the Elamite civilization,
Median Empire and Achaemenid dynasty,”
Mohammad-Hossein Karimi, the designer of
the game, said during the opening ceremony
of the escape room area.
Due to the above-mentioned facts, IIDCYA
History Museum director Vida Maleki also
called “Pars Heritage” a game with a totally
local context, which observes the educational
aspect beside its entertaining side.
Ali Dorostkar, a member of the Toys
Control Council, who attended the opening
ceremony of the game area said, “Curiosity and
desire to learn lead people toward perfection,
and if a society wants to develop it should
be inquisitive and teach its young adults to
pursue such an attitude.”

A view of the escape room area named “Pars Heritage”, which opened at the IIDCYA History Museum on September
2, 2019. (IIDCYA/Mahmud Rahimi)

Iran’s Khosh Honar ensemble wins gold
medal at Bulgaria World Folk 2019

Cinema Verite to screen “Copper Notes
of a Dream”

Members of Khosh Honar ensemble pose after receiving their awards at
the 9th World Championship of Folklore - World Folk 2019 in Nessebar,
Bulgaria on September 1, 2019.
A
R
T TEHRAN — The
The ensemble features children between
d
e
s
k Iranian
ensemble ages 8 to 15, including Sarina Aqdam on
Khosh Honar led by musician Aidin Bayat santur, Erfan Aqdam on percussion, Arad
has won the gold medal at the 9th edition Vahed, Amir-Ali Nadi, Baranush Sharifi
of the World Championship of Folklore and Alireza Aqdam on tar and Arsham
– World Folk 2019 held in the Bulgarian Musavi on oud.
Tombak players Alireza Vahed,
town of Nessebar.
The ensemble also received a special award percussionist Nita Majlesi and kamancheh
presented by Nessebar Mayor Nikolay Dimitrov player Samaneh Bayat were the adult
musicians of the group during the
for their noble presentation of folklore art.
The group was also granted a diploma performances at the contest.
for their honorable presentation by the
Ensembles from Bosnia, China, Cyprus,
organizers.
Romania, South Korea, Latvia, Russia
Khosh Honar was also nominated for and Bulgaria went on stage during the
the Golden Orpheus, the grand prize of festival, which was held from August 22
to September 1.
the festival, but failed to win the honor.

A scene from Iranian director Reza Farahmand’s documentary “Copper
Notes of a Dream”.
A
R
T TEHRAN — Iranian and some friends pull the copper wires out
d
e
s
k director
Reza of the walls of vacant buildings that are
Farahmand’s documentary “Copper riddled with bullets and rockets and write
Notes of a Dream” will go on screen at apologies for their theft on the walls, in hope
the 13th edition of the Cinema Verite, the people who have fled will understand,
Iran’s major international documentary if they ever return.
film festival.
Farahmand’s acclaimed documentary
The film is about a ten-year-old “Women with Gunpowder Earrings”, about
Palestinian refugee, Malook, who lives in a female journalist who covers stories about
Jarmuk, a suburb of Damascus in Syria, Syrian and Iraqi women and children in the
which is ruined during the war with ISIS. war against the ISIS terrorists, received the
Malook dreams of becoming a singer. best feature-length documentary award
Together with his older sister Ghofran, at the 11th edition of the Cinema Verite
he is planning to organize a concert with festival in 2017.
professional musicians.
The 13th Cinema Verite will be held in
To earn money for the concert, Malook Tehran from December 9 to 16.

This combination photo shows Iranian author Simin Daneshvar (L) and German-Romanian novelist Herta Muller.
Written by Mona Ahmadi, the play tries to depict the life
stories of the two prominent female authors.
A scholar, novelist and translator, Daneshvar (1921-2012) is
considered as the first major Iranian woman novelist. Her popular
novel “Savushun” (1969) is the first modern Persian-language
novel written by a woman.
A bestselling Persian novel, “Savushun” is set in Shiraz during
the British occupation in the last years of World War II and
chronicles the life of a landowning family from the point of view
of Zari, a woman who awakens to her own strength after her
husband is killed for his refusal to cooperate with the regime.
Daneshvar was the wife of the famous Iranian writer
Jalal Al-e Ahmad.
The 66-year-old Muller is the winner of the 2009 Nobel Prize
for Literature for her works revealing the harshness of life in
Romania under the dictatorship of Nicolae Ceausescu.
She moved to Germany with her husband, author Richard
Wagner, in 1987, when she was forbidden to publish her
books in Romania.
Her credits include “The Passport”, “The Land of Green Plums”,
“The Appointment” and “The Hunger Angel”.
Maral Keshavarz and Musavi herself are the members of the
cast for the “In Language of Sleep”.

Romania’s UrbanEye
picks Iranian doc
“Darkened Water”
A
R
T TEHRAN — Iranian director Alireza Dehqan’s
d
e
s
k documentary “Darkened Water” (“Owsia”) will
be competing in the UrbanEye Film Festival running in the Romanian
capital Bucharest from November 6 to 10, Iran’s Documentary
and Experimental Film Center announced on Tuesday.

Tehran bookstore to unveil Persian versions of “Silent Patient”, “Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake”
C U L T U R E TEHRAN — Persian versions of the
d
e
s
k novels “The Silent Patient” and “The
Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake” will be unveiled during
a special ceremony in Tehran on Thursday.
A number of top literati, including Javad Mojabi and
Kayhan Bahmani, will be attending the ceremony that
will be held at the Ketabshaar Bookstore, publisher
Khazeh has announced.
The English-Cypriot writer Alex Michaelides’ debut novel
“The Silent Patient” has been translated by Saman Shahraki.
The 2019 book is about a young woman, Alicia Berenson,
whose life is seemingly perfect. A famous painter married
to a fashion photographer, she lives in a grand house in
one of London’s most desirable areas. One evening her
husband Gabriel returns home late from a fashion shoot,
and Alicia shoots him five times in the face, and then
never speaks another word.
Alicia’s refusal to talk, or give any kind of explanation,
turns a domestic tragedy into something far grander, a
mystery that captures the public’s imagination and casts

This combination photo shows the front covers of
the Persian versions of “The Silent Patient” by Alex
Michaelides and “The Particular Sadness of Lemon
Cake” by Aimee Bender.

Alicia into notoriety. The price of her art skyrockets,
and she, the silent patient, is hidden away from the
tabloids and spotlight at the Grove, a secure forensic
unit in North London.
Theo Faber is a criminal psychotherapist who has waited
a long time for the opportunity to work with Alicia. He
intends to get her to talk and unravel the mystery of why
she shot her husband, but he has his own motivations.
Leila Hiedari is the translator of American writer Aimee
Bender’s novel “The Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake”.
The book tells the story of Rose Edelstein who bites into
her mother’s homemade lemon-chocolate cake on the eve
of her ninth birthday, and discovers she has a magical gift:
she can taste her mother’s emotions in the slice.
To her horror, she finds that her cheerful mother tastes
of despair. Soon, she’s privy to the secret knowledge that
most families keep hidden: her father’s detachment, her
mother’s transgression, her brother’s increasing retreat from
the world. But there are some family secrets that even her
cursed taste buds can’t discern.

Restored versions of “Fateful Day”, “Flying in the Night” hit screens

A poster for Iranian director Alireza Dehqan’s documentary
“Darkened Water”.
The film is about an aqueduct in the central Iranian city of
Yazd that has supplied water to the city for 2,500 years. Now, it
is rotting away due to bureaucracy and corruption.
The documentary also won the best short documentary award
at the Trenton Film Festival in the United States in 2017.
UrbanEye is a platform for ideas based on the link between the
city and cinema, opening the dialogue about the places we live in.

A
R
T TEHRAN — The restored versions
d
e
s
k of “Flying in the Night” by Rasul
Mollaqolipur and “The Fateful Day” by Shahram Asadi
have been screened in Tehran, Mashhad and Shiraz, the
Farabi Cinema Foundation has announced.
The movies have been restored by the National Film
Archive of Iran and are being screened at Tehran’s Azadi
Cineplex, Vilajtourist Cinema in Mashhad and Honare
Shahre Aftab Cineplex in Shiraz.
The films, which revolve around religious stories, have
been selected to mark the Muharram mourning season for
the martyrdom anniversary of Imam Hussein (AS) and
his companions who were killed in Karbala in 680 CE.
“Flying in the Night” won the Crystal Simorgh for best
film at the 5th Fajr International Film Festival in 1986.
The film centers on an Iranian battalion that is

surrounded by the enemy during the 1980-1988 Iran-Iraq
war. The battalion’s connection to the headquarters is cut
off. Four soldiers are selected to go to the headquarters
to bring help, and three of them are martyred. The
commander decides to prepare water for the injured
soldiers, but he is also martyred. Auxiliary forces arrive,
fight with the enemy, and save the other remaining
soldiers.
“The Fateful Day” is an adaptation of a play by Bahram
Beizai on the Karbala tragedy directed in 1995.
The film is the story of a Christian man who converts
to Islam for the love of a Muslim girl. At the wedding,
he hears voices calling for help. He leaves the ceremony
and takes a journey to Karbala. But he arrives the end
of the Battle of Karbala after the martyrdom of Imam
Hussein (AS) and his companions.

A scene from “The Fateful Day” by Shahram Asadi.

